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Introduction

This dissertation is a collection of four chapters using non-standard preferences
to better understand the behavior of asset prices and households. Part I of this
dissertation studies the effects of non-standard preferences on equilibrium stock
and bond prices. I show that non-standard preferences can be a useful ingredient
to explain empirical regularities in the financial markets. Part II of this disser-
tation studies the relationships between non-standard preferences and household
financial decision making. I show that non-standard preferences, sometimes even
time varying, can be a useful ingredient to explain observed household behavior.
Overall, this dissertation shows that non-standard preferences have explanatory
power for macro- and micro-economic phenomena.

Part I of this dissertation concerns “Asset Pricing”, and encompasses the first
two chapters. The chapters focus on aggregate macro-finance decision making.
The non-standard preferences that I study are present bias and regret aversion.
In these chapters, I model a representative agent that is either present biased
or regret averse, in an otherwise standard model of financial markets. I show,
mostly in closed form, that in equilibrium these preferences influence asset prices.
Consequently, I bring the models to the data and I present evidence that the
models also have an empirical value.

In the first chapter, “Present Bias, Asset Allocation, and Bond Behavior”,
which is joint work with Bas Werker, we present a present-biased general equi-
librium model that explains multiple features of bond behavior. Present-biased
investors increase short-term hedge demands to satisfy short-term needs, com-
pared to standard time-consistent preferences. Hence, a present-biased investor
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drives down short-term yields and requires a premium on long-term bonds, lead-
ing to an upward sloping yield curve. Observed bond behavior is best explained
using a short-term orientation of at most 1 year, providing an estimate for the
investor’s “duration of the present”.

In the second chapter, my job market paper, “Regret and Asset Pricing”, I
investigate the consequences of regret aversion for asset prices in an otherwise
standard model of financial markets. Accounting for investors’ regret aversion can
help explain the risk-free rate puzzle, excess stock return volatility, the downward
sloping term structure of equity risk premiums, and the predictability of stock
returns both in the time series and in the cross section. The model also evaluates
bond behavior and predicts a downward sloping real yield curve. I provide an
empirical measure of regret which confirms empirically the main model’s testable
predictions. This research is the first to document the linkage between regret
aversion and many stylized facts concerning asset prices. I pursue to understand
regret in more detail in future work.

Part II of this dissertation concerns “Household Finance”, and encompasses the
next two chapters. The chapters focus on micro individual-level decision mak-
ing. The non-standard preferences that I study in these chapters are present bias,
patience, and risk aversion. I measure these preferences among pension fund par-
ticipants and a representative group of The Netherlands. In each chapter, I relate
the measured preferences with one of the following two financial-economic deci-
sions: retirement decisions and investment decisions. In general, I find evidence
that non-standard preferences explain such financial-economic decisions.

In the third chapter, “Can Estimated Risk and Time Preferences Explain Real-
life Financial Choices?”, which is joint work with Marike Knoef and Eduard Ponds,
we combine experimentally elicited preferences with administrative microdata to
study actual financial decision making. We simultaneously elicit and estimate risk
and time preferences in a real-life context, using the convex time budgets method.
Within an expected utility framework, we show that individually estimated pref-
erences explain actual retirement decisions up to 82% of our sample for a utility
indifference of at most 2% annual certainty equivalent consumption. Freedom of
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choice by means of a front-loaded annuity creates annual potential welfare gains up
to 2.77%, but realized welfare gains are lower or even negative due to suboptimal
choices.

In the fourth chapter, “Time-varying Risk and Time Preferences: Relation with
Trading Behavior”, which is joint work with Marike Knoef, we show that risk and
time preferences are time varying, and are related to trading behavior. Using
simultaneous elicitation and estimation of risk and time preferences for 2240 in-
dividuals, we find that risk aversion and patience correlate positively with daily
changes in national COVID-19 hospitalizations. Daily hospital changes are tem-
porarily uncorrelated and a two standard deviation increase in the daily change
in COVID-19 hospitalizations decreases the annual discount rate from 4.3% to
2.6%, increases the annual present-bias factor by 0.05, and increases risk aver-
sion by 0.11. At the same time, the disposition effect is time varying: it declines
when COVID-19 hospitalizations increase, as investors hold on to winning stocks
relatively more. This observation is in line with the time-varying investor’s risk
aversion and patience, as predicted by intertemporal realization utility models.

In summary, this dissertation has two main messages. First, non-standard
preferences matter in the aggregate for asset prices in financial markets. Second,
non-standard preferences drive parts of individual-level behavior of households.
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Part I

Asset Pricing

1
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Chapter 1

Present Bias, Asset Allocation,

and Bond Behavior∗

∗We thank Anne Balter, Hazel Bateman, Servaas van Bilsen, Stefano Cassella, Rob van den
Goorbergh, Frank de Jong, Marike Knoef, Eduard Ponds, Stefan Zeisberger, and seminar partic-
ipants at the American Finance Association (2021, Poster), World Finance Conference (2021),
Econometrics of Option of Markets (2021), Netspar International Pension Workshop (2020) and
Netspar Pension Day (2018, 2019) as well as participants of the APG Asset Management and
ABP Pension Fund Seminars for useful comments.
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Do present-biased preferences shape bond behavior? And if so, what is the
investor’s duration of the present? Economic agents are subject to present bias
(Laibson, 1997; Frederick et al., 2002). Present bias is an old idea and forms a
pillar of the modern behavioral economics literature, having added generally to
our understanding of financial-economic intertemporal decision making.

We show that multiple features of observed nominal bond behavior can
be understood with a simple modification of time preferences in the standard
representative-agent equilibrium model. Standard time-consistent preferences have
difficulties matching observed bond behavior. The central ingredient in our model
is present bias, or time inconsistency, added to basic time-separable power util-
ity. As we will see, a present-biased investor has a higher demand for short-term
bonds than long-term bonds, as she is more oriented on the short term than the
long term. As a result, a present-biased investor requires a higher premium on
long-term bonds. Therefore, compared to standard time-consistent behavior, ex-
cess returns on long-term bonds are higher and the slope of nominal yield curve is
steeper in equilibrium, which matches the observed data.

Present bias distinguishes explicitly between the short term and the long term.
However, the “duration of the present” for present-biased preferences remains an
open empirical question (Ericson and Laibson, 2019). How soon is “now” in an in-
vestment context? We find that investors using a short-term discounting duration
of at most one year matches observed nominal bond behavior. Thus, we establish
a connection between asset-pricing models and the experimental literature.

Our results show that present bias matches the observed sign, magnitude and
Sharpe ratio of excess nominal bond returns. In historical U.S. data, the excess
return on ten-year bonds is 4.10% and the Sharpe ratio is 0.38. Present bias
produces an excess return of 4.45% and a Sharpe ratio of 0.42, while standard
time-consistent behavior produces an excess return of only 2.80% with a Sharpe
of only 0.26. Second, present bias produces yield spreads that match the historical
unconditional averages, in line with Liu and Wu (2021), but also the time-series
dynamics of yield spreads are closer to the data for present-biased behavior than
time-consistent behavior. The average observed yield spread for five-year and
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Chapter 1. Present Bias, Asset Allocation, and Bond Behavior

ten-year bonds is 1.33% and 1.78% respectively. Assuming present bias yields a
five-year yield spread of 1.09% and a ten-year yield spread of 1.95%, while time-
consistent behavior produces a flatter term structure of interest rates by slopes of
0.67% and 1.11% respectively. Finally, present bias fits other moments of nominal
bond behavior as well, such as term premia (Backus et al., 1989) and predictability
(Campbell and Shiller, 1991).

The mechanism that drives our results is due to a preference for higher short-
term hedge demands and lower long-term hedge demands for bonds, compared to
a standard time-consistent investor. A present-biased investor puts less value to
the distant future and as such cares less about hedging risks for the long run.
A naïve present-biased investor prefers short-term bond investments over long-
term bond investments to hedge for short-term consumption satisfaction rather
than long-term consumption. Consequently, short-term bond prices rise and long-
term bond prices decrease, leading to a positive yield spread in our model. The
positive yield spread from the present-bias model matches the data, while time-
consistent behavior does not. We assume that risk premia are unpredictable such
that speculative demand is independent of time preferences, because speculative
demands are independent of current time and the investor’s horizon (Merton, 1969;
Brennan and Xia, 2002). For this reason, equity and cash holdings are not directly
affected by present bias in our model. We derive this mechanism in closed form.

Present bias has been extensively documented in diverse groups of the popula-
tion using financial events, actual consumption events, field studies, and lab studies
(see the overview papers of Ericson and Laibson, 2019; Cohen et al., 2020).1 Evi-
dence for overvaluing the present compared to the future for specifically investors
and institutions comes from Porter (1992), Laverty (1996), Bushee (1998), Bushee
(2001), Van Binsbergen, Brandt, et al. (2008), and Dikolli et al. (2009). Overall,
they report that institutional investors exhibit preferences for the short term due
to (i) compensation horizons of managers, (ii) competitiveness among managers,
and (iii) pressure to deliver superior short-term performance rather than long-term
firm value (i.e., the “short-term pressure” hypothesis, “managerial myopia” and “in-

1McClure et al. (2007) provides neuro-scientific evidence for present bias via a neuro-imaging
laboratory experiment.
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stitutional myopia”). Practitioners and academics have repeatedly documented the
excessive focus on short-term performance at the expense of long-term firm value
(Lowenstein, 1988; Lehmann, 2004; Haldane, 2010; Stout, 2012; Chung and Low,
2017).2 We can capture such behavior that overvalues the present, while putting
less value to the future, naturally using present bias.

The most popular way to model present bias is by a simple generalization of
the standard time-consistent expected utility model. Quasi-hyperbolic discount-
ing introduces an additional present-bias factor β < 1 (Strotz, 1956; Phelps and
Pollak, 1968; Laibson, 1997) and the quasi-hyperbolic model collapses to stan-
dard exponential discounting with only a long-term discount factor δ if β = 1.3

Time-consistent discounting does not permit any noticeable discounting over short
horizons, because short-term orientation in the exponential discounting model
would compound to predict counterfactually severe discounting over longer hori-
zons (O’Donoghue and Rabin, 2015).

The time-consistent investor, one that discounts exponentially, makes the same
choice no matter when asked. However, this assumption of time consistency has
been challenged empirically (see for example Thaler, 1981, Ainslie, 1992, Loewen-
stein and Prelec, 1992). The naïve present-biased investor holds a belief (that
proves incorrect) that her current self can commit future selves to act in a time-
consistent manner. Strotz (1956) suggested the assumption of naïvete, and more
and more research suggests that naïvete regarding time-inconsistency seems to
explain behavior (O’Donoghue and Rabin, 2015).4

The investor can invest in stocks, bonds, and cash in the arbitrage-free complete
financial market. The risk-free rate is driven by a two-factor Vasicek process,
whereas stocks follow a geometric Brownian motion. Our derivations hold for any
N -factor Vasicek model, but we confine our empirical analysis to two factors. The

2Yan and Zhang (2009) find that institutions with short investment horizons are better in-
formed than long-term institutions.

3Financial economists typically call the standard long-term discount factor β, while (experi-
mental) economists call the long-term discount factor typically δ. Quasi-hyperbolic discounting
is also known as “beta-delta” discounting and we follow this convention.

4An alternative is (partial) sophistication about present bias, which to some extent is a higher
form of rationality.
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Chapter 1. Present Bias, Asset Allocation, and Bond Behavior

investor solves a dynamic multi-period consumption problem, in combination with
her optimal investment demands, under present bias. Our derivations are general
and hold for any deterministic discount structure, in which we consider present
bias as a special case. In equilibrium, investment demands of the representative
investor are set equal to the exogenous supply of U.S. bonds.

Our paper contributes to the literature on modeling, estimating, and explaining
bond behavior. Unlike our simple approach of time-separable utility, studies ana-
lyzing bond risk premia often use recursive preferences, see for example Piazzesi
and Schneider (2006a) and Van Binsbergen, Fernández-Villaverde, et al. (2012).
Bansal and Shaliastovich (2013) highlight the preference for early resolution of
uncertainty with respect to long-run risks, and Augustin and Tédongap (2020)
combine disappointment aversion with a preference for early resolution of uncer-
tainty to explain term structures. Wachter (2006) uses habit formation to explain
nominal and real bond behavior, and Gallmeyer et al. (2017) use a preference
shock with a monetary policy rule.

Similar to ours, Creal and Wu (2020) and Gomez-Cram and Yaron (2021) study
how time preferences shape bond behavior, but they use recursive preferences.
They assume shocks to the rate of time preference, while we keep stable time
preferences. Relatively little research exists on the stability of time preferences,
but using a large two-year longitudinal study, Meier and Sprenger (2015) find that
aggregate discount rates are unchanged, which supports the assumption of stable
time preferences. Gao et al. (2018) study the term structure of interest rates
with stable time preferences in the context of financial intermediaries. Financial
intermediaries offer contracts to time-inconsistent hyperbolic discounting investors.
The authors show that arbitrage-free linear contracts allow for a unique term
structure of interest rates which includes a premium for naïvete, such that more
naïve investors in the population create a larger yield spread. Related to their
results, we find that the naïve present-biased investor demands a premium on
long-term bonds and this premium is higher if the amount of present bias increases
such that the yield spread increases.5

5Riedel (2004) shows that heterogeneity in (stable) time preferences, but the same degree of

6
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Our main finding of an average upward sloping yield curve relates to the pre-
ferred habitat model of Vayanos and Villa (2021). They model the term structure
of interest rates as an interaction between investors with preferences for specific
maturities and risk-averse arbitrageurs, and also find an upward sloping term
structure of interest rates. According to the preferred habitat theory, there are
investor clienteles for specific maturity segments. The interest rate for a given
maturity is mainly driven by shocks affecting the demand of the corresponding
clientele. Our approach is different as it relates to the consumption-based ap-
proach of macro-finance models, which does not require unobservable ‘preferred
habitat’ parameters. Our results are interpretable in a preferred habitat context
since present-biased investors prefer to invest in the habitat of short-term bonds
compared to long-term bonds and, thereby, create an average upward sloping yield
curve. Stated differently, present bias might provide a micro foundation for pre-
ferred habitats.

Our theoretical model can be both given a nominal and a real interpretation,
similar to Vayanos and Villa (2021). However, we calibrate our model using nom-
inal yields, so the empirical results should be understood in a nominal context. A
motivation is that economic agents have a bias to evaluate outcomes in nominal
terms rather than real terms, because economic agents are often found to be sub-
ject to money illusion (Shafir et al., 1997). Note that if agents indeed overestimate
future inflation, then the increase in nominal term structures does not necessarily
lead to increasing real term structures.

We also contribute to the literature on optimal consumption and portfolio
decisions for time-inconsistent investors. Marín-Solano and Navas (2010) study
optimal consumption and investment for naive and sophisticated individuals in
the classical Merton (1969) case, without interest rate risk.6 They find that the
optimal share invested in the stock is independent of time preferences for CRRA
utility. We confirm that speculative demands and, therefore, the share invested

risk aversion, can produce additional humps in the yield curve if there is a sharp ‘habitat’ for a
large group of investors.

6Zhao et al. (2014) study the same consumption-investment problem as in Marín-Solano and
Navas (2010), but with a general discount function, logarithmic utility, and stochastic coefficients.
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Chapter 1. Present Bias, Asset Allocation, and Bond Behavior

in stocks is independent of time inconsistency. However, we show that hedge
demands and, thereby, the share invested in bonds depends on time preferences if
one considers interest rate risk.

1.1 The model

The representative present-biased investor maximizes utility over consumption to
find her optimal asset allocation. The investment options are a risk-free asset, a
stock, and bonds. Equilibrium prices adjust such that the supply equals demand
for these assets.

1.1.1 Preferences

The present-biased investor solves

max
{Wt,T1

,...,Wt,Tn}
Et

[
n∑

j=1

D(Tj − t)
W 1−γ

t,Tj

1− γ

]
. (1.1)

Here γ is the investor’s risk aversion and Wt,Tj
denotes optimal planned consump-

tion at decision time t ∈ [0, Tj] for consumption moments Tj ≥ t. D(x) reflects
the discounting associated with delay x

D(x) =

⎧⎨
⎩δx if x = [0, TS]

βδx if x ∈ (TS, TL].
(1.2)

Here 0 < δ < 1 is the standard long-term discount factor and 0 < β ≤ 1 is
the present-bias factor. TS denotes the duration of the present (i.e., short-term
horizon), and after the end of the present the future starts which lasts until the
terminal long-term horizon TL.7 Consumption during the short term is only dis-
counted by the standard discount factor δ, while consumption in the long term is
additionally discounted by the present-bias factor β.

7We choose to work with the typically used deterministic horizons, but the end of the present
TS might be stochastic (Harris and Laibson, 2013).
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1.1. The model

Many variants exist for modeling time inconsistency, but we use present bias
captured by the generalized quasi-hyperbolic discount function (Harris and Laib-
son, 2013).8 With this functional form, the present-bias factor β = 1 corresponds
to standard exponential discounting (Samuelson, 1937), while β ∈ (0, 1) reflects
present bias. Thus, a present-biased investor values consumption after the present
TS less than a standard time-consistent investor. Only in case the investor has
time-consistent preferences, which is mathematically equivalent to exponential dis-
counting, consumption Wt,Tj

is independent of decision time t because the time-
consistent investor makes the same choice no matter when asked.9

Figure 1.1 presents our main empirical specification, in which the present-biased
investor has a short-term orientation of TS in years and a long-term orientation
of TL in years. Essentially, we group consumption in the present and in the fu-
ture, such that the investor only has two consumption moments. One aggregated
consumption moment during the present [0, TS] and one aggregated consumption
moment during the future (TS, Tl].10 The representative investor is infinitely lived
such that at each decision time t the investor discounts consumption during the
present by the standard discount factor δ and consumption during the future by
the additional present-bias factor β. Thus, at each time t, the investor decides
how to optimally smooth consumption over the present and the future, and how
to optimally invest for the present and the future.

The 2-period model with grouped aggregate consumption and investment pro-
vides a helpful discipline. It cleanly separates behavior in durations of the present
and the future, revealing the key intuition for present-biased investing along with
the key mechanism for the upward sloping yield curve. Nevertheless, we solve our
model theoretically for multiple consumption moments as well. Moreover, our the-

8The instantaneous quasi-hyperbolic discount function as proposed by Laibson (1997) follows
if TS = 0.

9Optimal planned consumption for in-between dates t ≤ t + h ≤ Tj follows from Wt,Tj ,t+h,
please see Appendix C.

10Mathematically, consumption during the present coincides with time TS and consumption
during the future coincides with time TL. For interpretability and tractability, we let them
coincide. The model yields qualitatively the same predictions if consumption differs from the
bounds, as long as there is consumption somewhere in the present interval and somewhere in the
future interval.

9
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Chapter 1. Present Bias, Asset Allocation, and Bond Behavior

Figure 1.1: Time-line present-bias model. This timeline presents the discount structure for
a present-biased investor with quasi-hyperbolic discounting, from the perspective of time t = 0.
The quasi-hyperbolic discount function discretely drops with size β when the present ends and
the future begins. The present-to-future transition occurs at TS = 1 year and the future ends at
year TL = 10, respectively the short-term and long-term planning horizons.

t = 0 TS = 1 TL = 10

Present
δTS

Future
β × δTL

oretical analysis holds for any general discount structure D(x), such that modeling
present bias is just a special case.

1.1.2 Financial market

The investor has access to an arbitrage-free complete financial market consisting
of a stock, constant-maturity bonds and cash. The short rate rt is assumed to be
affine in an N -dimensional factor of state variables Ft

rt = A0 + ι′Ft, (1.3)

where ι denotes an N -dimensional vector of ones.11 The factors Ft follow an
N -dimensional multivariate Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process:

dFt = κ (θ − Ft) dt+ σFdZF,t, (1.4)

where κ is a N ×N diagonal mean-reversion speed matrix, θ is an N -dimensional
column vector of long-run averages, σF is a N × N lower triangular covariance
matrix with strictly positive elements on its diagonal and ZF,t is an N -dimensional
column vector of independent standard Brownian motions.

The investment opportunities depend on the pricing kernel in the economy,
which determines the expected returns on all securities in the financial market.

11We assume that the instantaneous interest rate equals a constant plus the sum of the factors,
see for example De Jong (2000).

10
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1.1. The model

We assume absence of arbitrage and, thus, the existence of a stochastic discount
factor process Mt with M0 = 1:

dMt

Mt

= −rtdt− λ′dZt, (1.5)

where λ = [λS;λF ] and Zt = [ZS,t;ZF,t] are (N + 1)-dimensional vectors. λS is
the constant price-of-risk for the stock and λF is the N -dimensional vector with
the constant prices-of-risk for the bonds. ZS,t is a standard Brownian motion
representing shocks to the stock, and it is independent of the shocks ZF,t to the
state variables.

The dynamics of the stock price and the dynamics of the N -dimensional vector
of (constant-maturity) bond prices follow from

dSt

St

= (rt + σ′λ)dt+ σ′dZt

dPt

Pt

= (rt − B(τ)′σFλF )dt− B(τ)′σFdZF,t,

(1.6)

where σ = [σS;σFS] is an N +1-dimensional vector. σS is the volatility parameter
of the stock and σFS is an N -dimensional vector governing the covariance between
stock and bond returns.12 B(τ) follows from

B(τ) = [B(τ1)ι, ...,B(τN)ι],

with

B(t) = (I − exp(κt))κ−1. (1.7)

in which τj for j = 1, ..., N denotes the maturity of bond j. B(.) is an N × N -
dimensional matrix, so B(.) has the same dimensions.

12The dynamics of the bond prices follow from the explicit bond prices in the financial market
obtained by Lemma 1 in Appendix B for α = 1.

11
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Chapter 1. Present Bias, Asset Allocation, and Bond Behavior

1.1.3 Consumption, investment, and the yield curve

We present closed-form solutions for optimal consumption and investment with
a general discount structure D(x). The investor determines both the optimal
allocation of wealth over time for consumption and the optimal investment strategy
to finance her consumption. Since we assume that risk premia are unpredictable,
speculative demands are independent of time and the investor’s horizon (Merton,
1969; Brennan and Xia, 2002). However, hedge demands depend on time and
the investor’s horizon, such that hedge demands depend on the discount structure
through the channel of discounted consumption. As a result, time preferences of
an investor shape the yield curve through hedge demands.

We solve the investor’s problem (1.1) with n consumption moments using the
martingale method of Cox and Huang (1989) subject to her budget constraint at
each time t

Et

[
n∑

j=1

Wt,Tj
MTj

]
= WtMt, (1.8)

with Wt total available wealth at time t and Wt,Tj
the to be planned investor’s

consumption at time t with investment horizon is Tj.

Consider the 2-period model with consumption grouped in the present and the
future. The investor has to split total available wealth at each time t in an amount
to finance her first consumption moment during the present and in an amount to
finance her second consumption moment during the future. She uses a part of her
total wealth to finance each consumption moment, which one can think of as a
money pot (Balter and Werker, 2021). Thus, total wealth at each time t equals
the present value of the first money pot and the second money pot. Optimizing
the allocation for the first money pot is a stand-alone terminal wealth problem
and the second money pot is a stand-alone terminal wealth problem as well. What
eventually matters, is the optimal division of total wealth over each of the money
pots, i.e., the short-term present and the long-term future.

This approach provides a convenient way to think about intermediate allocation

12
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1.1. The model

and smoothing of consumption over time by sequentially solving multiple terminal
consumption problems, which works thanks to the completeness of the market. The
intuition carries easily to the more general n-period model. The theorem below
characterizes optimal consumption and investment, as indicated by the asterisks.

Theorem 1. For an investor that solves (1.1) subject to her budget constraint
(1.8):

1. The optimal consumption at time t for investment horizon Tj equals W ∗
t,Tj

and is (among others) a function of the discount structure D(x).

2. The optimal fraction of wealth invested in bonds, a stock, and cash for a
single terminal consumption problem equals π∗i (t, T ) = (π∗

B(t, T ), π
∗
S, π

∗
C).

• The optimal fraction of wealth invested in constant-maturity τ -year
bonds at time t for investment horizon T is an N-dimensional vector

π∗
B(t, T ) =

1

γ

(
λS

σS

σ′FS − λ′F

)
(σF )

−1(B(τ)′)−1 + (1− 1/γ)ι′B(T − t)(B(τ)′)−1.

• The optimal fraction of wealth invested in stocks is

π∗S =
λS

γσS

.

• The remainder is invested in cash.

3. The optimal fraction of total wealth invested in asset i = {stock, constant-
maturity τ -year bond, cash} at time t for all consumption moments Tj is

ω∗i (t, Tj) =

∑n
j,j>t π

∗
i (t, Tj)W

∗
t,Tj∑n

j,j>t W
∗
t,Tj

(1.9)

We prove this formally in Appendix C. At a less formal level, the investor’s
problem (1.1) clearly depends on the discount structure D(x). Because discount-
ing influences optimal consumption W ∗

t,Tj
, the optimal fraction of total invested

wealth ω∗i (t, Tj) reacts to discounting accordingly since the distribution of total

13
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available wealth over the money pots changes. Because risk premia are unpre-
dictable, speculative demands are constant such that the key mechanism that
shapes bond behavior is through the hedge demands.

More specifically, Statement 3 shows that the optimal proportions ω∗i (t, Tj) for
each asset i invested over all money pots Tj depend on two things: (i) the optimal
fraction of wealth invested per terminal consumption problem π∗i (t, Tj), and (ii)
the actual allocation of total wealth W ∗

t,Tj
over all consumption moments.

Starting with consumption, Statement 1 implies that the actual allocation of
total wealth W ∗

t,Tj
over all consumption moments depends on the investor’s time

preferences through the discounting structure D(x). The consumption strategy
W ∗

t,Tj
describes the investor’s actual consumption at time t if the investment hori-

zon is Tj. The consumption rule W ∗
t,Tj ,t+h describes the investor’s planned con-

sumption at each time t for all in-between dates t ≤ t + h ≤ Tj with investment
horizon Tj.13 Consumption for both actual and planned strategies depend on the
discount structure.

For a present-biased investor the actual consumption path differs from her
planned consumption path. Because a present-biased investor is time inconsistent,
she deviates from her plans. At time t, the present-biased investor plans how much
to consume at future date t + h. But, if she actually arrives at date t + h, she
decides to consume more than initially planned at time t.

For a standard time-consistent investor, the actual consumption path is identi-
cal to her planned consumption path, i.e., W ∗

t,Tj ,t+h = W ∗
t+h,Tj

for t+ h = t, ..., Tj.
Because the investor is time consistent, she sticks to her plan. The time-consistent
investor consumes at each date t+ h, what she initially planned at time t to con-
sume at time t + h given the state of the world. As a result, the ratio of current
consumption to total wealth is higher for a present-biased investor than a time-
consistent investor at every time t.14 So, similar to Marín-Solano and Navas (2010)
and Zou et al. (2014), we find that naïve present bias increases the consumption
rate compared to standard time-consistent behavior, however we generalize to a
model with interest rate risk.

13See Appendix C for the derivation.
14This consumption rate is concave upward sloping and reaches 1 at the terminal horizon.

14
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1.1. The model

Regarding investment, Statement 2 present the optimal fraction of wealth in-
vested per single money pot. The allocation to bonds π∗

B(t, T ) depends on time t

and the investor’s horizon T , while the allocation to stocks π∗S is constant (Brennan
and Xia, 2002). The investment strategy for bonds has two components: specu-
lative demand and hedge demand. The investment strategy for stocks has only
speculative demand, because risk premia are unpredictable (Merton, 1969). The
bond and stock speculative demands for a single terminal wealth problem depend
on risk aversion, volatility, and prices-of-risk but are independent of current time
t and the investment horizon T .15 Consequently, the speculative demand for total
invested wealth ω∗i (t, Tj) is independent of time preferences.16

However, the bond hedge demands for a single terminal wealth problem depend
on current time t and the investment horizon T , such that hedge demands for
total invested wealth ω∗i (t, Tj) depend on the investor’s time preferences through
consumption W ∗

t,Tj
which depends on t and Tj. Similar to planned consumption,

one can also easily derive the planned optimal investment by using W ∗
t,Tj ,t+h rather

than W ∗
t,Tj

in Theorem 1. Investment for both actual and planned strategies depend
on the discount structure.

Overall, a present-biased investor allocates more wealth to consumption mo-
ments during the present, while allocating less wealth to future consumption mo-
ments. Consequently, the fraction of wealth allocated to the present over total
wealth increases, while the fraction of wealth allocated to the future over to-
tal wealth decreases. Since hedge demands depend on the investor’s discounting
through the delay between Tj and t and because the present-biased investor has
a higher fraction of total wealth invested for the short-term present, the fraction
of short-term hedge demand over total hedge demand increases. Thus, a present-
biased investor has a relatively larger demand for short-term bonds, such that
short-term bond prices rise and short-term yields decrease. The investor uses this

15Although stock market returns are influenced by all N +1 sources of risk, only stock market
shocks matter for the optimal investment fraction to stocks.

16Mathematically, since speculative demand is independent of time t and horizon Tj you can
take the speculative part of π∗

i (t, T ) out of the summation in ω∗
i (t, Tj), such that ω∗

i (t, Tj)
is constant as well because there is no relation anymore with the discount structure through
optimal consumption W ∗

t,Tj
.

15
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Chapter 1. Present Bias, Asset Allocation, and Bond Behavior

short-term hedge component to hedge against short-term unfavorable changes in
the state variables. Vice versa, the fraction of long-term hedge demand over to-
tal hedge demand decreases, such that long-term bond prices drop and long-term
yields increase. So, a present-biased investor requires a premium to hold long-term
bonds. This is the key mechanism that drives the main result of an upward sloping
nominal yield curve.

Theorem 1 generalizes the results of Marín-Solano and Navas (2010) and Zou
et al. (2014). First, we extend their models to one with interest rate risk through
a N -factor Vasicek model. Consequently, time preferences do influence the asset
allocation through hedge demands and, therefore, shape the yield curve. Second,
our result holds for any discount structure D(x), in which we treat present bias
as a helpful special case. Additionally, we bring our model to the data using an
equilibrium approach to study the model’s descriptive abilities.

1.1.4 Equilibrium bond behavior

Here, we extend the partial equilibrium to the concept of general equilibrium
such that we can compute equilibrium bond behavior. The investor’s optimal
investment demands equal the exogenous historical U.S. supply of bonds. The
definition below characterizes the general equilibrium.

Definition 1. The market is in general equilibrium if both of the following condi-
tions are satisfied:

1. The representative investor solves her consumption problem (1.1) subject to
her budget constraint (1.8).

2. Bond markets clear continuously, such that for all t we have:

ω∗B(t, Tj) = ŵB(t)

where ω∗
B(t, Tj) is the optimal bond demand from Theorem 1 and ŵB(t) is the

exogenous supply of bonds in the economy, both being N-dimensional vectors.

16
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The first condition determines the demand for the stock, bonds, and cash in
the economy by Theorem 1. The representative investor is infinitely lived by
definition. Thus, at all time t, the representative investor solves her consumption
problem with discount structure D(x).

The second condition states that demand and supply for bonds is equal to each
other, implying the general equilibrium. The market is complete, so the number
of bonds with different maturities equals the number N of state variable factors.
Hence, to match the supply and demand of N bonds, we need N free parameters
for an exactly identified system. Standard macroeconomics uses prices to match
demand and supply. We follow this approach, and we use the N prices-of-risk λF

as free parameters to match demand with supply in equilibrium for all N bonds.
The estimated equilibrium prices-of-risk are λ̂F , which we solve for numerically.

The estimated prices-of-risk identify the equilibrium yields and equilibrium
bond returns. In our economy, the investor may still invest in the stock market, but
we do not impose equilibrium in that market. Since the optimal stock allocation is
independent of the discount structure, there is no need to examine how discounting
influences equilibrium stock prices.

1.2 Calibration

In this section we calibrate the model to U.S. historical bond data and we calibrate
preferences.

1.2.1 Data

On the one hand, we require data and Kalman estimation to calibrate the financial
market. On the other hand, we require data to determine the historical supply of
U.S. bonds in the economy.

Starting with the latter, to determine the supply of bonds in the economy we
use monthly data from 1 October 1976 to 1 January 2019 on U.S. government
debt. The source is Datastream’s U.S. Maturity Distribution, Interest Bearing
Public Debt. The ratio of short-term debt (i.e., maturities smaller than 1 year,

17
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and between 1 and 5 years) to total debt declines during our sample period from
roughly 84% to 69%. The ratio of long-term debt(i.e., maturities exceeding 5
years) to total debt increases from 15% at October 1976 to 30% at January 2019.
During our sample period, on average 73% of the debt has a maturity lower than
5 years, while 17% of the debt has a maturity higher than 5 years.17

Empirically, not all the parameters of the affine model can be identified and
certain assumptions are necessary. For identification purposes, we normalize the
long-run means of the factors θ to zero in (1.4), in line with De Jong (2000).
We assume that there are two factors driving the short rate rt in (1.3). Hence,
to ensure market completeness, we need two constant-maturity bonds of different
maturities. To determine the maturities of these two bonds, we rely on historical
U.S. government debt data. We assume that all debt with maturity lower than 5
years reflects a U.S. government bond with a maturity of 3 years, while all debt
with maturity higher than 5 years reflects a U.S. government bond with a maturity
of 10 years.18 So, in equilibrium, we match the supply of three-year and ten-year
U.S. government bonds with the model-implied demand for both three-year and
ten-year bonds respectively on a monthly basis during 1 October 1976 to 1 January
2019.

To calibrate the financial market, we use monthly zero-coupon yields with
multiple maturities and monthly stock returns from 1 October 1976 to 1 January
2019.19 Regarding the yield data, we take the yields with maturities 2 years, 3
years, 5 years, 7 years, and 10 years from the Treasury Constant Maturity Rates,
while the yields with a maturity of 3 months and 1 year are from Treasury Bills:
Secondary market rates, because these series contain less missing values. Source
of the yield data is the Fed database at the St. Louis Federal Reserve. All yield
data is reported in percent per annum, and annualized using a 360-day year or
bank interest. We use the 3 month treasury bill to proxy for the instantaneous

17Table 1.6 in Appendix D provides additional information on U.S. government debt.
18Horvath et al. (2017) follow a similar approach.
19Regarding the choice of the sample period, we did not go further back than October 1976,

because yield curve estimations and debt data from earlier years contain relatively high standard
errors and missing values.

18
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risk-free rate.20 As for the stock data, we use Kenneth R. French’s Website, which
is a value-weighted index of all CRSP firms incorporated in the U.S. and listed on
the NYSE, AMEX or NASDAQ.

We calibrate our model to the monthly market data by using a standard
Kalman filter with maximum likelihood estimation. Exact discretization of our
economy is possible by writing the financial market processes as a multivariate
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. Regarding the choice of maturities for the yields in
the estimation, we follow De Jong (2000). For maturities over 10 years, bond data
is somewhat scarce, so interpolation is less accurate. Very short-term interest rates
of one and two months exhibit sometimes exceptionally large one-period changes.
We feel more confident using interest rates of 3 months and longer, and of 10
years and shorter. To keep the estimation feasible, we confine ourselves to four
maturities: 3 months, 1 year, 5 years, and 10 years.

The maximum likelihood estimation starts from multiple initial values to pre-
vent that the optimizer finds a local optimum. We estimate 12 model parameters
and 4 measurement errors for each maturity. We assume that each maturity has its
own measurement error, such that the variance of the errors depends on maturity
(Geyer and Pichler, 1999). Each error is drawn from a uniform distribution, and
both serially and cross-sectionally uncorrelated.21 Table 1.5 in Appendix D shows
the estimates for the financial market.22

1.2.2 Preferences

For our benchmark model, we use standard time-separable power utility with a
typical CRRA risk-aversion parameter of γ = 10 (Mehra and Prescott, 1985),

20Empirically using shorter maturities, e.g., one or two months, suffers from data issues such as
large changes within one period and fewer observations. So, we feel most confident approximating
the theoretical instantaneous risk-free rate by the empirical 3 month rate.

21Assuming only one error variance for all maturities is a possible and convenient simplification.
22Factor 2 exhibits stronger mean reversion than factor 1. Factor 1 (level factor) is very highly

correlated with the ten-year yield and factor 2 is very closely related to the spread between the
three-month yield and the ten-year yield (slope factor). The long-term mean of the short-rate
A0 is estimated at 3.59%. Both prices-of-risk for the two factors are negative. The negative sign
of σF,21 implies that there is negative correlation between the two factors. The price-of-risk for
the stock λS equals 0.4095, and the volatility of the stock σS is 15.04% per annum.
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which we keep fixed throughout the analysis. Regarding time preferences, we need
durations of the present TS and the future TL as well as values for the present-bias
factor β and the long-term discount factor δ. Institutions typically perform decen-
tralized investment with different investment horizons (Van Binsbergen, Brandt,
et al., 2008). Managers are usually compensated on an annual basis, such that
their investment horizon is generally relatively short. In contrast, a Chief Invest-
ment Officer, who employs multiple managers to implement investment strategies,
generally has a much larger horizon because of long-term mandates from the insti-
tution. Hence, as institutions are exemplary for our representative agent, in our
benchmark model we set the short-term investment orientation TS to 1 year (i.e.,
duration present), while we set the long-term investment orientation to TL = 10

years (i.e., duration future). Benartzi and Thaler (1995) also provide evidence
that investors tend to evaluate their portfolios on a one-year basis.

We set the annual long-term discount factor to δ = 0.97, which is a typical
value in the asset pricing literature. For a standard time-consistent investor with
exponential discounting, this value implies an annual discount rate of 3% no matter
when the investor is asked. Laibson (1997) argues that the annual present-bias
factor β is in the interval (0, 2/3) if δ is close to unity. In our analysis, we take
roughly the mean value of this interval and set β = 0.35 on an annual basis
for our naïve representative present-biased investor. We feel comfortable using
these values, since Laibson, Maxted, et al. (2015) estimate a present-bias factor
of β = 0.35 and a long-term discount factor of δ = 0.97 on an annual basis for
specifically a naive agent.23

1.3 Empirical findings

In this section we characterize the model’s behavior. We compare the present-bias
model with U.S. historical data. We evaluate the model’s behavior by studying
model-implied equilibrium nominal bond returns, yields, term premia, and pre-

23Their estimates are particularly helpful because the authors distinguish between time-
preference estimates for sophisticated and naive agents.
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dictability (Campbell and Shiller, 1991). As we will show, a present-biased investor
with a short-term focus of at most 1 year (i.e., “duration of the present”) matches
many features of nominal bond behavior. The mechanism is through changes in
asset allocation compared to time-consistent behavior.

1.3.1 Excess returns

Our first measure to evaluate the model’s behavior is the excess return on bonds.
The mean and standard deviation of excess bond returns are a popular measure
for characterizing bond behavior (Rudebusch and Swanson, 2008). Model-implied
excess bond returns are defined as the expected instantaneous τ -year bond return
in excess of the the short rate rt

rB(τ) = −(B(τ)ι)′σF λ̂F , (1.10)

along with its standard deviation

sB(τ) =
√
(B(τ) ∗ ι)′σFσ′F (B(τ) ∗ ι). (1.11)

The excess bond returns depend on the discount structure D(x) through the equi-
librium estimated prices-of-risk λ̂F , such that (1.10) expresses the equilibrium
excess bond returns. The standard deviation of bonds is independent of the de-
terministic prices-of-risk and, hence, independent of discounting. For this reason,
we study the Sharpe ratio — the mean of the excess return (1.10) divided by its
standard deviation (1.11) — which is a comprehensive measure of bond behavior.
In a similar vein, we compute the excess return and Sharpe ratio of the stock in
the financial market.

Table 1.1 shows the excess returns and Sharpe ratios on nominal bonds and
stocks, on average over time. We report moments as found in the data, as in
the present-bias model with several durations of the present and as in the time-
consistent model. We first describe our benchmark present-bias model which as-
sumes a duration of the present of 1 year and, afterwards, we describe the other

21
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Table 1.1: Excess returns and duration of the present. This table reports average returns
in excess of the risk-free rate and Sharpe ratios of a nominal 3-year bond, a nominal 10-year bond
and a stock. The Sharpe ratio is the mean of the excess return divided by the standard deviation.
The column “Data” gives statistics for excess returns as realized in the data. The column “Present
bias” gives statistics as implied by the present-bias model (present-bias factor β = 0.35). The
column “Time consistency” gives statistics as implied by standard time-consistent discounting
(present-bias factor β = 1). The column ”Duration present” gives statistics as implied by the
present-bias model for a duration of the present equal to 3 months with present-bias factor
β = 0.7, and 3 years with present-bias factor β = 0.05. Values are annualized. Data are monthly
and run from 1 October 1976 to 1 January 2019.

Duration present

Data 3 months 1 year 3 years Time consistency
3-year bond

Mean 1.90 1.67 1.60 1.05 1.06
Sharpe 0.48 0.42 0.41 0.27 0.27

10-year bond
Mean 4.10 4.40 4.45 3.11 2.80
Sharpe 0.38 0.41 0.42 0.29 0.26

Stock
Mean 7.27 7.51 7.48 7.05 7.02
Sharpe 0.48 0.49 0.49 0.46 0.46

durations.24

The table confirms that our benchmark present-bias one-year model supports
the data in terms of sign, magnitude, and Sharpe ratio. Empirically, excess bond
returns have a positive relation with maturities up to 10 years (Boudoukh et al.,
1999). Indeed, model-implied excess returns are increasing in maturity. In the
present-bias one-year model, the excess return on a ten-year bond is 4.45%, some-
what higher than its mean in the data. The excess return on a three-year bond is
1.60%, somewhat lower than its mean in the data. Although, by construction, we
do not fit the standard deviation of bonds well, the present-bias one-year model
produces Sharpe ratios fitting the observed data closely. Clearly, a time-consistent
investor produces excess returns and Sharpe ratios that are too low compared to

24Table 1.8 in Appendix D shows excess returns and Sharpe ratios on nominal asset for an im-
patient time-consistent investor. The impatient time-consistent investor produces results similar
to the present-bias model, however an impatient time-consistent investor produces counterfactu-
ally high annual discount rates over long-term horizons and as such is undesirable.
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the data, such that present bias yields a large but simple improvement over time
consistency. Time consistency produces a three-year excess bond return of only
1.06% and a ten-year excess bond return of only 2.80%.

Besides, the present-bias one-year model fits excess stock returns reasonably
well, such that the equity premium puzzle is absent in our model. By definition,
excess stock returns depend on both the equilibrium prices-of-risk λ̂F and the stock
price-of-risk λS, so the discount structure D(x) influences equilibrium excess stock
returns partially. Unlike others that find distorted predictions in the stock market,
we find reasonable equilibrium stock behavior in a model tailored to capture bond
behavior. The remaining part of the predictive power for stocks comes from the
Kalman estimated financial market parameters.

We now first discuss the mechanism for our main result and, then, we discuss
the several durations of the present.

Asset allocation

The relatively higher excess return on a ten-year bond under present bias is a result
of a higher hedge demand for short-term bonds and a lower demand for long-term
bonds compared to standard time-consistent investing. Table 1.2 summarizes the
optimal hedge and speculative holdings, as fractions of total wealth, under present
bias and time consistency for a short-term three-year bond, a long-term ten-year
bond, a stock, and cash, when the agent has two consumption moments according
to the timeline in Figure 1.1. Thus, the optimal asset allocation for the four assets
is weighted by the wealth allocated to both consumption moments, i.e., during the
present and the future.

The short-term hedge demand for a present-biased investor is 9 percentage
points higher than for a time-consistent investor, while the long-term hedge de-
mand for a present-biased investor is 17 percentage points lower than for a time-
consistent investor. The key mechanism is a higher consumption rate for a present-
biased investor: a present-biased investor is less concerned with the future and,
therefore, cares less about hedging risks for the long term but she demands to
hedge short-term risks. If the short-term focus increases (i.e. a lower present-bias
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Table 1.2: Optimal asset allocation with consumption in the present and future.
Optimal fractions of total wealth — divided in hedge and speculative demands — invested in a
3-year bond, a 10-year bond, a stock index, and cash (total demand adds up to 1) according to
Theorem 1. The agent has two consumption moments according to the timeline in Figure 1.1.
The column “Present bias” presents results as implied by the present-bias model (present-bias
factor β = 0.35). The column “Time consistency” presents results as implied by standard time-
consistent discounting (present-bias factor β = 1).

Asset Present bias Time consistency

Hedge Speculative Total Hedge Speculative Total
3-year bond 0.48 2.44 2.92 0.39 2.44 2.83
10-year bond 0.04 -0.63 -0.59 0.21 -0.63 -0.42
Stock - 0.27 0.27 - 0.27 0.27
Cash - - -1.61 - - -1.68
Total - - 1.00 - - 1.00

factor β), then the hedge demand for short-term bonds rises.

Note that present bias and impatience are different from myopic behavior.
A myopic investor ex-ante completely neglects the future, while a present-biased
investor puts more weight to the present than the future, but still foresees that
there is a future consumption moment. Myopic behavior would lead to no hedge
demands (Van Binsbergen, Brandt, et al., 2008), such that myopic behavior would
be virtually unaffected by discounting as hedge demands are virtually absent.

Table 1.7, Panel A, in Appendix D shows the optimal asset allocation for a
present-biased investor for several present-bias factors. The main observation is
that a lower present-bias factor drives up short-term hedge demands but lowers
long-term hedge demands, because the less the investor cares about future con-
sumption opportunities. An extremely low present-bias factor β of 0.05 causes the
investor to go short in terms of ten-year bond hedge demands. Panel B shows
that a standard time-consistent investor with a long-term annual discount factor
of δ = 0.86 replicates the optimal asset allocation decisions for a present-biased
investor with β = 0.35, δ = 0.97, however such exponential discounting implies
counterfactually high discounting over long-term horizons inconsistent with the
experimental evidence (O’Donoghue and Rabin, 2015).

In line with Theorem 1, the speculative demands are independent of the dis-
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1.3. Empirical findings

count structure. Thus, in a financial market with interest rate risk and no pre-
dictability of Sharpe ratios, the optimal stock holdings are equal for present-biased
and time-consistent investors. This result extends the finding of Marín-Solano and
Navas (2010) in the classical Merton model.

Duration of the present

Coming back to Table 1.1, what is the investor’s duration of the present, or what
is the investor’s short-term orientation? This is an open empirical question in the
behavioral literature (see Ericson and Laibson, 2019). Using a discounting model
based on present bias requires a distinction between now and later, i.e., the short
term and the long term. Experimental evidence over consumption (e.g., juice,
water, and effort) finds a duration of the present ranging from a few minutes to
a few weeks (McClure et al., 2007; Augenblick, Niederle, et al., 2015). However,
a different picture emerges if we study structural models with annual periods, in
which models treat consumption anytime this year as immediate (Angeletos et al.,
2001). For a stock-bond portfolio, Benartzi and Thaler (1995) report that investors
are myopic with an investment evaluation period of 1 year. Van Binsbergen,
Brandt, et al. (2008) argue that asset managers are compensated on an annual
basis such that their investment horizon is relatively short. To the extent of our
knowledge, there are no papers measuring the duration of the present for explicitly
bond investment decisions and we try to fill this gap here.

We repeat our earlier analysis, however we estimate equilibrium excess returns
for a short-term horizon of TS = 3 months and for a short-term horizon of TS = 3

years in Figure 1.1. For TS = 3 months, the investor has one aggregated con-
sumption moment during the present [0, 3 months] and one aggregated consump-
tion moment during the future (3 months, 10 years]. Similarly, the time-line for a
short-term horizon of 3 years follows. Because a short-term horizon of 3 months
makes the investor by definition more short-sighted — the first consumption mo-
ment arrives earlier than the one-year benchmark — the investor uses a higher
present-bias factor (i.e., less present biased). A short-term horizon of 3 years
makes the investor more far-sighted — the first consumption moment arrives later
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Chapter 1. Present Bias, Asset Allocation, and Bond Behavior

than the one-year benchmark — such that the investor uses a lower present-bias
factor (i.e., more present biased).

We do not allow ourselves the luxury of selecting the present-bias factors that
would fit the data best, and we set the present-bias factor β = 0.7 for TS = 3

months and we set the present-bias factor β = 0.05 for TS = 3 years. The value
β = 0.7 is in line with estimated present-bias factors in the experimental literature
that focuses on eliciting present bias on a daily, weekly or monthly basis (see for
example Ericson and Laibson (2019)). β = 0.05 indicates very strong present
bias, but Laibson, Maxted, et al. (2015) do estimate even lower values of present
bias for a sophisticated agent in a long-run life-cycle model with a CRRA risk
aversion parameter of 3. All other parameters remain identical to the benchmark
present-bias one-year model.

Table 1.1 shows that present bias with a duration of at most 1 year fits the
cross section of excess returns as found in the data well, while a duration of 3 years
fails to fit the data. In terms of magnitude, a present duration of 3 months even
yields a slightly better match with the data than our benchmark present duration
of 1 year. For a duration of the present of 3 years, excess returns and Sharpe ratios
fail to quantitatively match the data although excess returns are still increasing in
maturity. A present-biased investor with a duration of 3 years comes close to the
standard time-consistent investor in terms of bond return behavior.

So, the main take-away is that observed bond behavior is best explained if the
investor’s short-term orientation is at most 1 year. We conclude that the present
for bond investors has a duration of at most 1 year. We feel most confident with
reporting a duration of the present of at most 1 year, compared to 3 months, as the
1 year duration is intuitive and in line with the annual myopic portfolio evaluation
period of Benartzi and Thaler (1995). They are successful in explaining the equity
premium puzzle by means of an evaluation period of 1 year. It may not come
as a surprise that a similar short-term orientation is able to explain asset-pricing
puzzles in the bond market.
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1.3.2 Yield curve

Our second measure to evaluate the model’s behavior is the yield curve. We study
the shape of the yield curve by nominal yields and yield spreads. The model-
implied yield on zero-coupon bonds is a linear transformation of the factors, where
the intercept and factor loadings are time-invariant functions of time to maturity
(vector) τ

Yt(τ ; λ̂F ) ≡ − lnPt(τ)/τ = −A(τ)/τ + ι′B(τ)Ft/τ. (1.12)

Here Pt(τ) is the price of zero-coupon bonds with time-to-maturity τ , as given
by (1.22) in Appendix C. The intercept A(τ) is a function of the discount struc-
ture D(x) through the equilibrium estimated prices-of-risk λ̂F , such that (1.12)
expresses the equilibrium yields. The yield spread, also known as the slope of the
yield curve, is simply the difference between the yield to maturity on a long-term
bond and the instantaneous risk-free rate.

Table 1.3 shows that present bias matches the cross section of nominal yields as
found in the data, averaged over time. A well-established feature of the uncondi-
tional nominal yield curve is that it slopes upward as maturity increases (Piazzesi
and Schneider, 2006a). Panel A confirms that the average yield curve on five-year
and ten-year nominal bonds is upward sloping as the yield spreads are positive.
Clearly, the present-bias model does a better job in matching the observed yield
spreads than the time-consistent model. Present bias produces a yield curve that
matches on average the sign and magnitude of the slope of the yield curve in the
data. A time-consistent investor (i.e., present-bias factor β = 1) produces a flat-
ter relationship between yields and maturity as the yield spreads are lower than
observed in the data and in the present-bias model. An implication of the present-
bias model is that bond term premia are increasing in maturity for which we find
support below in line with the data of Boudoukh et al. (1999).

Panel B shows the yield curves in the data, in the present-bias model, and in
the time-consistent model. The average yield on the five-year nominal bond in
the present-bias model is equal to 5.82%, similar to the data mean of 5.85%. The
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Table 1.3: Yield curves and yield spreads of nominal bonds. Panel A presents the
τ -year yield spread, or slope, defined as the difference in nominal yields between the τ -year
bond and the 3-month bond. Panel B presents nominal yields for maturities of 3 months to 10
years. The column “Data” gives statistics for nominal yields on nominal bonds as realized in the
data. The column “Present bias” gives statistics for nominal yields on nominal bonds as implied
by the present-bias model (present-bias factor β = 0.35). The column “Time consistency” gives
statistics for nominal yields on nominal bonds as implied by standard time-consistent discounting
(present-bias factor β = 1). Values are annualized. Data are monthly and run from 1 October
1976 to 1 January 2019.

Panel A: Yield spreads
Maturity Data Present bias Time consistency

Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev.
5 years 1.33 0.97 1.09 1.02 0.67 1.02
10 years 1.78 1.22 1.95 1.38 1.11 1.35

Panel B: Yield curves
Maturity Data Present bias Time consistency

Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev. Mean Std. dev.
3 months 4.52 3.59 4.73 3.91 4.71 3.91
1 year 5.03 3.83 4.93 3.82 4.84 3.83
5 years 5.85 3.50 5.82 3.53 5.38 3.60
10 years 6.29 3.23 6.68 3.26 5.82 3.40
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average yield of the risk-free rate is 4.73%, about its mean in the data. Observe
that the risk-free rate in the present-bias model and time-consistent model are
nearly equal. The difference in yield spreads between both types of discounters is
mainly driven through relatively higher yields for ten-year bonds in the present-
bias model. Because the present-biased investor prefers to hedge her consumption
in the short-run more than the time-consistent agent, the present-biased investor
requires a higher yield on the long-term ten-year bond. The present-bias model also
produces standard deviations of bond yields that are closer to the data than the
time-consistent model. Long-maturity yields are less volatile than short-maturity
yields. For the five-year yield, the standard deviation implied by the model is
3.53%, while in the data it is 3.50%. However, much of the explained standard
deviation comes from fitting the Kalman filter on the data.

Rather than aggregate market moments of yields, a somewhat more challenging
task is to see if the present-bias model fits the time series as well. In the top panel
of Figure 1.2, we plot the level of the risk-free rate in percentage points over time,
defined as the yield on three-month bonds. The solid line depicts the estimates
from our present-bias model, and the dotted line is the data. In the bottom panels
of Figure 1.2, we plot the slope of the yield curve defined as the five-year yield
minus the three-month yield and the ten-year yield minus the three-month yield.
The panel titles also display the mean absolute errors.

Our model-implied risk-free rate traces the data well. Both yield spreads, or
slopes of the yield curve, match the time-series dynamics of the data as well. The
model matches many of the short- and long-run fluctuations in the nominal data,
considering that our model uses deterministic prices-of-risk. A potential reason is
that we combine structural modeling of time preferences with a Gaussian affine
two-factor term structure model. The mean absolute errors (MAE) for the risk-free
rate, five-year yield spread, and ten-year yield spread are respectively 0.41, 0.46,
and 0.45 percentage points.25 For the time-consistent model, the mean absolute
errors for the yield spreads are higher: 0.71 for the five-year yield spread, and 0.69
for the ten-year yield spread. While the mean absolute error 0.40 for the risk-free

25These pricing errors are two to three times smaller than the mean absolute errors reported
by Creal and Wu (2020), who use a sample period from 1959 to 2014.
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Figure 1.2: Time series of the risk-free rate and the yield spread implied by the
present-bias model and in the data. The solid lines show the implied risk-free rate or n-
year yield spread in equilibrium when monthly debt data is fed into the present-bias model. The
dotted lines show the realized time series of the monthly data. The risk-free rate is the nominal
yield on a 3-month bond. The n-year yield spread, or slope of the yield curve, is the difference
in nominal yields between the n-year bond and the 3-month bond. Values are annualized. Data
run from 1 October 1976 to 1 January 2019.
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rate is similar. In terms of root mean squared errors (RMSE), the present-bias
model also produces lower errors for the yield spreads than the time-consistent
model. The root mean squared errors for the five-year and ten-year yield spreads in
the present-bias model are 0.61 and 0.59 respectively, while for the time-consistent
model they are 0.85 and 0.84 respectively.

1.3.3 Term premia and predictability

Our final measures to evaluate the model’s behavior are bond term premia and
predictability. Arguably a clean conceptual measure of long-term bond risk is
the term premium, or the bond risk premium. The term premium measures the
additional compensation a risk-averse investor needs to choose a long-term bond
over a short-term bond. The term premium is typically expressed as the difference
between the yield on the bond and the unobserved risk-neutral yield for that same
bond (Rudebusch and Swanson, 2008). Thus, the term premium is not directly
observed in the data and must be inferred using term-structure models (or other
methods). The model-implied term premium equals

tpt(τ) = yt(τ)− ỹt(τ). (1.13)

Here yt(τ) is the model-implied yield from (1.12) at time t on a τ -year bond, which
depends on the discount structure through the estimated equilibrium prices-of-risk.
ỹt(τ) is the risk-neutral yield on that same bond, which we obtain by setting both
prices-of-risk for the stock λS and for the factors λF to zero. By construction, the
risk-neutral yields are independent of the discount structure.

We measure the model’s predictability by the “long-rate regressions” of Camp-
bell and Shiller (1991)

yt+1(τ − 1)− yt(τ) = constantτ + ατ
1

τ − 1
(yt(τ)− yt(3 month)) + ετ,t+1. (1.14)

Here the dependent variable is the change in the τ -period zero-coupon yield from
period t to t+1, and the independent variable is the slope of the yield curve at time
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t divided by τ − 1. The intercept ‘constantτ ’ and slope coefficient ατ are maturity
specific. Thus, the slope coefficient from a Campbell-Shiller (1991) predictability
regression assesses how the slope of the yield curve predicts changes in long-term
yields.

Under the expectation hypothesis, the slope of the yield curve is the optimal
forecast of future changes in long-term bond yields. In other words, ατ should be
equal to one. Instead, Campbell and Shiller (1991) empirically find a coefficient
that is negative at all maturities and significantly different from one. Time varia-
tion in the yield spread pushes ατ away from unity. Moreover, they observe that
the higher the maturity, the lower is ατ .

Table 1.4, Panel A, shows that the term premia and the Campbell-Shiller
regression slopes for the present-bias model are in line with the observed data.
Present bias matches the mean observed term premium over time well. The term
premium on a five-year bond in the present-bias model equals 1.32%, nearly identi-
cal to its mean in the data of 1.36%, while the time-consistent model clearly yields
a too low five-year term premium of 0.88%. The term premium on a ten-year bond
is overstated by the present-bias model, but understated by the time-consistent
model. Our main goal is to match historical bond behavior by a simple extension
of standard time-separable CRRA utility, such that we have modeled constant
prices-of-risk and, therefore, miss out on the variability of term premia.

The Campbell-Shiller regression slopes show the coefficients ατ when we run
regression equation (1.14) on the model-implied yields and on the observed yields.
The present-bias model produces negative slope coefficients close to the data and
they are decreasing in maturity. Our estimated five-year coefficient is similar to
Wachter (2006), who reports a value in the range of -1.4 and -1.6. The model-
implied ten-year slope coefficient equals -2.76, close to its estimate in the data
-2.68. The five-year slope coefficient from the time-consistent model matches the
data well, but the time-consistent model performs poorly compared to the present-
bias model when matching the ten-year slope coefficient in the data.
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Table 1.4: Term premia and predictability. Panel A presents average term premia and
“long-rate” regression slope coefficients in the data, in the present-bias model, and in the time-
consistent model. The τ -year term premium, or bond risk premium, is the difference between
the yield on the τ -year bond and the unobserved risk-neutral yield for that same bond. The
Campell-Shiller regression slope is the coefficient ατ from the regression yt+12(τ − 12)− yt(τ) =
constantτ+ατ

12
τ−12 (yt(τ)− yt(3))+εt+12 using monthly periods t and bond yields with maturity

τ ∈ {60, 120}.

5 years 10 years

Term premium
Data 1.36 2.03
Present bias 1.32 2.42
Time consistency 0.88 1.56

Campbell-Shiller regression slope
Data -1.64 -2.68
Present bias -1.41 -2.76
Time consistency -1.52 -3.07

1.4 Conclusion

In this paper, we offer an explanation for several empirical features of nominal bond
behavior based on present-biased preferences. Our solution is a simple extension of
the standard exponential discounting time-separable CRRA utility framework by
means of an additional present-bias factor β (Phelps and Pollak, 1968; Laibson,
1997). A substantial body of experimental literature suggests that present bias
plays an important role in making intertemporal decisions (Frederick et al., 2002).
Present-biased investors value the short term more than the long term, such that
they focus more on hedging risks in the short term rather than hedging risks in
the long term. For this reason, present bias increases the (hedge) demand for
short-term bonds and creates a premium for long-term bonds. These effects can
match a panoply of empirical stylized facts.

Present-biased preferences require a distinction between the short term and
the long term. We answer the open empirical question about the duration of the
present in an investment context (Ericson and Laibson, 2019). Bond behavior is
best explained if bond investors use a present duration of at most 1 year. As such,
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we connect asset pricing models with the experimental literature. We are the first
to show that present bias shapes bond behavior. Our present-bias model matches
observed excess bonds returns and observed yield spreads especially well compared
to a time-consistent model. Besides, the present-bias model matches term premia
and bond predictability to a somewhat better extent than a time-consistent model.

The present-biased investor solves a dynamic investment problem with a gen-
eral discount function in a financial market with bonds and stocks, in which in-
terest rates are driven by a 2-factor Gaussian affine term structure model (such as
Vasicek, 1977). We present explicit analytical solutions by using the martingale
method (Cox and Huang, 1989) for the investor’s optimal consumption path and
investment strategy. These optimal investment demands imply equilibrium bond
behavior.
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1.5. Appendix

1.5 Appendix

A. Consumption and investment in a N-factor

model

The result is fairly standard and is present for completeness only. We solve firstly
for the optimal consumption path and, then, for the optimal investment strategy.
The representative investor maximizes expected CRRA utility of wealth at a ter-
minal horizon. Specifically, the representative investor maximizes expected utility
of future wealth W for investment horizon T :

max
WT

E0

[
W 1−γ

T

1− γ

]
, (1.15)

subject to her budget constraint

E0 [WTMT ] = W0, (1.16)

where W0 is initial total available wealth. Obviously, such a terminal consumption
formulation is independent of any discount structure. For this reason, discounting
models in a terminal horizon problem do not influence optimal consumption and
optimal investment. We formalize this observation in the theorem below.

Standard calculations using the Lagrange method, lead to implicit optimal
consumption

W ∗
t =

1

Mt

Et [W
∗
TMT ] =

W0

Mt

Et

[
M

1−1/γ
T

]
E0

[
M

1−1/γ
T

] , (1.17)

where we use the first fundamental theorem of asset pricing.

Lemma 1. For positive α, the conditional expectation at time t of the stochastic
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discount factor follows from

Et

[(
MT

Mt

)α]
= exp

(
αm(Ft, T − t) +

1

2
α2v2(T − t)

)
(1.18)

= e
1
2
(α−1)αv2(T−t)Pt(T − t)α (1.19)

where (τ = T − t)

m(Ft, τ) = − (A0 + ι′θ) (τ)− ι′B(τ) (Ft − θ)− 1

2
λ′λ(τ) (1.20)

v2(τ) =

∫ τ

0

||ι′B(τ − v)σF ||2dv + λ′λ(τ) + 2

∫ τ

0

〈ι′B(τ − v)σF ,λF 〉dv,
(1.21)

and

Pt(T − t) = exp (A(T − t)− ι′B(T − t)Ft) (1.22)

with deterministic functions

A(T − t) = − (A0 + ι′θ) (T − t) + ι′B(T − t)θ

+
1

2

∫ T

t

||ι′B(T − v)σF ||2dv +
∫ T

t

〈ι′B(T − v)σF ,λ
′
F 〉dv (1.23)

Appendix B provides the proof of Lemma 1. Now, the explicit optimal con-
sumption path follows directly from (1.17) by plugging in the result of Lemma 1.
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Mathematically,

W ∗
t = W0 exp

(
−
∫ t

0

rsds−
∫ t

0

λ′dZs − 1

2

∫ t

0

λ′λds
)α−1

× exp

(
1

2
(α− 1)αv2(T − t)− 1

2
(α− 1)αv2(T )

)

× {exp[− (A0 + ι′θ) (T − t)− ι′B(T − t) (Ft − θ)

+
1

2

∫ T

t

||ι′B(T − v)σF ||2dv +
∫ T

t

〈ι′B(T − v)σF ,λ
′
F 〉dv]α

− exp[− (A0 + ι′θ) (T )− ι′B(T ) (F0 − θ)

+
1

2

∫ T

0

||ι′B(T − v)σF ||2dv +
∫ T

0

〈ι′B(T − v)σF ,λ
′
F 〉dv]α}. (1.24)

Note that the stochasticity in (1.24) comes from

−(α− 1) (λ′FZF,t + λSZS,t)

and from
−αι′B(T − t)Ft.

So, rewriting (1.24) into a stochastic differential equation, with α = 1 − 1/γ due
to CRRA utility, yields

d logW ∗
t = g1(r, T − t)dt+

λS

γ
dZS,t +

(
λ′F
γ

− (1− 1/γ)ι′B(T − t)σF

)
dZF,t,

(1.25)

where the drift term g1(r, T − t) is a function of the interest rate rt and the
remaining investment horizon τ = T − t.

Finally, consider the return on a portfolio that consists of the three available
assets. Let π∗ = (π∗S(t),π

∗
B(t, τ), π

∗
M(t)) be the optimal proportion of wealth

invested at time t in a stock, in a vector of bonds with maturities τ and in cash. If
the individual invests in such a portfolio, then total wealth A(t) evolves according
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to

dAt

At

=

(
πS(t)

dSt

St

+ πB(t, τ)
′dPt

Pt

+ πM(t)
dBt

Bt

)
, (1.26)

where Bt is the process for the risk-free asset, or cash. Substituting the dynamics
of the assets and taking the log, yields

d logAt = g2(.)dt+ πS(t)σSdZS,t + (πS(t)σ
′
FS − πB(t, τ)

′B(τ)′σF ) dZF,t, (1.27)

where g2(.) is the drift term.
Then, the optimal investment demands π∗ follow by simply equating the coef-

ficients of the diffusion terms in (1.25) and (1.27).
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1.5. Appendix

B. Proof of Lemma 1

Using (1.3) and (1.4), we have

rt = A0 + ι′ [θ + exp(−κt)(F0 − θ)] +

∫ t

0

ι′ exp(−κ(t− s))σFdZF,s

= A0 + ι′θ + ι′ exp(−κt)(F0 − θ) +

∫ t

0

ι′ exp(−κ(t− s))σFdZF,s, (1.28)

which follows directly from the solution of the stochastic differential equation to
the Orstein-Uhlenbeck process (see, e.g., Chin et al. (2014)).

From the above, we find

∫ t

0

rvdv =

∫ t

0

(
A0 + ι′θ + ι′ exp(−κv)(F0 − θ) +

∫ v

0

ι′ exp(−κ(v − s))σFdZF,s

)
dv

= (A0 + ι′θ) t+ ι′B(t) (F0 − θ) +

∫ t

0

(∫ v

0

ι′ exp(−κ(v − s))σFdZF,s

)
dv

= (A0 + ι′θ) t+ ι′B(t) (F0 − θ) +

∫ t

0

ι′B(t− v)σFdZF,v (1.29)

where in the second equality we use (1.7) and in the third equality we use stochastic
integration by parts. More general

∫ T

t

rvdv = (A0 + ι′θ) (T − t) + ι′B(T − t) (Ft − θ) +

∫ T

t

ι′B(T − v)σFdZF,v,

(1.30)

which has a normal distribution with (conditional) mean and variance:

Et

[∫ T

s

rvdv

]
= (A0 + ι′θ) (T − s) + ι′B(T − s) (Fs − θ) , (1.31)

Vt

[∫ T

s

rvdv

]
=

∫ T

t

||ι′B(T − v)σF ||2dv, (1.32)

where we use Itô isometry to obtain the variance.26 Hence, the stochastic discount
26||.|| denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector (i.e., the square root of inner product of the

vector and itself).
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factor follows a log-normal distribution with mean

m(rt, T − t) = Et

[
ln

MT

Mt

]

= Et

[
−
∫ T

s

rvdv −
∫ T

s

λ′dZv − 1

2

∫ T

s

λ′λdv
]

= − (A0 + ι′θ) (T − s)− ι′B(T − s) (Fs − θ)− 1

2
λ′λ(T − s), (1.33)

and variance

v2(T − t) = Vt

[
ln

MT

Mt

]

= Vt

[
−
∫ T

s

rvdv −
∫ T

s

λ′dZv − 1

2

∫ T

s

λ′λdv
]

=

∫ T

s

||ι′B(T − v)σF ||2dv + λ′λ(T − s) + 2Et

[∫ T

s

rvdv

∫ T

s

λ′FdZF,v

]

=

∫ T

s

||ι′B(T − v)σF ||2dv + λ′λ(T − s) + 2

∫ T

s

〈ι′B(T − v)σF ,λ
′
F 〉dv. (1.34)

We use that the prices-of-risk are constant, ZS is independent of ZF and Itô
isometry.
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1.5. Appendix

C. Proof of Theorem 1

We firstly solve for the optimal consumption path and, then, for the optimal in-
vestment strategy. The representative investor maximizes CRRA utility of inter-
mediate consumption. She solves (1.1) subject to her budget constraint (1.8). The
derivations are general in the sense that they hold for Wt,Tj ,t+h with t ≤ t+h ≤ Tj,
such that actual and planned consumption may be separated.

Using η as Lagrange multiplier for the budget constraint, we find

L = Et

⎡
⎣ n∑
j=1,t≤Tj

D(Tj − t)
W 1−γ

t,Tj ,Tj

1− γ

⎤
⎦+ η

⎛
⎝WtMt − Et

⎡
⎣ n∑
j=1,t≤Tj

Wt,Tj ,Tj
MTj

⎤
⎦
⎞
⎠ .

(1.35)

Taking the first order conditions with respect to terminal wealth for every state of
the world, yields

∂L
∂Wt,Tj ,Tj

= D(Tj − t)W−γ
t,Tj ,Tj

− ηMTj
= 0. (1.36)

This implies implicit optimal terminal wealth

W ∗
t,Tj ,Tj

= D1/γ(Tj − t)
(
ηMTj

)−1/γ
. (1.37)

and isolating the Lagrange multiplier with the budget constraint yields

η−1/γ =
WtMt

Et

[∑n
j=1,t≤Tj

D1/γ(Tj − t)M
1−1/γ
Tj

] . (1.38)

Substituting the expression for the Lagrange multiplier in implicit optimal terminal
wealth yields explicit optimal terminal wealth

W ∗
t,Tj ,Tj

= D1/γ(Tj − t)MtM
−1/γ
Tj

Wt∑n
j=1,t≤Tj

D1/γ(Tj − t)Et

[
M

1−1/γ
Tj

] . (1.39)

Now, using the first the fundamental theorem of asset pricing, the actual optimal
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consumption path at time t with horizon Tj ≥ t for in-between dates t+h = t, ..., Tj

for every money pot j = 1, ..., n equals

W ∗
t,Tj ,t+h (D(Tj − t)) =

1

Mt+h

Et+h

[
W ∗

t,Tj ,Tj−tMTj

]

= D(Tj − t)1/γWt
Mt

Mt+h

Et+h

[
M

1−1/γ
Tj

]
∑n

j=1,t≤Tj
D(Tj − t)1/γEt

[
M

1−1/γ
Tj

]

= D(Tj − t)1/γWtMtM
−1/γ
t+h

exp
(

1
2
1−γ
γ2 v2(Tj − (t+ h))

)
Pt+h(Tj − (t+ h))1−1/γ∑n

j=1,t≤Tj
D(Tj − t)1/γEt

[
M

1−1/γ
Tj

]
= D(Tj − t)1/γWtM

1−1/γ
t exp

(
−
∫ t+h

t

rsds− λ′ (Zt+h −Zt)− 1

2
λ′λ((t+ h)− t)

)

exp
(

1
2
1−γ
γ2 v2(Tj − (t+ h))

)
Pt+h(Tj − (t+ h))1−1/γ∑n

j=1,t≤Tj
D(Tj − t)1/γEt

[
M

1−1/γ
Tj

] , (1.40)

where we use Lemma 1 in the third equation, and in the fourth equation we use
the explicit expression of the stochastic discount factor.

The optimal investment strategy π∗i (t, Tj) for asset i =

{stock, constant-maturity τ -year bonds, cash} at time t for investment hori-
zon Tj follows from Appendix A. So, the optimal fraction of actual total invested
wealth at time t for each money pot j follows from the investor’s planned optimal
consumption path W ∗

t,Tj ,t+h with h = 0, leading to the investor’s actual optimal
consumption path W ∗

t,Tj ,t
. Both consumption paths are a function of the discount

structure D(Tj − t). This proves Theorem 1.27

27Note that j > t because investments are for future dates, i.e., the investor does not invest
for a payment at a payment date
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1.5. Appendix

D. Additional Data & Sensitivities

Table 1.5: Estimates of model parameters. Maximum likelihood parameter estimates and
standard errors for the joint process of nominal yields, stock returns and state-factors in (1.3)
- (1.5) by implementing a standard Kalman filter using monthly observations. We observe the
the stock market index and four points on the U.S. zero-coupon yield curve, corresponding with
maturities of 3 months, 1 year, 5 years, and 10 years. The data runs from 1 October 1976 to 1
January 2019. The standard errors follow from the square root of the diagonal elements of the

inverted Hessian matrix
√
H−1

ii for i = 1, .., k where k is the number of estimated parameters.

Parameter Estimate Standard error
κ̂1 0.0398 0.0015
κ̂2 0.4623 0.0119
Â0 0.0359 0.0015
λ̂F,1 -0.1378 0.0044
λ̂F,2 -0.4785 0.0383
λ̂S 0.4095 0.1381
σ̂F,11 0.0139 0.0004
σ̂F,21 -0.0065 0.0007
σ̂F,22 0.0166 0.0005
σ̂FS,1 -0.0264 0.0259
σ̂FS,2 -0.0171 0.0101
σ̂S 0.1504 0.0020
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Table 1.6: U.S. government debt by maturity. Panel A presents the composition of U.S.
government debt at 1 October 1976. Panel B presents the composition of U.S. government debt
at 1 January 2019. Panel C shows the mean debt composition during the observation period 1
October 1976 to 1 January 2019.

Panel A: Composition at 1 October 1976
Debt outstanding (million USD) Fraction of total debt outstanding

Total 294,595 1.00
< 1 year 153,302 0.52
1-5 years 94,845 0.32
5-10 years 31,247 0.11
10-20 years 7,939 0.03
> 20 years 7,262 0.02

Panel B: Composition at 1 January 2019
Debt outstanding (million USD) Fraction of total debt outstanding

Total 13,385,359 1.00
< 1 year 3,927,279 0.29
1-5 years 5,426,079 0.41
5-10 years 2,524,238 0.19
10-20 years 113,097 0.01
> 20 years 1,394,666 0.10

Panel C: Composition from 1 October 1976 to 1 January 2019
Debt outstanding (million USD) Fraction of total debt outstanding

Total 3,798,442 1.00
< 1 year 1,263,723 0.37
1-5 years 1,460,573 0.36
5-10 years 623,445 0.14
10-20 years 147,308 0.05
> 20 years 303,393 0.08
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1.5. Appendix

Table 1.7: Sensitivity optimal asset allocation. Optimal fraction of total wealth — divided
in hedge and speculative demands — invested in a 3-year bond, a 10-year bond, a stock index
and cash (total demand adds up to 1). Panel A presents optimal demands for the present-bias
model with varying present-bias factors β. Panel B presents optimal demands under impatient
time consistency.

3-year bond 10-year bond Stock Cash
Panel A: Present bias

β = 0.05, δ = 0.97
Hedge demand 0.54 -0.06 - -
Speculative demand 2.44 -0.63 0.27 -
Total demand 2.98 -0.69 0.27 -1.56

β = 0.5, δ = 0.97
Hedge demand 0.46 0.09 - -
Speculative demand 2.44 -0.63 0.27 -
Total demand 2.90 -0.54 0.27 -1.63

β = 0.8, δ = 0.97
Hedge demand 0.42 0.16 - -
Speculative demand 2.44 -0.63 0.27 -
Total demand 2.85 -0.47 0.27 -1.66

Panel B: Impatient time consistency

β = 1, δ = 0.86
Hedge demand 0.49 0.04 - -
Speculative demand 2.44 -0.63 0.27 -
Total demand 2.92 -0.59 0.27 -1.60
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Table 1.8: Excess returns and impatient time consistency. This table reports average
returns in excess of the risk-free rate and Sharpe ratios of a nominal 3-year bond, a nominal
10-year bond and a stock. The Sharpe ratio is the mean of the excess return divided by the
standard deviation. The column “Data” gives statistics for excess returns as realized in the
data. The column “Present bias” gives statistics as implied by the present-bias model (present-
bias factor β = 0.35). The column “Impatient time consistency” gives statistics as implied by
standard time-consistent discounting (present-bias factor β = 1) with impatience (discount factor
δ = 0.86). Values are annualized. Data are monthly and run from 1 October 1976 to 1 January
2019.

Impatient
Data Present bias time consistency

3-year bond
Mean 1.90 1.60 1.61
Sharpe 0.48 0.41 0.41

10-year bond
Mean 4.10 4.45 4.48
Sharpe 0.38 0.42 0.42

Stock
Mean 7.27 7.48 7.49
Sharpe 0.48 0.49 0.49
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Chapter 2

Regret and Asset Pricing∗
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Chapter 2. Regret and Asset Pricing

It appears to be somewhat of a challenge to provide a unifying explanation for
stylized facts that have been uncovered in the asset pricing literature. In the time
series, typical stock returns are excessively volatile and predictable using lagged
prices scaled by fundamentals such as dividends (Shiller, 1981; Campbell and
Shiller, 1988). The risk-free rate is low and stable (Weil, 1989), with unpredictable
consumption and dividend growth. The unconditional term structure of equity
risk premiums is downward sloping (van Binsbergen, Brandt, et al., 2012; van
Binsbergen and Koijen, 2017).1 In the cross section, there is a value premium
(Basu, 1983; Fama and French, 1992) and “long-term reversal” (De Bondt and
Thaler, 1985). Bond yields produce an unconditional downward sloping real yield
curve (Piazzesi and Schneider, 2006b).2

I present a model that helps explaining these stylized facts in a unifying way.
The central and only ingredient is regret and the aversion to it, added to an
otherwise standard power utility function and standard financial market. Regret-
averse investors are concerned not only about the returns they receive, but also
about the foregone returns they could have received, had they invested differently.
Investors anticipate disutility from a state of the world where they could have had
higher consumption, weighted by a regret-aversion parameter. In case the foregone
return is large, regret and marginal utility in that state of the world are high, such
that risky asset prices are high and expected returns fall.

Why is regret aversion relevant for asset prices? Extensive psychological, ex-
perimental, and neuroscientific research provides abundant evidence for the role of
regret in investment decisions and in trading behaviour.3 Psychological evidence

1Bansal, Miller, et al. (2021) argue that the unconditional equity term structure is upward
sloping.

2This is consistent with the evidence in the U.K., but it is more ambiguous in U.S. data. For
the latter, we only have a small sample (Piazzesi and Schneider, 2006b).

3Evidence for regret in decision making has been extensively investigated by Larrick (1993),
Gilovich and Medvec (1995), Larrick and Bowles (1995), Zeelenberg (1999), Connolly and Zee-
lenberg (2002), Connolly and Butler (2006), and Zeelenberg and Pieters (2007). Zeelenberg and
Pieters (2004) document regret in a real-life non-student sample. According to Connolly and
Zeelenberg (2002), regret is the emotion that has received the most attention from decision the-
orists. Saffrey et al. (2008) investigate the intensity and frequency of twelve emotions, and their
participants rate regret as being the most intense negative emotion. Zeelenberg (2020) argues
that regret fulfills all conditions for being classified as a basic emotion.
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comes from Lin, Huang, et al. (2006), who study actual stock investors’ behavior
and document that regret influences investors’ investment decisions through coun-
terfactual thinking. Lohrenz et al. (2007) and Frydman and Camerer (2016) use
neural scientific data, gathered simultaneously with actual investment behavior,
to show that investors exhibit and experience regret while trading. More gener-
ally, using a neuro-psychological experiment, Camille et al. (2004) and Bourgeois-
Gironde (2010) find that their respondents think counterfactually, anticipate regret
and consider regret while making risky decisions.4 Using detailed trading data,
Strahilevitz et al. (2011) and Magron and Merli (2015) emphasize the important
role of regret in financial decisions and they relate regret to the disposition and
repurchase effects.5

I model regret, and the aversion to it, in line with three observations from
the literature. First, at the moment of investment decision making, investors
anticipate that they experience the feeling of regret in the future. Neuroscientific
evidence (Camille et al., 2004) and the review of Zeelenberg (2018) show that
anticipating future regret influences current decision making and, thus, current
investors’ holdings. In the model, regret enters in an otherwise standard power
utility function as a multiplicative component that yields disutility, weighted by
a regret-aversion parameter (Quiggin, 1994). Regret follows from counterfactual
thinking about foregone returns. The representative investor invests in a portfolio
and anticipates regret by a comparison (ex-post) of her realized consumption with
the best unchosen alternative (i.e., “if only I made another investment decision")
and the inaction alternative (i.e., “if only I did not invest").

Second, emotions, and thereby regret, follow laws (Frijda, 1988; Frijda, 2007).
Regret is time varying and reverts over time around a mean (Wilson and Gilbert,
2005), but only slowly and gradually. Regret is persistent, extending up to years.
Especially negative feelings and emotions, to which regret belongs, are persistent

4Bourgeois-Gironde (2010) state that regret helps to optimize decision behaviour. They define
regret as a rational emotion.

5When an investor sells a stock, she is less likely to repurchase this same stock if the price has
increased since the sale, compared with when the price has decreased since the sale. Strahilevitz
et al. (2011) call this the repurchase effect. Fioretti et al. (2021) use a stock market experiment
to study the influence of regret aversion on the decision to sell an asset if prices change over time.
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Chapter 2. Regret and Asset Pricing

phenomena (Coricelli et al., 2005; Wilson and Gilbert, 2005; Hajcak and Olvet,
2008). This feature produces mean-reversion in prices and return predictability
in the time series and cross section. Consumption growth and dividend growth
follow simple white noise lognormal processes (Campbell and Cochrane, 1999),
with means and standard deviations consistent with the empirical asset pricing
literature. Because of the law of emotional control (Frijda, 1988; Frijda, 2007),
regret is not too volatile such that the risk-free rate in the economy remains stable.

Third, the main premise of regret theory (Bell, 1982; Loomes and Sugden,
1982), being an alternative to expected utility theory (Neumann and Morgen-
stern, 1947), is that we are averse to regret. Bleichrodt, Cillo, et al. (2010) in-
troduce the first quantitative measurement of a regret aversion parameter. They
estimate a regret-aversion parameter which implies more disutility when foregone
consumption is high. Their evidence confirms regret aversion at the individual and
aggregate level.

My results show that regret aversion is a helpful ingredient to understand be-
havior of assets in the time series and in the cross section, not only in terms of
sign, but also in terms of magnitude consistent with the empirical asset pricing
literature. I find a low stable risk-free rate with unpredictable, low, and sta-
ble consumption growth and dividend growth. Stocks are more volatile than the
underlying dividends, and returns are predictable by the lagged price-dividend ra-
tio and lagged returns. Regret produces an unconditional term structure of risk
premiums that is downward sloping. In the cross section, I document long-term
reversal and a value premium: stocks with low price-dividend ratios (i.e., value
stocks) yield higher subsequent returns than stocks with high price-dividend ra-
tios (i.e., growth stocks). The analysis on bonds shows that regret produces an
unconditional downward sloping real yield curve, and bond returns are predictable
by regret.

To understand the mechanisms, consider first the case of predictability in the
time series and the cross section. If foregone returns on the risky asset are high,
then regret is high. Investors regret having invested too little and demand more of
the risky asset, which pushes up prices today. Prices relative to dividends become
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overvalued such that future returns fall. In the cross section, regret is asset specific.
Stocks with high regret are typically growth stocks, or winner stocks, that yield
subsequent lower returns. The mispricing of these stocks and the regret on growth
stocks are highly persistent, consistent with (Arisoy et al., 2021; van Binsbergen,
Boons, et al., 2021). Regret volatility, amplified by regret aversion, makes returns
more volatile than the underlying cash flows. Because regret-averse investors are
concerned with regret in the short run, as they confront their performance annually,
investors require a premium to hold short-term assets such that the term structures
of equity risk premiums and interest rates is downward sloping.

The risk-free rate in the economy is low and stable, since regret is not too
volatile. When regret is high, the representative investor feels poor such that
she starts to save more which drives down the equilibrium risk-free rate. Finally,
regret-averse investors theoretically require a regret risk premium to hold risky
assets through negative correlations between consumption and regret, and dividend
and regret. If regret is high, then the foregone return on risky assets is high, such
that marginal utility is also high. Regret-averse investors do not like such states of
the world, as the could have been better off. Therefore, investors require a premium
to hold risky assets. Theoretically this holds true, but in my calibration the regret
premium is small and, thus, regret does not resolve the equity premium puzzle.
Though, I study the equity premium on unlevered claims, which is typically lower
than the equity premium on firms with leverage included (Abel, 1999).

An empirical measure of regret confirms the main model’s predictions. In
line with my regret model and the measure of Arisoy et al. (2021), I empirically
measure annual regret by the highest return in the cross section per year. This
regret measure is highly persistent and behaves historically similar to the price-
dividend ratio, as predicted by the model that prices relative to dividends are a
function of investors’ regret. Moreover, the regret measure predicts future returns
with a negative sign in the time series, specifically when the forecasting horizon
is long. Arisoy et al. (2021) empirically study the implications of regret-sorted
portfolios in the cross section and they find that growth stocks are stocks with
high regret, as predicted by my theoretical model.
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Chapter 2. Regret and Asset Pricing

Regret-averse investors are concerned with the positive skewness of returns. A
simple exercise shows that regret, or foregone returns, are on average high when
the skewness of the underlying returns is positive and high. The more disper-
sion cross-sectionally in returns, the higher the probability of a foregone missed
opportunity. Drerup et al. (2022) provide direct evidence for my main mecha-
nism of predictability of returns, as the authors find a positive correlation between
skewness expectations and investment decisions. That is, investors indeed increase
portfolio allocations when skewness expectations are high, i.e., high expected skew-
ness possibly yields high foregone returns which implies high regret. Eeckhoudt
et al. (2007) and Gollier (2018) find that regret-averse agents have a preference for
positively skewed risks and longshots. These upside risk concerns of regret-averse
investors contrast with the downside risk capital asset pricing model of Lettau,
Maggiori, et al. (2014), in which investors are concerned with downside risks.

My paper is the first to study regret in a consumption-based model and the
first to show that regret also explains stylized facts in terms of magnitude. I con-
tribute to the asset pricing literature on regret, which contains a few studies with
explicit regret-theoretic models. Dodonova and Khoroshilov (2005) study regret
aversion in a one-period terminal wealth asset pricing model with two firms and
two types of agents. They theoretically find excess volatility and long-run negative
autocorrelations of stock prices, but their regret-utility specification deviates from
the original regret theory of Bell (1982), Loomes and Sugden (1982), and Quiggin
(1994). Muermann et al. (2006) study optimal portfolio choice between a risky
and risk-free asset in DC schemes when investors are regret averse, by following
additive regret. Qin (2020) presents a regret-CAPM model, and indicates that a
regret-related beta can help explain cross-sectional returns and possibly the high
equity premium. Arisoy et al. (2021) empirically document a regret premium in
the cross section.

Compared to leading asset pricing models, regret is able to match the down-
ward sloping term structure of equity risk premiums and the cross-sectional stylized
facts. Habit formation (Campbell and Cochrane, 1999) needs high risk aversion to
explain the equity-premium risk-free rate puzzle, it produces a growth premium
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rather than a value premium (Santos and Veronesi, 2010) and the term struc-
ture of equity risk premiums is upward sloping (van Binsbergen, Brandt, et al.,
2012). The long-run risk model has difficulties with the absence of predictabil-
ity in consumption and dividend growth (Beeler and Campbell, 2012), needs to
rely on time-varying consumption volatility for predictability, and produces an
unconditionally upward sloping term structure of equity risk premiums. Disaster
risk (Barro, 2006) requires time variation in disasters to match predictability, and
disaster risk produces a flat term structure for equity and bonds (Gabaix, 2012).
Prospect theory and loss aversion models (Barberis, Huang, and Santos, 2001;
Pagel, 2016) have difficulties solving the risk-free rate puzzle and produce upward
sloping equity term structures, but Barberis and Huang (2001) can math the value
premium and long-term reversal.

Regret relates to long-term experience effects caused by the persistence and
strength of emotions (Malmendier, 2021). Malmendier (2021) states that we as
economists typically pay little attention to emotions, while we might want to
reconsider choice behavior and beliefs as a function of emotional inputs rather
than (only) informational inputs. The implications of regret on asset prices relate
to return extrapolation (Atmaz, 2021) and optimism (Brunnermeier et al., 2007)
as regret-averse investors chase good foregone returns. Moreover, regret relates
to ex-ante rational expectations-based reference-dependent models (Köszegi and
Rabin, 2006; Pagel, 2016) in which references points are (fixed) forward looking
beliefs over all possible outcomes (i.e., good and bad news) rather than backward
looking as in habit formation or prospect theory. Finally, regret aversion relates
to disappointment aversion (Gul, 1991), but regret is neurologically different and
significantly more intensely felt than disappointment (Camille et al., 2004).

Regret appears implicitly in the early behavioral finance literature (Shefrin
and Statman, 1984; Shefrin and Statman, 1985). Taking regret more explicitly
into account, Muermann et al. (2006) and Baule et al. (2019) study optimal port-
folio choice for regret-averse investors with additive regret, whereas Gollier and
Salanié (2012) study risk-sharing and portfolio allocation in a complete market
for a general bivariate regret-utility function. Qin (2015) studies bubbles, herd-
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Chapter 2. Regret and Asset Pricing

ing, and market turbulence by regret over action and inaction, while Fogel and
Berry (2006) find that regret aversion explains the disposition effect. Solnik and
Zuo (2012) present a global equilibrium asset pricing model to explain the home
bias. Regret also appears in the literature of insurance and pensions (Braun and
Muermann, 2004; Frehen et al., 2008), as well as currency hedging (Michenaud
and Solnik, 2008).

A. Related concepts

In this section, I discuss how the predictions of the regret model compare to leading
asset pricing models. The section ends with economic and psychological related
concepts to regret.

1. Asset pricing models

This section provides a comparison between the regret model and other leading
asset pricing models such as habit formation, long-run risks, disaster risk and
prospect theory. To the extent of my knowledge, current leading asset pricing
models have difficulty explaining the behavior of equity and bonds in the time
series and the cross section. Table 2.1 presents an overview of the models, and I
explain it below.
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Chapter 2. Regret and Asset Pricing

Habit formation - Campbell and Cochrane (1999) present an asset pricing
model that explains many asset pricing phenomena by including one simple in-
gredient in an otherwise standard model: external habit formation. The habit
is slow moving and yields time-varying risk aversion, whereas the regret model
implies time-independent risk aversion. The external habit model delivers a high
equity premium, excess volatility, with low mean consumption growth, and volatil-
ity, unpredictable consumption and dividend growth, and a low and slowly varying
risk-free rate. But, the habit model does not always have low risk aversion and,
as such, does not resolve the equity-premium risk-free rate puzzle.6

Also, the habit model delivers the observed return predictability, the counter-
cyclical variation of stock market volatility, and time-varying risk premia. The
regret model has all of the above, including low stable risk aversion, and as such
has the potential to explain the equity premium and risk-free rate puzzles. How-
ever, in the current setup, regret lacks the time-varying stock market volatility
(i.e., volatility is higher after a price drop) and time-varying risk premia.

The external habit formation model yields an upward sloping yield curve
(Campbell and Cochrane, 1995), which contradicts the evidence in the U.K. (Pi-
azzesi and Schneider, 2006b). Yields on long-term bonds vary more than yields
on short bonds, which contradicts the data. The habit model implies an uncon-
ditional upward sloping term structure of risk premiums and volatility (Campbell
and Cochrane, 1999), which slope upward indefinitely through the non-stationary
state variable, inconsistent with the empirical findings of van Binsbergen, Brandt,
et al. (2012).

In the cross section, the habit model produces a growth premium rather than
a value premium (Santos and Veronesi, 2010), which is at odds with the data
(Basu, 1983; Fama and French, 1992). Overall, the habit model requires eleven
parameters in total.7 Note that the authors set mean consumption growth and
mean dividend growth equal.

Long-run risks - Bansal and Yaron (2004) present an asset pricing model that

6The risk aversion of investors varies over time to more than 100 when the probability of a
recession becomes larger (Mehra, 2012).

7Based on Table I in Campbell and Cochrane (1999).
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explains many stylized facts by using two ingredients: (i) recursive Epstein-Zin
preferences, and (ii) small persistent shocks (i.e., news) to consumption and divi-
dend growth. News about long-run future consumption growth is the state vari-
able. However, the data seems to suggest that consumption growth is closer to
a random walk than the assumed persistence (Beeler and Campbell, 2012). The
model produces a low and stable risk-free rate, and excess stock return volatility. It
can produce the high equity premium with high risk aversion and low consumption
volatility, or low risk risk aversion and high consumption volatility.

When adding economic uncertainty (i.e., time-varying volatility of consumption
growth) to the long-run risk model, it produces time-varying risk premia and return
predictability, but the latter is less than observed in the data (Beeler and Campbell,
2012). Also, the model-implied volatility of the log price-dividend ratio appears
low compared to the data (Beeler and Campbell, 2012). The long-run risk model
produces a downward sloping real yield curve, with real yields below zero for a
maturity of ten years or higher. Risks for the long-run imply an unconditional
upward sloping term structure of risk premiums and volatilities (van Binsbergen,
Brandt, et al., 2012). The model produces a value and size premium in the cross
section, as well as momentum (Bansal, Dittmar, et al., 2005). Overall, the long-
run risks model (including time-varying volatility of consumption growth) needs
thirteen parameters in total.8

Rare disasters - Barro (2006) presents an asset pricing model that explains the
basic asset pricing moments by including disaster risk in an otherwise standard
model. Disasters reflect huge market crashes; one objection to the disaster model
is that we might have seen too few disasters (Cochrane, 2017). The model resolves
the equity premium and risk-free rate puzzles with low risk aversion, and explains
excess stock return volatility.

To get rare disasters to account for return predictability, one needs to specify
that the risk of a rare event changes over time (Gabaix, 2012; Cochrane, 2017).
Gabaix (2012) shows that time-varying disaster risk produces the observed volatil-
ity of the log price-dividend ratio, the time-varying risk premia, and the return

8Based on the long-run risks parameters in Table I in Beeler and Campbell (2012).
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Chapter 2. Regret and Asset Pricing

predictability as observed in the data. As shown by van Binsbergen, Brandt, et al.
(2012), the unconditional term structure of equity risk premiums is flat, which
appears to be at odds with the data (Bansal, Miller, et al., 2021).

The yield curve on real bonds is flat: all yields are equal to the risk-free rate
(Gabaix, 2012). Disasters with recoveries produce a downward sloping yield curve.
To the extent of my knowledge, it is unknown whether disaster risks produce a
value premium or long-term reversal in the cross section. Overall, the disaster
model requires sixteen parameters.9 Similar to Campbell and Cochrane (1999),
the authors set the growth rates of consumption and dividends equal.

Prospect theory - Barberis and Huang (2001) and Barberis, Huang, and Santos
(2001) present an asset pricing model that explains several stylized facts by using
four ingredients of prospect theory. First, investors derive direct utility not only
from consumption, but also from gains and losses itself. Second, investors are
loss averse such that agents are more sensitive to losses than to gains. Third,
loss-averse investors are risk-seeking over (large) losses. Finally, investors use
narrowing framing and mental accounting (Barberis and Huang, 2001), or they
distort probabilities (Barberis, Huang, and Santos, 2001).

Barberis, Huang, and Santos (2001) explain the equity premium puzzle and
excess volatility, with low and stable consumption growth that is not predictable
like their dividend growth. However, the model produces a too high risk-free
rate and a too low log price-dividend ratio volatility. Their model yields return
predictability, with an R2 increasing with the return horizon, but the R2 are lower
than found in the data. It is unclear whether the model produces time-varying
risk premiums. de Vries (2021) argues that the model of Barberis, Huang, and
Santos (2001) implies an upward-sloping term structure of equity premiums and
risks, but quantitative predictions are absent. I am unaware of a model with these
ingredients that studies (real) bond yields.

Barberis and Huang (2001) use similar ingredients as Barberis, Huang, and
Santos (2001), but the authors include narrow framing and mental accounting.
This model has some success in the cross section as well, as it creates a value

9Based on Table I in Gabaix (2012).
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premium and De Bondt-Thaler premium. Though, the value premium appears
too high. On the other hand, Barberis, Jin, et al. (2021) also apply prospect
theory to the cross section, but they find that prospect theory works especially
poor in explaining the value premium. Overall, the model of Barberis and Huang
(2001) needs sixteen parameters.10

In a similar vein, Pagel (2016) presents an asset pricing model by using the ex-
ante rational expectations-based reference-dependent model of Köszegi and Rabin
(2006) together with loss aversion. The reference point is forward looking, rather
than backward looking as in habit formation (Campbell and Cochrane, 1999) or
prospect theory (Barberis, Huang, and Santos, 2001). Specifically, the reference
point is based on fully probabilistic rational beliefs about current and future con-
sumption that the agent formed in the previous period. Investors receive gain-loss
utility from unexpected changes in present consumption and from revisions in ex-
pectations over future consumption, such that gain-loss utility can be interpreted
as utility over good and bad news. In contrast, the “reference point” in regret
theory is simply based on the true best ex-post realization.

The model of Pagel (2016) explains the equity premium puzzle, the excess
volatility and predictability of returns. The model fails to explain the risk-free
rate puzzle and autocorrelation of returns. To match these empirical findings, the
author needs to introduce long-run risks with time-varying consumption volatility
(Bansal and Yaron, 2004) as well as time-varying disaster risk (Barro, 2006) and
sluggish belief updating.

2. Economics and psychology

I end this section by discussing how regret relates to other economic and psycholog-
ical concepts. Barberis and Huang (2001) and Barberis, Huang, and Thaler (2006)
study implicitly the notion of regret by arguing that consumption is not the only
carrier of utility and that regret is a possible interpretation for narrow framing
and loss aversion. However, anticipated regret already occurs before any losses
actually materialize (Janis and Mann, 1997), such that the basic emotion of regret

10Based on Table I in Barberis and Huang (2001).
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(Zeelenberg, 2020) could be more primary than the aversion of realizing losses
(Frydman and Camerer, 2016). The concept that losses loom larger than gains
in prospect theory bears similarities with the finding that regret (after a negative
experience) is more strongly felt than rejoicing (after a positive experience).

Proceeding on prospect theory, regret runs over final wealth levels as in ex-
pected utility theory, rather than gains or losses in cumulative prospect theory
(Tversky and Kahneman, 1992). Loss aversion requires the specification of a ref-
erence point, similar to the counterfactual specification of regret aversion, but the
psychological literature has found well-defined counterfactuals for investors (Lin,
Huang, et al., 2006). Furthermore, regret enters convex in the utility function (i.e.,
the larger the foregone alternative, the higher regret, the more disutility) and is
symmetric if one would consider rejoicing, rather than the asymmetric S-shaped
concave-convex utility function of gains and losses in prospect theory.

Regret relates to long-term experience effects caused by the persistence and
strength of emotions (Malmendier, 2021). The implications of regret on asset
prices relate to return extrapolation (Atmaz, 2021) and optimism (Brunnermeier
et al., 2007) as regret-averse investors have a preference for positively skewed
risks (Gollier, 2018) and chase good returns. Frydman and Camerer (2016) argue
that regret itself can provide a microfoundation for realization utility (Barberis
and Xiong, 2012). Other interpretations of regret relate to cognitive dissonance
(Chang et al., 2015) and belief-based explanations (Frydman and Camerer, 2016).

Regret is not a unique emotion when making decisions, because other emo-
tions, such as disappointment, relief, anger, envy, satisfaction, and pride, are also
often felt in a decision making context. However, all these other emotions can also
be felt without one having made a decision (e.g., one can be disappointed in the
weather, and proud of one’s children), but regret is always linked to a decision
(Zeelenberg, 2020). Thus, regret theory does not require an ex-ante fixed (proba-
bilistic) reference point like the rational expectations-based model of Köszegi and
Rabin (2006) and Pagel (2016), but regret uses the ex-post realized alternatives
(see Lin, Huang, et al. (2006)).

Camille et al. (2004) provide neurological evidence that regret, based on ex-
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2.1. The Model

post alternative realizations, is different from disappointment, based on ex-ante
(rational) expectations. Contrary to disappointment, which is experienced when a
negative outcome happens relative to prior ex-ante expectations, regret is strongly
associated with a feeling of responsibility for the ex-post outcome of the decision
that has been made. The authors also report that disappointment is insignificant
in the decision making process, while regret is significant and more intensely felt
neurologically.

2.1 The Model

This section describes the preferences of the investors and how they set prices for
equity and bonds in the market.

2.1.1 Preferences

Identical agents maximize expected discounted utility today t, with subjective
discount factor δ, over the fraction ξt invested

max
{ξt}

u (Ct(ξt), Xt) + δEt [u (Ct+1(ξt), Xt+1)] . (2.1)

Here, Ct is the realized consumption level, based on realized returns, while Xt ≥
Ct is the foregone consumption level, based on foregone returns. I follow the
multiplicative regret theory of Quiggin (1994), which is based on the additive
regret theory as originally formalized by Bell (1982) and Loomes and Sugden
(1982). Regret theory is an alternative to expected utility theory (Neumann and
Morgenstern, 1947).

The multiplicative regret-utility function is defined as

u(Ct, Xt) =
C1−γ

t

1− γ
Xκ

t , γ > 1 (2.2)

with γ the risk-aversion parameter and κ the regret-aversion parameter.11 The
11γ retains the classical interpretation of the Arrow-Pratt definition of risk aversion (Gollier,
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(a) u(C,X) for varying consumption levels C with
fixed foregone consumption level X
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(b) u(C,X) for varying foregone consumption lev-
els X with fixed consumption level C

Figure 2.1: Regret-utility function.

first term in the regret-utility function is standard CRRA utility. The second
multiplicative term reflects the disutility of regret. Because γ > 1, the regret-
utility function has a negative range and a positive domain. When the foregone
consumption level Xt is larger than the realized consumption level Ct, investors
feel regret as they could have been better off. If there is no regret aversion, i.e.,
κ = 0, then the regret-utility function is a standard CRRA utility function.

Figure 2.1 provides intuition for the behavior of the regret-utility function. For
varying consumption levels C and a fixed foregone consumption level X, Figure
2.1a graphs the standard well-known behavior of CRRA utility: increasing and
concave. A low consumption level corresponds to a bad state of the world. For
varying foregone consumption levels X and a fixed consumption level C, Figure
2.1b shows that the regret-utility function is decreasing in foregone consumption.
A large foregone consumption level yields high disutility, which corresponds to a
bad state of the world for investors, since marginal utility is high. The strength of
disutility depends on the regret-aversion parameter κ. To ensure that (i) marginal
utility of consumption increases as foregone consumption increases and (ii) utility
exhibits aversion to the foregone alternative, we need the condition γ−1 ≥ κ ≥ 1.12

The conditions are essential properties for modelling regret (Gollier, 2018).

Instead of multiplicative regret (Quiggin, 1994), one could also model addi-

2018).
12In line with Gabillon (2011), see properties P3 and P4b in Table 2.10 in the Appendix. The

theorem of Diecidue and Somasundaram (2017) shows that regret theory holds in line with their
behavioral foundation if the inequalities are strict, which I can easily assume as well (implying
γ − 1 > κ > 1, C > 0, X > 0.
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tive regret as originally and independently developed in the regret theory of Bell
(1982) and Loomes and Sugden (1982). However, the multiplicative specification
simplifies our calculations and leads to closed-form tractable results, as opposed to
the additive specification which yields a nested utility function in a convex regret
function. Conceptually, multiplicative and additive regret should lead to the same
results. But, multiplicative regret, compared to additive regret, excludes rejoicing.

Rejoicing is an additional emotion, which is the opposite feeling of regret and
results from downward counterfactual thinking. Rejoicing is felt when realized con-
sumption turns out to be the more desirable result than the foregone consumption
Xt, i.e., Ct > Xt: “the extra pleasure associated with knowing that, as matters
have turned out, the agent has taken the best decision” (Loomes and Sugden,
1982). However, the emotional impact of regret is greater than rejoicing (Larrick
and Bowles, 1995; Zeelenberg, Beattie, et al., 1996; Humphrey, 2004; Zeelenberg,
2020) since counterfactual thinking is primarily triggered after upward counter-
factual thinking and negative experiences rather than downward counterfactual
thinking and positive experiences (Kahneman and A.Tversky, 1979; Roese and
Olson, 1995; Roese and Olson, 1997), as generally negative information exerts a
greater influence on choices than positive information (Beattie et al., 1994) and
pains persist longer than joys (Frijda, 1988; Frijda, 2007). For this reason, I only
model regret, which is in line with the multiplicative regret theory of Quiggin
(1994) which excludes the feeling of rejoicing compared to additive regret.

To ease interpretation, think of the unit of time as a year, so that consumption
and foregone consumption are measured annually. Investors might check their
portfolio more often than that, but I assume that it is only once a year that
investors confront their performance in a serious way.13 Without loss of generality
of results, decision problem (2.1) can be extended to a multi-period model with a
finite or an infinite horizon.

13This annual review period is in line with the yearly review periods of Benartzi and Thaler
(1995) and Barberis and Huang (2001).
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Consumption and foregone consumption

Having described regret utility, we now turn towards realized consumption and
foregone consumption. Investors can buy or sell a risky asset with gross return
Rt+1. We can think of the risky asset as the market portfolio. The representative
investor invests a fraction ξt of her wealth wt. et denotes the consumption level
if the agent decides to invest all of her wealth, which ensures that consumption
remains non negative. I exclude short selling such that 0 ≤ ξt ≤ 1. Then, realized
consumption today Ct and realized consumption next year Ct+1 equal

Ct = et + wt (1− ξt) ,

Ct+1 = et+1 + wtξtRt+1.
(2.3)

Foregone consumption is defined as the largest level of consumption that would
have been attainable if another decision would have been made (Bell, 1982; Loomes
and Sugden, 1982; Quiggin, 1994). If there is a foregone alternative that yields
higher consumption than realized consumption, then regret is felt. In case the
foregone alternative equals realized consumption, the investor feels no regret as
her decision is the best she could have made ex post.

Thus, regret follows from upward counterfactual thinking using foregone alter-
natives. Upward counterfactuals follow after a negative experience and take the
form of “if only...” statements (Lin, Huang, et al., 2006). Investors consider a state
of the world where they would have been better off in terms of consumption levels,
i.e., Xt ≥ Ct for all t: “If only I had made another decision, I would have had a
higher consumption level”. Lin, Huang, et al. (2006) study real investors and they
find that investors base their foregone alternatives on two counterfactuals: the in-
action alternative and the best unchosen alternative.14 In my model, investors use
these two counterfactuals to determine their foregone consumption levels today Xt

14The authors also report the expected outcome as a potential reference point. However, as
also stated by Lin, Huang, et al. (2006), if an outcome does not match the investor’s expectation,
then disappointment is felt. Camille et al. (2004) provide neurological evidence that regret is
distinct from disappointment, such that disappointment falls outside the scope of the current
analysis. Moreover, disappointment differs from the foregone and inaction alternative in the
sense that the latter two are evoked after a negative experience only.
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2.1. The Model

and next year Xt+1

Xt = et + wt,

Xt+1 = et+1 + wtR̃t+1.
(2.4)

First, the foregone consumption level today Xt originates from the inaction
alternative. This is the counterfactual thought of not having invested anything
in the risky asset, i.e., ξt = 0. The representative investor considers a state of
the world where she would have been better off by just holding her wealth: “if
only I did not invest." Second, the foregone consumption level next year Xt+1

originates from the best unchosen alternative, which is the counterfactual thought
of having invested all wealth, ξt = 1, in the risky asset (i.e., portfolio of assets)
with a higher return than realized returns, i.e., R̃t+1 ≥ R. We can think of R̃ as
the foregone return on the risky asset. The representative investor anticipates the
experience of a state of the world where she would have been better off by any
alternative investment: “if only I made another investment decision." Hence, the
foregone consumption level today Xt follows from the foregone inaction alternative,
while the foregone consumption level next year Xt+1 follows from the foregone best
unchosen alternative. So, investors experience utility from realized consumption,
but also experience disutility regarding the consumption they could have received,
had they made a different decision. The foregone consumption levels are the main
mechanism that drive investors’ regret.

It is convenient to think of regret as the ratio of the foregone consumption
levels, i.e., Xt+1/Xt, such that we can interpret regret in terms of foregone returns.
Namely, the market-wide foregone return that ex-post higher alternative risky
returns would have yielded over not investing. Thus, regret is high when the
market-wide ex-post unrealized risky returns could have been high.

Regret

I model regret in line with three observations from the literature. First, at the
moment of investment decision making investors anticipate the feeling of regret,
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as shown in the representative investor’s problem (2.1). Neuroscientific evidence
(Camille et al., 2004) and the review of Zeelenberg (2018) show that anticipating
future regret influences current decision making under uncertainty. Although re-
gret is only felt when consumption is realized and foregone consumption is known,
the investor anticipates and takes into account this emotion when making her in-
vestment decision today such that counterfactual thinking influences the investor’s
holdings today. If we think of the risky return R as the market return, then the
anticipation of the market-wide foregone return R̃ directly influences the investors’
decisions today and, thereby, the composition and prices of the market today and
consequently future to be realized market returns. Anticipation and the feeling of
regret are possible, because asset prices are available after any investment decision
such that feedback is always received.

Second, emotions, and thereby regret, follow laws. Regret varies over time
around a mean, and is persistent, and is not too volatile. The laws of change and
habituation (Frijda, 1988; Frijda, 2007) state that regret is time varying and reverts
over time to a steady-state mean (Wilson and Gilbert, 2005), but only slowly
and gradually. Additionally, the laws of hedonic asymmetry and conservation of
emotional momentum (Frijda, 1988; Frijda, 2007) state that regret is persistent,
which extends up to years. Especially negative feelings and emotions, to which
regret belongs, are persistent phenomena (Coricelli et al., 2005; Hajcak and Olvet,
2008). People have the tendency to overestimate the anticipated intensity and
duration of their emotional feelings (Wilson and Gilbert, 2005). Arisoy et al. (2021)
find that regret extends up to years by empirically showing that regret-sorted
portfolios are highly persistent.15 The law of care for consequence manifests the
presence of emotional control (Frijda, 1988; Frijda, 2007), such that the emotion
of regret is not too volatile.

Third, investors are averse to regret. The main premise of regret theory (Bell,
1982; Loomes and Sugden, 1982) is that we are averse to regret. Bleichrodt, Cillo,

15Using financial market data, Arisoy et al. (2021) show that regret is a highly persistent
phenomenon, extending up to years. The authors form portfolios based on a regret measure (i.e.,
the maximum return in the same industry), and they show that a regret stock remains in the
highest regret quintile for five months up to years with a probability up to 60%.
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et al. (2010) introduce the first quantitative measurement of regret aversion, and
their evidence confirms regret aversion at the individual and aggregate level. To
the best of my knowledge, they are the first and only ones estimating a utility cur-
vature parameter and a regret-aversion parameter based on power utility forms of
regret. They estimate a regret-aversion parameter κ = 2, which implies increasing
disutility in the foregone alternative because κ > 1. κ < 1 implies decreasing disu-
tility in the foregone alternative, and κ = 1 corresponds to linear regret. Regret
aversion (Bell, 1982; Loomes and Sugden, 1982; Quiggin, 1994), which generates
the distinctive predictions of regret theory, implies that regret should enter convex,
i.e., κ > 1.

Dynamics

To complete the description of preferences, I specify how they develop over time.
First, given the laws of emotions, log regret xt ≡ log

(
Xt+1

Xt

)
evolves as an AR(1)

process

xt+1 ≡ log

(
Xt+1

Xt

)
= φxt + μx + εx,t+1, (2.5)

in which μx, σx, and 0 < φ < 1 are parameters such that regret is stationary and
positively autocorrelated. In line with the aforementioned psychological, neurosci-
entific and experimental evidence, regret evolves as a time-varying and persistent
process with coefficient φ, gradually and slowly mean reverting around μx with a
low emotional volatility of regret σx. The persistence coefficient φ ensures that re-
gret slowly varies over time. Since regret equals the foregone return, we can think
of long-run mean of regret, μx/(1 − φ), as the steady premium that the foregone
risky return would have offered. Regret is subject to shocks, but emotions behave
in a controlled and stable manner such that volatility of regret σx is low. Later, I
specify the calibration of all these parameters.

Second, we close the model by describing the processes for consumption and
dividends. It is convenient to introduce dividend growth already here, since we
need dividend growth for computing returns. Following Campbell and Cochrane
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(1999), I model realized consumption growth and dividend growth as indepen-
dently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) lognormal processes. Thus,

Δct+1 ≡ log

(
Ct+1

Ct

)
= μc + εc,t+1, (2.6)

in which the parameter μc is mean consumption growth and the parameter σc

denotes the volatility of consumption growth. And dividend growth is white noise

Δdt+1 ≡ log

(
Dt+1

Dt

)
= μd + εd,t+1, (2.7)

in which the parameter μd is mean dividend growth and the parameter σd denotes
the volatility of dividend growth.

All three processes have the following correlation structure

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

εc,t

εx,t

εd,t

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ∼ N

⎛
⎜⎜⎝0,

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

σ2
c σc,x σc,d

σc,x σ2
x σd,x

σc,d σd,x σ2
d

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (2.8)

and i.i.d. over time, with covariances σc,d = σcσdρc,d, σc,x = σcσxρc,x and
σd,x = σdσxρd,x. ρc,d, ρc,x and ρd,x respectively denote the correlation between
consumption and dividends, the correlation between consumption and regret, and
the correlation between dividends and regret. The growth rates of consumption
and dividends are weakly correlated (Campbell and Cochrane, 1999). Consump-
tion growth and regret (i.e., foregone returns) correlate negatively, and dividend
growth and regret correlate negatively as well. Intuitively, when consumption or
dividends are low, regret is high as the investor missed out on a good opportunity.16

16One may wonder if the specified dynamics for regret (2.5) and consumption growth (2.6)
fulfil the condition Xt ≥ Ct. A simulation exercise, with 7000 simulations and 500 years of data,
shows that Xt ≥ Ct holds true for all dates t. The simulation for regret starts in the steady
state. Initial values for both consumption and foregone consumption are normalized to one.
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2.1.2 Equity

I now compute equilibrium equity asset prices and returns to show how regret
influences these. As evident from the representative agent’s problem (2.1), regret is
independent of the invested fraction ξ since regret follows from the counterfactuals
of having invested all wealth differently. Therefore, marginal utility with respect
to consumption, its first argument, is

u1(Ct, Xt) = C−γt Xκ
t , (2.9)

Intuitively, when realized consumption Ct is low, regret Xt is high due to their
negative correlation such that marginal utility of consumption is relatively high as
investors find themselves in a bad state of the world.

Taking the first-order conditions in this economy yields the stochastic discount
factor

Mt,t+1 = δ
u1 (Ct+1, Xt+1)

u1 (Ct, Xt)
= δ

(
Ct+1

Ct

)−γ (
Xt+1

Xt

)κ

. (2.10)

It is related to the time-discount factor, innovations in consumption and regret, and
the aversion to risk and regret. Since consumption growth and regret are negatively
correlated, the stochastic discount factor is more volatile than under standard
CRRA utility (i.e., κ = 0). We can now compute moments of the stochastic
discount factor and find equity asset prices. To do so, I follow the approach of
Lettau and Wachter (2007) who price zero-coupon equity as long-lived assets in
the economy. With this approach, we can also easily price zero-coupon bonds in
the economy, as I do later below.

Let Pn,t be the value of a dividend paid n periods from now. Absence of
arbitrage implies

Pn,t = Et[Mt,t+nDt+n], (2.11)

with boundary condition P0,t = Dt, because equity maturing today must be worth
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aggregate dividend. The law of iterated expectations, as in a standard Lucas-tree
model, yields the recursion

Pn,t = Et[Mt,t+1Pn−1,t+1], n ≥ 1. (2.12)

Following standard practice, I guess that a solution to the recursion depends on
the state variable of regret xt

Pn,t

Dt

= Fn(xt), (2.13)

such that, after dividing both sides of (2.12) by Dt,

Fn(xt) = Et

[
Mt,t+1Fn−1(xt+1)

Dt+1

Dt

]
. (2.14)

Assuming joint lognormality of consumption growth, dividend growth and regret,
we find a closed-form solution for the price-dividend ratio

Pn,t

Dt

= Fn(xt) = δnean+bnxt , (2.15)

with the coefficients recursively defined as

an = an−1 − γμc + κμx + μd + bn−1μx +
1

2

(
γ2σ2

c + (κ+ bn−1)2σ2
x + σ2

d

)
− γ(κ+ bn−1)σcσxρc,x − γσcσdρc,d + (κ+ bn−1)σdσxρd,x,

bn = κφ+ bn−1φ,

(2.16)

and initial conditions a0 = b0 = 0. The Online Appendix gives a derivation
with intermediate steps. Hence, prices relative to dividends depend on the time-
discount factor, the time-invariant constants an and bn, and the time-varying, but
persistent, state variable of regret. Please notice that the recursive parameter bn

is an increasing function of the regret-aversion parameter κ and the persistence
coefficient of regret φ.
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Returns, predictability and volatility

To find returns, let Rn,t+1 denote the one-period return on zero-coupon equity that
matures in n periods

Rn,t+1 =
Pn−1,t+1

Pn,t

=
Fn−1(xt+1)

Fn(xt)

Dt+1

Dt

. (2.17)

The price-dividend ratio on the aggregate stock market is a claim to all future
dividends such that the aggregate price-dividend ratio is the sum of the price to
aggregate dividend ratios for all n-period claims

Pm
t

Dt

=
∞∑
n=1

Pn,t

Dt

=
∞∑
n=1

Fn(xt). (2.18)

Then, the return on the aggregate stock market equals

Rm
t+1 =

Pm
t+1 +Dt+1

Pm
t

=
Pm
t+1/Dt+1 + 1

Pm
t /Dt

Dt+1

Dt

. (2.19)

For the simulated results later below, I use the aggregate price-dividend ratio
and I calculate aggregated results as expected returns, volatility, predictability
and other interesting quantities. However, I present intuition for my results based
on analyzing zero-coupon equity returns Rn,t+1. The intuition derived from zero-
coupon equity extends to the aggregate market.

Starting with Shiller (1981) and Campbell and Shiller (1988), the literature
shows that returns are excessively volatile and predictable using lagged prices
scaled by fundamentals, such as dividends. Fama and French (1988) and Poterba
and Summers (1988) find that returns have small negative autocorrelations due
to slow mean reversion. To illustrate the intuition for predictability, we start
by computing the returns Rn,t+1. Substituting the price-dividend ratio and the
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processes for dividend growth and regret, we find

log(1 +Rn,t+1) = log

(
Fn−1(xt+1)

Fn(xt)

)
+ log

(
Dt+1

Dt

)
,

= − log(δ) + an−1 − an + bn−1xt+1 − bnxt + μd + εd,t+1,

= − log(δ) + an−1 − an + (bn−1φ− bn)xt

+ bn−1μx + bn−1εx,t+1 + μd + εd,t+1,

(2.20)

in which the final equality follows from the process for regret xt+1. Substitution of
the recursion for bn from (2.16) implies the log one-period holding return on the
n-period dividend strip

log(1 +Rn,t+1) = − log(δ) + an−1 − an − κφxt + bn−1μx + bn−1εx,t+1 + μd + εd,t+1,

(2.21)

such that log conditional expected returns are given by

logEt [1 +Rn,t+1] = − log(δ) + an−1 − an − κφxt + bn−1μx + μd

+
1

2

(
b2n−1σ

2
x + σ2

d

)
+ bn−1σdσxρd,x.

(2.22)

Thus, returns are predictable and affected by the investor’s regret through coun-
terfactual thinking. If regret xt is high today, prices relative to dividends are high,
see (2.15), and future returns are low. Intuitively, if regret today is high, then the
foregone return on the risky asset is high. The representative investor regrets hav-
ing invested too little and demands more of the risky asset, which pushes up risky
prices today. Consequently, prices relative to fundamentals are high today such
that expected future returns must fall. For this reason, the lagged price-dividend
ratio predicts future returns.

The emotion of regret also delivers the small negative autocorrelation of returns
as observed in the data. High returns today forecast low returns in the future. Note
that standard CRRA utility (i.e., κ = 0) or white noise regret (i.e., φ = 0) yield
no predictability or autocorrelation of returns, as returns are not time varying.

Regret also creates excessive volatility of prices relative to dividends and, con-
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sequently, high volatility of returns. The unconditional variance of returns (2.21)
equals

V [log(1 +Rn,t+1)] = κ2φ2 σ2
x

1− φ2
+ b2n−1σ

2
x + 2bn−1σdσxρd,x + σ2

d. (2.23)

Returns are more volatile than the volatility of the underlying dividends σd alone,
as the stochastic discount factor is volatile. The volatility in returns arises from
the emotional volatility of regret σx, which by itself is not too large, but the regret-
aversion parameter κ and the persistence coefficient φ enlarge the impact of regret
volatility through bn−1. Similar to Guo and Wachter (2021), most excess volatility
on the market comes from the second term, b2n−1σ2

x, as it is an order of magnitude
larger than the first and third terms. Intuitively, the return on the market is best
represented for long-maturity equity strips, (i.e., large n) which implies that the
recursion coefficient bn−1 is large. Returns in the economy are more volatile than
standard CRRA utility or when the emotion of regret would be white noise, as in
both cases return volatility equals dividend volatility.

Risk-free interest rate and equity premium

The equity-premium risk-free rate puzzle (Mehra and Prescott, 1985; Weil, 1989) is
the stylized fact that stock returns are high and the risk-free rate is low, compared
to the implications of a standard CRRA model. Empirically, the model needs low
mean consumption growth and volatility, unpredictable consumption and dividend
growth, matching market volatility, a slowly varying risk-free rate, with low risk
aversion and a low subjective discount rate. To provide intuition for these stylized
facts, we compute the risk-free rate and equity premium.

A risk-free asset exists in the economy as well, and is assumed to be in zero-net
supply. Then, the real one-period risk-free rate is given by the reciprocal of the
conditionally expected stochastic discount factor

Rf,t = 1/Et [Mt,t+1] . (2.24)
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The risk-free asset is priced with the investor’s Euler equation as

1 = Et

[
δ

(
Ct+1

Ct

)−γ (
Xt+1

Xt

)κ

Rf,t

]
, (2.25)

implying the log risk-free rate

log(1 +Rf,t) = − log δ + γμc − κ(μx + φxt)− 1

2
γ2σ2

c −
1

2
κ2σ2

x + γκσcσxρc,x.

(2.26)

The risk-free rate is low and stable. The term −κ(μx + φxt) reflects an intertem-
poral substitution effect. Intuitively, when regret xt is high, the investor feels poor
as she missed out on a high alternative return. So, the agent is willing to save
more, which drives down the equilibrium interest rate. The risk-free rate is stable,
because the volatility of consumption σc and regret σx are not too large. If regret
aversion is absent, then we fall back in the standard class of CRRA utility models
and find the classical risk-free rate puzzle.17

Theoretically, regret could explain the high mean excess return that we observe
empirically in the stock market. The equity premium equals the difference between
the log conditional expected one-period return on the n-period dividend strip (2.22)
and the log one-period risk-free rate (2.26) such that

logEt [(1 +Rn,t+1)/(1 +Rf,t)] = an−1 − an + bn−1μx + μd +
1

2

(
b2n−1σ

2
x + σ2

d

)
+ bn−1σdσxρd,x − γμc + κμx +

1

2

(
γ2σ2

c + κ2σ2
x

)
− γκσcσxρc,x.

(2.27)

17Stronger regret aversion implies a lower and more volatile risk-free rate. The intertemporal
substitution effect becomes stronger but also the emotional volatility.
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Substituting the recursion for an from (2.16) yields

logEt [(1 +Rn,t+1)/(1 +Rf,t)] = logE [(1 +Rn,t+1)/(1 +Rf,t)]

= γσcσdρc,d − κσdσxρd,x − κbn−1σ2
x + γbn−1σcσxρc,x,

(2.28)

which could produce a higher equity premium compared to standard CRRA utility.

The first term represents the standard consumption risk premium as in CRRA
utility models, i.e., the risk aversion multiplied by the covariance between con-
sumption and dividends. The second term represents a regret risk premium for
regret-averse investors, in line with the finding of Qin (2020). Intuitively, if div-
idends are low, regret is high such that marginal utility is high as investors do
not like such a state of the world. However, as we will see below, the regret risk
premium is small in my calibration and, thus, the equity risk premium remains
similar to the standard consumption risk premium. The reason is that κσdσxρd,x

influences the volatility of returns (2.23) and the risk premium with different signs,
such that there exists a trade-off. If κσdσxρd,x is strongly negative, then the volatil-
ity of returns is smaller, while the risk premium will be larger. Vice versa, a small
negative κσdσxρd,x produces higher return volatility, but a lower risk premium.

The last two terms reflect a bond risk premium, which is decreasing in the ma-
turity of the claim n, since ρc,x is negative. Therefore, regret produces a downward
sloping term structure of equity risk premiums. Regret-averse investors demand a
higher premium on short-term assets than long-term assets. Intuitively, investors
are concerned with regret in the short run as they confront their performance an-
nually, such that investors require a higher premium for holding risky assets in
order to compensate for potential regret in the short term. If regret aversion is
absent κ = 0, then we find a flat equity term structure.

Observe that the equity risk premium is not time varying as the conditional
and unconditional equity premium are equal to each other. The reason is that the
state variable of regret xt enters the risk-free rate and the risky return, such that
it cancels in the equity risk premium. Though, introducing time-varying volatility
of regret would produce time-varying risk premiums. However, I am unaware of
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behavioral studies regarding time-varying volatility of emotions, such that I cannot
support or oppose this claim.18

2.1.3 Bonds

Analogous to zero-coupon equity, we can price zero-coupon bonds. Let PB
n,t denote

the real price of a real bond maturing in n periods. I highlight the differences with
equity by adding an additional B to the expressions for bonds. Bond prices are
determined recursively by the investor’s Euler equation

PB
n,t = Et

[
Mt,t+1P

B
n−1,t+1

]
, n ≥ 1, (2.29)

in which the stochastic discount factor Mt,t+1 is the same as before and given by
(2.10). We work with a real stochastic discount factor such that bond prices are
in real terms. When n = 0, the bond is worth one unit of consumption good,
implying the boundary condition PB

0,t = 1. Similar to zero-coupon equity, regret
xt+1 is a state variable and bond prices are an affine function of time-varying regret
xt up to some time-invariant constants. The solution to the recursion of the bond
prices takes the form

Fn(xt) = PB
n,t, (2.30)

such that we can write (2.29) as

Fn(xt) = Et [Mt,t+1Fn−1(xt+1)] . (2.31)

Since the processes for consumption growth and regret are jointly lognormal, we
find a closed-form analytical solution for the price of an n-period real bond at time
t

Pn,t = Fn(xt) = δneaB,n+bB,nxt , (2.32)

18Likewise, the conditional variance of returns is not time-varying, but an extension of the
model with time-varying regret volatility would do so.
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with the coefficients recursively defined as

aB,n = aB,n−1 − γμc + κμx + bB,n−1μx

+
1

2

(
γ2σ2

c + (κ+ bB,n−1)2σ2
x

)− γ(κ+ bB,n−1)σcσxρc,x,

bB,n = κφ+ bB,n−1φ,

(2.33)

and initial values aB,0 = bB,0 = 0. The Online Appendix gives a derivation with
intermediate steps. Similar to zero-coupon equity, notice that the recursive pa-
rameter bB,n is an increasing function of the regret-aversion parameter κ and the
persistence coefficient of regret φ.

Returns and yields

Piazzesi and Schneider (2006b) find that real bond yield curves are unconditionally
downward sloping in U.K. data, while U.S. data suggests an unconditional upward
sloping curve. To illustrate intuition for the real yield curve in the regret model,
we want to find bond yields and bond returns. In line with Wachter (2006), I
define the real return on an n-period bond as

RB
n,t =

PB
n−1,t+1

PB
n,t

, (2.34)

and the (continuously compounded) yield on the n-period real bond as

yn,t = − 1

n
logPB

n,t. (2.35)

Substituting the bond prices from (2.32), we find the one-period holding return on
the n-period bond

log(1 +RB
n,t+1) = − log δ + aB,n−1 − aB,n − κφxt + bB,n−1μx + bB,n−1εx,t+1 (2.36)
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and the bond yield

yn,t = − log δ − aB,n

n
− bB,n

n
xt, (2.37)

with the yield on an one-period bond as

y1,t = − log δ − aB,1 − bB,1xt,

= log(1 +Rf,t).
(2.38)

Thus, bond returns and bond yields are functions of regret xt and the time-
invariant recursion coefficients, which depend on the maturity n. As such, bond
returns and yields would theoretically be predictable by regret. The one-period
yield is identical to the risk-free rate in equation (2.26).

The unconditional mean yield curve follows from

E [yn,t] = − log δ − aB,n

n
− bB,n

n

μx

1− φ
(2.39)

and the unconditional mean yield spread equals

E [yn,t − y1,t] =
(
aB,1 − aB,n

n

)
+

(
bB,1 − bB,n

n

)
μx

1− φ
. (2.40)

Bond yields and the yield spread are decreasing functions of maturity n, producing
an downward sloping real term structure of interest rates. Intuitively, the model’s
bond risk premium predicts that long-term bonds have a lower risk premium than
short-term bonds and, thus, the bond yield curve slopes downward. If the long-run
mean of regret μx

1−φ is large, or regret aversion κ (implicit in bB,n) is strong, then
the yield curve becomes steeper. In case of CRRA utility (i.e., no regret), the real
yield curve is exactly flat as there is no bond risk premium.

2.1.4 Cross section

We have seen that regret can explain stylized facts in the time series. In this part,
I show that regret also explains two cross sectional features of equity: the value
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premium (Basu, 1983; Fama and French, 1992) and the De Bondt-Thaler premium
(De Bondt and Thaler, 1985), also known as long-term reversal.

Basu (1983) and Fama and French (1992) show that stocks with low price-
to-fundamentals ratios (value stocks), such as price-dividend ratios, exhibit sig-
nificantly higher subsequent returns than stocks with high price-to-fundamentals
ratios (growth stocks). A stock’s price-dividend ratio predicts the stock’s subse-
quent return with a negative sign. The difference in returns earned by “value”
stocks with low price-dividend ratios and “growth” stocks with high price-dividend
ratios is known as the value premium.

De Bondt and Thaler (1985) show that a stock’s return over the past three
to five years (i.e., portfolio formation period) predicts the stock’s subsequent re-
turn (i.e., portfolio evaluation period) with a negative sign in the cross section.
The difference in the future returns earned by losing stocks and winning stocks
is known as the De Bondt-Thaler premium. A slight change in interpretation of
the model presented above accounts naturally for both stylized facts. The results
above rely on the interpretation of regret by counterfactually considering the in-
vestor’s realized portfolio returns with the inaction alternative and the foregone
best unchosen alternative (Lin, Huang, et al., 2006). For the cross section, the
two counterfactuals remain the same, but we are interested in the behavior of an
individual risky asset itself. As such, we study the asset pricing implications if the
investor counterfactually compares the return on a chosen individual risky asset
with the two foregone alternatives of Lin, Huang, et al. (2006).

Consider a market with two risky assets k and l. The representative agent in-
vests in both risky assets. However, rather than being concerned with the foregone
return on her portfolio, the representative investor is concerned with the foregone
return on each individual asset. That is, the investor holds two separate regret
processes for each asset. An interpretation is that the agent holds an individual
mental account for each asset. Thus, the investor considers the performance and
feedback on stock k and stock l separately.

Consistent with the finding of investors’ mental individual stock accounting
(Thaler, 1985; Barberis, Huang, and Santos, 2001), agents maximize utility over
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allocations ξj,t to individual assets j = l, k

u(Ct, Xt) ≡
∑
j

u(Cj,t, Xj,t), ∀t (2.41)

with realized and foregone consumption such that ξj,t = [0, 1]

Cj,t = ej,t + wj,t(1− ξj,t) Cj,t+1 = ej,t+1 + wj,tξj,tRj,t+1 (2.42)

Xj,t = ej,t + wj,t Xj,t+1 = ej,t+1 + wj,tR̃j,t+1 (2.43)

The representative investor’s foregone consumption today on asset j, Xj,t, reflects
the inaction alternative (i.e.,“if only I did not invest in asset j"). Foregone con-
sumption next year on asset j, Xj,t+1, follows from the (anticipated) foregone
return R̃j,t+1 ≥ Rj,t+1 on risky asset j.19

Thus, rather than a single process for regret, the investor holds two separate
processes for regret based on each risky asset j such that log regret evolves as

xj,t+1 ≡ log

(
Xj,t+1

Xt

)
= φxj,t + μx + εx,j,t+1, for j = {l, k}, (2.44)

in which μx, σx, and 0 < φ < 1 are the same parameters as before in equation
(2.5). Intuitively, investors’ regret is subject to same laws of emotion (Frijda, 1988;
Frijda, 2007) such that regret inhibits the same persistence, mean and volatility,
but the innovations to regret are different for each asset j. I assume that regret
shocks and dividend shocks are uncorrelated across assets, such that the correlation
structure per asset j in equation (2.8) remains.

Intuition for the value premium and long-term reversal now follows easily. Since
asset j is subject to the asset-specific process of regret xj,t+1, prices relative to
dividends for asset j depend on asset-specific regret

Pj,t

Dj,t

=
∞∑
n=1

Fn(xj,t). (2.45)

19In case the realized return Rj,t+1 is negative, the representative investor imagines a situation
where she would have invested in a risk-free asset.
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Consequently, the log conditional expected one-period return on the n-period div-
idend strip on stock j equals

logEt [1 +Rj,n,t+1] = − log(δ) + an−1 − an − κφxj,t + bn−1μx + μd

+
1

2

(
b2n−1σ

2
x + σ2

d

)
+ bn−1σdσxρd,x.

(2.46)

The return on stock j is identical to the market return in equation (2.22), how-
ever returns now are asset specific through the asset specific regret xj,t. Namely,
the investor experiences regret on each asset separately rather than on her port-
folio. The asset-specific regret drives the cross-sectional findings.

To fix ideas, suppose that regret of holding stock k is higher than regret of
holding stock l, i.e., xk,t > xl,t. It follows from the price-dividend ratio that stock
k has a high price-to-fundamentals ratio, whereas stock l has a low one. Thus,
stock k is overpriced relative to stock l. So, stock k identifies as a growth stock
and stock l as a value stock. The value premium predicts that stock k has lower
subsequent returns, while stock l has higher subsequent returns.

Actually, we can compute the differential expected excess return on the value-
minus-growth stock. It equals

logEt [1 +Rl,n,t+1]− logEt [1 +Rk,n,t+1] = κφ(xk,t − xl,t), (2.47)

such that, value stocks, identified as stock l, indeed offer a premium over growth
stocks, identified as stock k. The value premium equals the difference in regret
multiplied by the regret-aversion parameter κ and the persistence parameter φ.
Clearly, a value premium is absent in standard CRRA utility models (i.e., κ = 0)
or when regret is white noise (i.e., φ = 0).

Intuitively, if regret xj,t on stock j is high today, then this stock typically
generated good returns in the past (a winner stock). The investor regrets having
invested too little in stock j and demands more of stock j, pushing up the price-
dividend ratio today. As a result, prices compared to fundamentals today are
overvalued (a growth stock) such that expected future returns are worse. Overall,
this mechanism explains the value premium, i.e., growth stocks earn lower future
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returns than value stocks. Also, it explains the De Bondt-Thaler premium: winner
stocks, formed on past performance, earn lower future returns than loser stocks.
One mechanism, namely regret, explains both stylized facts in the cross section,
which is plausible since long-term reversal is an alternative proxy for value (Fama
and French, 1996; Gerakos and Linnainmaa, 2018).

2.2 Model evaluation

In this section, I evaluate the implications of the model in magnitudes. I simulate
data by drawing the normally distributed shocks for consumption growth, dividend
growth and regret. The simulated data for equity and bonds replicates many
interesting statistics consistent with the empirical asset pricing literature.

2.2.1 Parameter values

Table 2.2 summarizes the parameter choices for my simulations, which are done
at an annual frequency. I simulate 7000 samples, each consisting of 500 years
of data from the model, to calculate population values for a variety of statistics.
The amount of samples and the length of each sample is chosen such that the
population moments are close to the theoretical moments.

I choose the parameters in the model in three ways. First, I choose several
parameters to match certain moments as found in the empirical asset pricing lit-
erature. The parameters for dividend growth and consumption growth are chosen
in line with Barberis and Huang (2001) and Lettau and Wachter (2007). Dividend
growth is a white noise process with mean zero and a standard deviation σd of
14%, while consumption grows annually with a mean μc of 1.84% and a standard
deviation of σc 3.82%. Correlation between dividend and consumption growth is
imperfect (Campbell and Cochrane, 1999) and set to 0.30. The persistence coeffi-
cient of regret is set as φ = 0.81 to closely match the serial correlation of the log
price-dividend ratio as found in the empirical asset pricing literature (Campbell
and Cochrane, 1999).
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Second, I choose the preference parameters in line with the experimental lit-
erature. Using the estimated value of Bleichrodt, Cillo, et al. (2010), I set the
regret-aversion parameter to κ = 2. This value implies that marginal utility of
consumption is increasing in the foregone consumption level. The subjective an-
nual time-discount factor equals δ = 0.97 (Frederick et al., 2002), which yields a
very plausible annual discount rate of 3%. I set the risk-aversion parameter γ to
10, which is considered to be plausible by Mehra and Prescott (1985), Bansal and
Yaron (2004), and Beeler and Campbell (2012).

Third, I need to calibrate the four parameters in the regret process to match
moments as found in the empirical asset pricing literature. The mean μx and
standard deviation σx of regret are chosen such that the risk-free rate is low and
stable in the economy, and such that we can interpret the long-run mean of log
regret as the foregone premium that risky assets offer over risk-free assets. I set
μx = 0.0125, such that the long-run mean of regret μx/(1−φ) equals 6.51%, which
yields a plausible interpretation of the premium that foregone risky assets offer.
I set σx = 0.015, so emotional volatility of regret is not too large. We have seen
that the correlations between consumption and regret must be negative, as well as
between dividends and regret. I set ρc,x = −0.1 and ρd,x = −0.1 such that regret
produces excess volatility and a downward sloping term structure of equity risk
premiums.

2.2.2 Results aggregate market

Table 2.3 shows the basic moments of the aggregate market from the simula-
tions, namely: the risk-free rate, the equity premium, the market and risk-free
rate volatilities, the volatility of the log price-dividend ratio, and the mean and
volatility of regret.

The results confirm the intuition from the earlier theoretical analysis. The
model produces a low risk-free rate of 1.02%, which is also stable with a volatil-
ity of 4.18%. As such, regret solves the risk-free rate puzzle (Weil, 1989) since
consumption growth is unpredictable with a realistic mean and low volatility, and
the model has low risk aversion with positive time discounting. Notwithstanding
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Table 2.2: Parameter choices and calibration. This table shows the parameters used in
the simulations. The values are based on the asset pricing literature, experimental literature and
a calibration. All values are annual.

Parameter Variable Value
Asset pricing literature:

Mean consumption growth μc 1.84%
Standard deviation consumption growth σc 3.82%
Standard deviation dividend growth σd 14%
Correlation consumption growth and dividend growth ρc,d 0.30
Persistence coefficient φ 0.81

Experimental literature:
Regret aversion κ 2
Time-discount factor δ 0.97
Risk aversion γ 10

Calibration:
Mean regret μx 1.25%
Standard deviation regret σx 1.50%
Correlation consumption growth and regret ρc,x -0.1
Correlation dividend growth and regret ρd,x -0.1

these resolved stylized facts, the regret model has difficulty with explaining the
equity premium puzzle (Mehra and Prescott, 1985). The equity premium is small,
1.03%, and mostly driven by the standard consumption CAPM. One might argue
that the equity premium is low, because I compute the equity premium on unlev-
ered claims. Empirically observed equity returns include firms with leverage and
Abel (1999) shows that a correction for levered equity produces a higher equity
premium in general equilibrium models.

Regret solves the excess volatility puzzle (Campbell and Shiller, 1988). Risky
assets have a return volatility of nearly 19% and the volaility of the equity premium
is about 20%, which is larger than the underlying dividend volatility. The volatility
of the log price-dividend ratio is 0.22. All reported values of these moments are
similar to the values reported in Bansal and Yaron (2004). The simulated mean
and volatility of log regret equal their theoretical counterparts given by its AR(1)
property, respectively μx/(1 − φ) and

√
(σ2

x/(1− φ2)). Regret is not too volatile
and the steady-state mean of regret can be interpreted as the foregone return.
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Table 2.3: Simulated moments for the regret model. This table reports the means and
standard deviations of simulated moments on the aggregate market. Rm denotes the return on
the market, Rf the real risk-free rate, Rm−Rf the equity premium, pm−d the log price-dividend
ratio on the market, x regret and σ(.) the standard deviation. The model is simulated at an
annual frequency. All values are annualized.

Statistic Model Statistic Model Statistic Model
E[Rf ] 1.02% σ[Rf ] 4.18% σ[pm − d] 0.22
E[Rm] 2.05% σ[Rm] 18.90% E[x] 6.51%
E[Rm −Rf ] 1.03% σ[Rm −Rf ] 20.04% σ[x] 2.57%
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Figure 2.2: Term structures of equity risk premiums and Sharpe ratios. The graph
shows the term structures of equity risk premiums and Sharpe ratios implied by the regret model.
The graph plots the first 20 years of dividend strips.

Figure 2.2 shows the term structures of equity risk premiums and Sharpe ratios.
The graphs show that the term structures of excess returns and Sharpe ratios are
unconditionally downward sloping, consistent with the empirical evidence of (van
Binsbergen, Brandt, et al., 2012; van Binsbergen and Koijen, 2017). In terms
of shape, the regret model matches this new stylized fact in the asset pricing
literature. The earliest dividend strips have an annual average excess return equal
to 1.8 percent, while the latest dividend strips earn a annual average excess return
of somewhat less than one percent. Note however that Bansal, Miller, et al. (2021)
find an unconditionally upward sloping term structure of equity risk premiums.
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2.2.3 Predictability

Here, I document autocorrelations, long-horizon predictability and cross-sectional
predictability, consistent with the empirical asset pricing literature.

Autocorrelations

Table 2.4 presents autocorrelations for the excess returns, the price-dividend ratio
and regret from the simulated data. The model fits the slight negative autocor-
relation of returns (Fama and French, 1988; Poterba and Summers, 1988; Guo
and Wachter, 2021). This produces mean reversion and time-series predictability:
high returns today, predict low returns tomorrow. The price-dividend ratio and
regret have identical autocorrelations as the price-dividend ratio is a function of
regret and the persistence coefficient φ is chosen to generate the first-order annual
autocorrelation of the log price-dividend ratio, which is close to the value of 0.78
as found in the data by Campbell and Cochrane (1999).

Table 2.4: Autocorrelations of simulated data. This table reports for several yearly lags
the autocorrelations of the return on the market Rm, the equity premium Rm − Rf , the log
price-dividend ratio on the market pm − d, and regret x. The model values are based on time-
aggregated annual values with a yearly simulation interval.

Lag (years)

Variable 1 2 3 5 7
Rm -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01
Rm −Rf -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01
pm − d 0.80 0.64 0.51 0.33 0.20
x 0.80 0.64 0.51 0.33 0.20

Long-horizon regressions and the cross section

Table 2.5 documents time-series and cross-sectional predictability. Panel A reports
regressions of lagged price-dividend ratios on future returns, consumption and
dividends. The column with ‘Returns’ replicates our earlier intuition that the
price-dividend ratio predicts subsequent returns with a negative sign. R2 statistics
are increasing in the horizon and range between 5% to 16%. The coefficients and R2
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2.2. Model evaluation

are very similar to the reported values by Campbell and Cochrane (1999) and Guo
and Wachter (2021). Columns ‘Consumption’ and ‘Dividend’ show, in contrast,
that consumption growth and dividend growth are unpredictable, because they are
simply white noise in the economy. Cochrane (2008), Beeler and Campbell (2012),
and Cochrane (2017) argue that dividend growth and consumption growth are in
fact unpredictable. The unpredictability is a necessary ingredient for a successful
explanation of the equity-premium risk-free rate puzzle (Cochrane, 2017).

Table 2.5: Time-series and cross-sectional predictability. This table reports predictabil-
ity results for the time series and the cross section. Panel A reports predictive coefficients and
R2-statistics from annual long-horizon regressions of cumulative log risky returns, consumption
growth and dividend growth on the log price-dividend ratio:

∑H
j=1 log(1+Rm

t+j) = β0+β1(p
m
t −

dt)+εt+H ,
∑H

j=1 Δct+j = β0+β1(p
m
t −dt)+εt+H ,

∑H
j=1 Δdt+j = β0+β1(p

m
t −dt)+εt+H . Panel B

reports the mean annual value premium and its standard deviation (in percentage points). Panel
C reports the mean annual De Bondt-Thaler premium for winner-loser formation periods n and
for winner-loser evaluation periods N .

Panel A: Time series
Returns Consumption Dividend

Horizon (years) Coefficient R2 Coefficient R2 Coefficient R2

1 -0.20 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 -0.36 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
3 -0.49 0.12 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01
5 -0.67 0.15 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01
7 -0.80 0.16 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01

Panel B: Price-to-fundamentals ratio
Value premium 4.73%

Standard deviation 23.66 pp
Panel C: Long-term reversal

Formation period n 3 years 5 years 5 years
Evaluation period N 3 years 3 years 5 years

De Bondt-Thaler premium 4.48% 5.01% 7.25%

Panel B confirms our earlier analysis of the cross section. Each year, the
two stocks in the economy are sorted based on their price-dividend ratio, and
the returns of both stocks over the next year are measured. The value premium
is the time-series mean of the difference between the returns. Regret produces
a value premium of 4.73% with a standard deviation of the value-minus-growth
portfolio of 23.66 percentage points. The magnitude of the value premium and
its standard deviation are similar to the values of 5.42% and 20.39 percentage
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points as observed in the data by Guo and Wachter (2021). Additionally, the
value premium is highly persistent in the model. On average, a growth (value)
stock remains overpriced (underpriced) up to five years after portfolio formation,
consistent with the finding of van Binsbergen, Boons, et al. (2021). As such, the
‘mispricing’ resolves gradually. Stated differently, a stock on average remains a
low (i.e., value) or high (i.e., growth) regret stock for five years, in line with the
observation from Arisoy et al. (2021) that regret on stocks is persistent.

In Panel C we see that regret produces a De Bondt-Thaler premium between
4.48% to 7.25%, depending on the portfolio formation and evaluation periods. The
portfolio formation period sorts stocks in winners and losers, and the evaluation
period tracks their subsequent returns. Every n years (formation period), the two
stocks in the economy are sorted based on their n-year cumulative prior return,
and the returns of both the winner and loser stocks over the next N years (eval-
uation period) are measured. The De Bondt-Thaler premium is the time-series
mean of the difference between the returns of the loser and winner stocks over all
non-overlapping periods. The premiums are smaller than observed by De Bondt
and Thaler (1985), but do indicate that regret creates long-term reversal in asset
prices.20

2.2.4 Bonds

Table 2.6 shows the implications of the model for means and standard deviations
of real bond yields and returns. The maturities demonstrate that the average
unconditional yield curve on real bonds is downward sloping, which is consistent
with the empirical findings of Piazzesi and Schneider (2006b) on U.K. indexed
bonds. However, U.S. data on indexed bonds suggests that the yield curve is
unconditionally upward sloping, but the data series is very small. The magnitude
of the mean yields on the one-year to five-years real bonds is similar to the model’s
average real yields of Piazzesi and Schneider (2006b). Volatilities on real yields are

20In the current exposition, regret cannot explain momentum. As regret is concerned with long-
term persistence, it does not mean revert quickly enough in the short run to create momentum.
Capturing both long-term reversal and momentum is a long-standing challenge (Barberis, 2018).
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2.3. Empirical findings

decreasing in maturity. Short-term yields are more volatile than long-term yields,
a finding which Piazzesi and Schneider (2006b) empirically support with data.

The regret model implies that bond returns decrease in maturity, which con-
tradicts the empirical asset pricing literature, while their volatilities rise with ma-
turity, consistent with the empirical findings. The one-year bond return in logs
behaves identical to the one-year bond yield, i.e., the risk-free rate in the econ-
omy, by construction. For this reason, the one-year bond return volatility appears
high. The other maturities show that long-term bonds have higher volatility than
short-term bonds.

Table 2.6: Moments for real bond yields and bond returns. This table reports the
means and standard deviations for yields and returns on real zero-coupon bonds (i.e., bonds that
pay off in units of aggregate consumption) in the simulated model for an annual holding period.
Yields and returns are in annual percentages. Maturity is in years.

Bond yields Mean St. dev. Bond returns Mean St. dev.
1 Year 0.96 4.12 1 Year 1.05 4.17
2 “ 0.85 3.73 2 “ 0.82 3.36
3 “ 0.74 3.39 3 “ 0.64 3.90
4 “ 0.63 3.09 4 “ 0.49 4.91
5 “ 0.53 2.83 5 “ 0.37 5.92
6 “ 0.44 2.59 6 “ 0.27 6.81
7 “ 0.35 2.39 7 “ 0.19 7.56
8 “ 0.27 2.21 8 “ 0.13 8.17
9 “ 0.19 2.05 9 “ 0.08 8.68
10 “ 0.13 1.91 10 “ 0.03 9.10
15 “ -0.13 1.39 15 “ -0.08 10.27
20 “ -0.29 1.07 20 “ -0.12 10.68

2.3 Empirical findings

In this section, I propose an empirical measure of regret based on stock returns.
Consequently, I empirically show that the behavior of regret is in line with the
model’s predictions. The section concludes with the statistical properties of re-
gret, which shows that regret-averse investors are concerned with positively skewed
returns.
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Testable predictions

Empirically, I focus on the following three main testable predictions regarding
aggregate stock returns. First, regret is a persistent phenomenon. Second, the
price-dividend ratio is a function of regret. High (anticipated) regret today implies
high prices relative to dividends today. Third, (anticipated) regret today predicts
future returns with a negative sign in the time series. High (anticipated) regret
today predicts lower future returns.

My model also predicts a value premium in the cross section when considering
regret. Stocks with high (low) regret are growth (value) stocks. Arisoy et al.
(2021) extensively study empirically the behavior of regret sorted portfolios in the
cross section. Besides their finding that regret is a persistent phenomenon, they
also find that stocks with low (high) regret have low (high) price-dividend ratios,
statistically significant at any reasonable level.21 Thus, low regret stocks are value
stocks and high regret stocks are growth stocks. This finding precisely matches
my regret model’s prediction in the cross section.

2.3.1 Regret measure

The basic premise of regret utility is that high regret corresponds to a high fore-
gone alternative, which equals the maximum return that an investor could have
achieved by an alternative foregone investment. I propose a regret measure based
on counterfactual thoughts that approximate investors’ regret as

REGa
t = max

j
(Rj,t) . (2.48)

Intuitively, in line with the definition of regret in the theoretical model, REGa
t is

the annual foregone return during year t. The measure resembles the market-wide
regret investors experience during year t. When REGt is high, the foregone return
is high such that regret is high, which decreases investor’s utility in (2.2).

Specifically, Rj,t is the return during year t for stock j trading on the market.
The representative agent considers all stocks j on the market as counterfactuals

21See Table 2, which displays the average stock characteristics of regret portfolios.
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and compares her realized market portfolio return to the maximum return that
could have been attained across these counterfactuals over the same period, which
creates the measure REGt. My proposed market-wide regret measure is in line
with the individual-stock regret measure of Arisoy et al. (2021), who posit a regret
measure for individual stocks by taking the maximum return over all stocks in the
same industry. As shown later, regret relates to skewness, so my empirical regret
measure also relates to the cross-sectional measures of Bali et al. (2011) and Lin
and Liu (2018) who proxy expected skewness by the maximum return of a stock
within a month.

As a robustness check, I also consider two other specifications of the regret
measure. First, regret defined as the maximum foregone monthly return within a
year, which I measure as

REGm
t = max

j
(Rj,t,m) for each t = 1, ..., T . (2.49)

Here, Rj,t,m equals the return of stock j during month m within year t. Second,
regret defined as annual regret by averaging all monthly maximum foregone returns
within year t, which I measure as

REGā
t =

1

m

12∑
m=1

REGt,m with REGt,m = max
j

(Rj,t,m) . (2.50)

Here, the representative agent forms annual regret during year t by averaging all
maximum foregone monthly returns within a year. To ensure comparability with
model’s regret xt+1, I consider the log of the regret measures. Intuitively, xt+1

measures the foregone return in logs and log(REGt) does likewise.

2.3.2 Data

To construct the regret measures, I download stock prices. Individual monthly
stock prices come from the Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP). I take all
individual stocks that trade on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), American
Stock Exchange (AMEX), and NASDAQ with share codes 10 and 11. I exclude
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stocks with share prices less than $1 and more than $1,000, such that the results
are not driven by small and illiquid stocks. All these individual stocks arguably
form the market.

To test the model’s predictions, I download annual variables from Professor
Shiller’s website. The main interest is in the real price-dividend ratio and the
market return, represented by the S&P500. I consider a postwar sample from
1947 to 2012, and a long sample from 1926 to 2012.22

2.3.3 Results

Persistence

First, I show that regret is a persistent phenomenon. Figure 2.3 presents the
history of the log real price-dividend ratio in the postwar sample with the annual
log regret measure log(REGa

t ). The graphs indicate that regret is a time-varying
phenomenon, but gradually and slowly moving. In fact, regret is highly persistent.

1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010
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1
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Figure 2.3: Historical price-dividend ratio and regret. The graph shows the normalized
time-series of the real log price-dividend ratio and log regret measure REGā

t , which measures
annual regret by averaging all monthly maximum foregone returns within a year. The values are
based on annual data in the long sample (1926-2012).

22The sample stops at 2012 as the annual dataset of Professor Shiller’s website ends in 2012.
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Table 2.7 presents the first-order autocorrelation coefficients for the three regret
measures, in the postwar and long samples. In the postwar sample the serial
correlation coefficients of regret are somewhat higher than in the long sample.
Overall, the persistence coefficients range from 0.68 to 0.92. So, this is in line with
the dynamics of regret as prescribed by the laws of emotions (Frijda, 1988; Frijda,
2007) as found in the psychological, experimental and neuroscientific literature.

Table 2.7: Autocorrelations of regret measures. This table reports first-order autocor-
relation, AR(1), coefficients of the regret measures in the postwar sample (1947-2012) and long
sample (1926-2012). The values are based on annual data.

log(REGa
t ) log(REGm

t ) log(REGā
t )

Postwar sample 0.73 0.81 0.92
Long sample 0.68 0.75 0.91

Price-dividend ratio

Second, the price-dividend ratio is a function of regret. The behavior of regret
is similar to the behavior of the price-dividend ratio. Especially from the 1970s
onward. The regret model predicts that high regret today implies high prices
relative to dividends today. Table 2.8 confirms our eyeballing from Figure 2.3 and
shows the regression results of regressing the price-dividend ratio on regret. In
both samples and for all regret measures, the coefficients on regret are positive
and highly statistically significant.23 The results imply that high regret today
yields high prices relative to dividends today. The R2 in the postwar sample range
from 42% to 56%. The relation between regret and prices relative to dividends is
somewhat stronger in the postwar sample than in the long sample.

Return predictability

The third prediction to test is that high regret today implies lower future aggregate
stock returns. Table 2.9, in a similar spirit to the earlier long-horizon regressions,
regresses future returns on lagged regret. The main takeaway of the regression

23Throughout this section, we calculate standard errors using the Newey-West procedure with
a lag of T 1/4, where T equals the number of observations.
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Table 2.8: Price-dividend ratio and regret. This table reports OLS regression of the real
price-dividend ratio on the regret measure i: log(Pt/Dt) = a + b log(REGi

t) + εt. Newey-West
standard errors σ(b) to correct for heteroskedasticity and serial correlation. The values are based
on annual data.

Postwar sample Long sample

Measure Coefficient σ(b) R2 Coefficient σ(b) R2

log(REGa
t ) 0.41 0.09 0.42 0.37 0.09 0.31

log(REGm
t ) 0.65 0.13 0.48 0.61 0.13 0.38

log(REGā
t ) 1.13 0.19 0.56 1.18 0.18 0.54

results is that the point estimates for the coefficients on regret are negative: high
regret today predicts lower future returns. The relation between regret and future
returns becomes less statistically insignificant when the horizon increases. At a
seven year horizon, the R2 ranges from 5% to 8% in the postwar sample.

Table 2.9: Future returns and regret. This table reports predictive coefficients, standard
errors and R2-statistics from long-horizon regressions of cumulative log real risky returns on
regret measure i:

∑H
j=1 log(R

m
t+j) = a+ b log(REGi

t) + εt+H . Newey-West standard errors σ(b)
to correct for heteroskedasticity and serial correlation. The values are based on annual data.

Postwar sample Long sample

Measure Horizon (years) Coefficient σ(b) R2 Coefficient σ(b) R2

log(REGa
t ) 1 -0.02 0.03 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01

" 2 -0.05 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.00
" 3 -0.09 0.06 0.05 0.00 0.07 0.00
" 5 -0.14 0.09 0.06 -0.06 0.09 0.01
" 7 -0.16 0.10 0.06 -0.11 0.09 0.03

log(REGm
t ) 1 -0.03 0.06 0.01 -0.01 0.04 0.00

" 2 -0.07 0.09 0.02 -0.04 0.08 0.00
" 3 -0.08 0.12 0.02 -0.05 0.12 0.00
" 5 -0.13 0.18 0.03 -0.11 0.17 0.02
" 7 -0.22 0.19 0.05 -0.21 0.17 0.05

log(REGā
t ) 1 -0.04 0.07 0.01 -0.02 0.07 0.00

" 2 -0.12 0.14 0.02 -0.06 0.14 0.00
" 3 -0.17 0.20 0.03 -0.09 0.19 0.00
" 5 -0.30 0.28 0.05 -0.22 0.27 0.02
" 7 -0.43 0.29 0.08 -0.35 0.27 0.05

Overall, this section confirms empirically the three main regret model’s pre-
dictions: (i) regret is persistent, (ii) prices relative to dividends are a function of
regret, and (iii) regret predicts future returns in the time series with a negative
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with an economically meaningful R2.

Properties of regret

One may wonder which properties of returns drive regret-averse investors. To
provide intuition, this section presents a simple theoretical exercise.

Assume that stock returns are i.i.d. lognormally distributed in the cross section,
such that each individual stock return is distributed as Ri ∼ logN(μ, σ2) in which
Ri is the gross return on stock i = 1, ..., n. Using the standard properties of
a lognormal distribution, the mean and variance of the lognormally distributed
returns depend on the parameters μ and σ, while the skewness of the returns
depends on the parameter σ only.

Define cross-sectional regret, in line with the earlier measures, as

REG = max
i

(Ri) . (2.51)

Then, the CDF FREG(x) of the random variable REG equals

FREG(x) = Φ

(
log(x)− μ

σ

)n

, (2.52)

where Φ denotes the CDF of the standard normal distribution. The PDF fREG(x)

is

fREG(x) =
dFREG

dx
(x). (2.53)

Consequently, we can compute the first moment of the function fREG(x) by

m1 =

∫ ∞

−∞
xfREG(x)dx, (2.54)

which is the mean, or expected value, of regret. We can find the variance and
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skewness of regret by computing the centralized moments n = 2, 3 respectively:

mn =

∫ ∞

−∞
(x−m1)

nfREG(x)dx. (2.55)

We find that mean regret m1 is high when the skewness of the underlying
returns is positive and high, or when the volatility of the underlying returns is
high.24 Namely, the behavior of regret is dominated by the parameter σ, i.e.,
the skewness of the returns, while the parameter μ has a small effect on regret.
Intuitively, a high cross-sectional dispersion in returns leads to a higher probability
of a foregone missed return. Regret itself is substantially less positively skewed
than the underlying returns, i.e., the third centralized moment m3 is small. So,
regret-averse investors are mainly concerned about the positive skewness of the
returns, which is in line with the findings of Eeckhoudt et al. (2007) and Gollier
(2018) who report that regret-averse agents have a preference for positively skewed
risks and longshots.

2.4 Conclusion

I explore the idea whether regret can provide a unified explanation for the behavior
of asset prices. The central ingredient is regret and the aversion to it, added to an
otherwise standard asset pricing model. Regret is based on the intuition that an
investor is concerned not only about the outcome she receives, but also about the
outcome she could have received, had she invested differently. The central finding
is that regret aversion has the potential to explain asset pricing stylized facts in
the time series and in the cross section. I provide evidence for the main model’s
predictions by using an empirical measure of regret, especially that prices relative
to dividends are a function of persistent regret.

Three features of the regret model are unique, compared to leading asset pricing
models. First, one simple ingredient has the ability to explain several stylized
facts in a unifying way. In the current setup, regret cannot yet explain the equity

24I used simulations with n = 1000 individual stocks and parameter choices for individual
stock behaviour with mean μ = {0.01, 0.1} and standard deviation σ = {0.04, 0.4}.
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2.4. Conclusion

premium puzzle, due to the calibration trade-off between the regret risk premium
and excess volatility. Since I am unaware of behavioral studies regarding time-
varying volatility of emotions, the regret model does not make any predictions
about time-varying risk premiums. Second, regret produces a downward sloping
term structure of equity risk premiums, whereas most other models predict the
opposite. Third, regret-averse investors produce a value premium and long-term
reversal in the cross section. Regret-sorted stocks are persistent and the value
premium is persistent, consistent with the empirical findings of Arisoy et al. (2021)
and van Binsbergen, Boons, et al. (2021).

A potential avenue for further research is the link between institutional in-
vestors, regret, benchmarks and asset prices. Regret, and their counterpart of
rejoicing, could potentially be linked to the investment industry as institutional
investors typically try to follow an investment benchmark. If they do not achieve
their benchmark, then investors could experience regret as they could have made
an alternative investment decision. Finally, psychologists interested in finance
might be inspired to study the time-varying volatility of regret.
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2.6 Online Appendix

A. Zero-coupon equity

This section derives the prices for zero-coupon equity in the economy along the
lines of Lettau and Wachter (2007).

Time t, n = 1

Assuming joint log-normality of consumption growth, regret and dividend growth
it follows that

P1,t

Dt

= Et

[
Mt,t+1

Dt+1

Dt

]

= Et

[
δ

(
Ct+1

Ct

)−γ (
Xt+1

Xt

)κ
Dt+1

Dt

]

= Et

[
δe−γ(μc+εc,t+1)+κ(φxt+μx+εx,t+1)+μd+εd,t+1

]
(2.56)

We can write this as

ewt,1+xεc,t+1+y1εx,t+1+zεd,t+1 (2.57)

with (please note the difference between the time-independent parameter x with
time-varying regret xt)

wt,1 = −γμc + κ(φxt + μx) + μd

≡ w1,1 + w1,2xt

w1,1 = −γμc + κμx + μd

w1,2 = κφ

(2.58)

x = −γσc (2.59)

y1 = κσx + y0, y0 = 0 (2.60)

z = σd (2.61)
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Compute conditional expectation

P1,t

Dt

= δe−γμc+κ(φxt+μx)+μd+
1
2
γ2σ2

c+
1
2
κ2σ2

x+
1
2
σ2
d

· e−γκσcσxρc,x−γσcσdρc,d+κσxσdρx,d

(2.62)

We can write this as

P1,t

Dt

= F1(xt) = δea1+b1xt (2.63)

with

a1 = −γμc + κμx + μd +
1

2
γ2σ2

c +
1

2
κ2σ2

x +
1

2
σ2
d

− γκσcσxρc,x − γσcσdρc,d + κσxσdρx,d

≡ w1,1 +
1

2
(x2 + y21 + z2) + xy1ρc,x + xzρc,d + y1zρx,d

(2.64)

b1 = κφ

≡ w1,2

(2.65)

Time t+ 1, n = 1

P1,t+1

Dt+1

= F1(xt+1) = δea1+b1xt+1 = δea1+b1(φxt+μx+εx,t+1) (2.66)

Time t, n = 2

P2,t

Dt

= F2(xt) = Et

[
Mt,t+1

P1,t+1

Dt+1

Dt+1

Dt

]

= Et

[
δ2e−γ(μc+εc,t+1)+κ(φxt+μx+εx,t+1)+μd+εd,t+1+a1+b1(φxt+μx+εx,t+1)

] (2.67)

We can write this as

ewt,2+xεc,t+1+y2εx,t+1+zεd,t+1 (2.68)
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with

wt,2 = −γμc + κ(φxt + μx) + μd + a1 + b1(φxt + μx)

≡ w2,1 + w2,2xt

w2,1 = −γμc + κμx + μd + a1 + b1μx

w2,2 = κφ+ b1φ = (κ+ b1)φ

(2.69)

x = −γσc (2.70)

y2 = κσx + b1σx = (κ+ b1)σx (2.71)

z = σd (2.72)

Compute conditional expectation

P2,t

Dt

= δ2e−γμc+κ(φxt+μx)+μd+a1+b1(φxt+μx)+
1
2
γ2σ2

c+
1
2
(κ+b1)2σ2

x+
1
2
σ2
d

· e−γ(κ+b1)σcσxρc,x−γσcσdρc,d+(κ+b1)σxσdρx,d

(2.73)

We can write this as

P2,t

Dt

= F2(xt) = δ2ea2+b2xt (2.74)

with

a2 = −γμc + κμx + μd + a1 + b1μx +
1

2
γ2σ2

c +
1

2
(κ+ b1)

2σ2
x +

1

2
σ2
d

− γ(κ+ b1)σcσxρc,x − γσcσdρc,d + (κ+ b1)σxσdρx,d

≡ w2,1 +
1

2
(x2 + y22 + z2) + xy2ρc,x + xzρc,d + y2zρx,d

(2.75)

b2 = κφ+ b1φ

≡ w2,2

(2.76)
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General t, n

Pn,t

Dt

= Fn(xt) = δnean+bnxt , a0 = b0 = 0 (2.77)

with

wt,n = −γμc + κ(φxt + μx) + μd + an−1 + bn−1(φxt + μx)

≡ wn,1 + wn,2xt

wn,1 = −γμc + κμx + μd + an−1 + bn−1μx

wn,2 = κφ+ bn−1φ = (κ+ bn−1)φ

(2.78)

x = −γσc (2.79)

yn = κσx + bn−1σx = (κ+ bn−1)σx (2.80)

z = σd (2.81)

an = wn,1 +
1

2
(x2 + y2n + z2) + xynρc,x + xzρc,d + ynzρx,d (2.82)

bn = wn,2 (2.83)

Thus, recursively

an = −γμc + κμx + μd + an−1 + bn−1μx +
1

2
(x2 + y2n + z2) + xynρc,x + xzρc,d + ynzρx,d

= −γμc + κμx + μd + an−1 + bn−1μx +
1

2
(γ2σ2

c + (κ+ bn−1)2σ2
x + σ2

d)

− γ(κ+ bn−1)σcσxρc,x − γσcσdρc,d + (κ+ bn−1)σxσdρx,d

(2.84)
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an−1 − an = γμc − κμx − μd − bn−1μx − 1

2
(x2 + y2n + z2)− xynρc,x − xzρc,d − ynzρx,d

= γμc − κμx − μd − bn−1μx − 1

2
γ2σ2

c −
1

2
(κ+ bn−1)2σ2

x −
1

2
σ2
d

+ γ(κ+ bn−1)σcσxρc,x + γσcσdρc,d − (κ+ bn−1)σxσdρx,d

= γμc − κμx − μd − bn−1μx − 1

2
γ2σ2

c −
1

2
κ2σ2

x −
1

2
b2n−1σ

2
x − κbn−1σ2

x −
1

2
σ2
d

+ γκσcσxρc,x + γbn−1σcσxρc,x + γσcσdρc,d − κσxσdρx,d − bn−1σxσdρx,d

(2.85)

and

bn = κφ+ bn−1φ (2.86)

bn−1φ− bn = −κφ (2.87)

B. Zero-coupon bonds

The derivation for zero-coupon bond prices is completely analogous to the deriva-
tion for zero-coupon equity, but the starting equation is (2.29) rather than
(2.11).
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Chapter 3
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Chapter 3. Can Estimated Risk and Time Preferences Explain Real-life
Financial Choices?

Risk and time preferences play a role in almost every economic decision. As
a consequence, understanding the role of individual risk and time preferences is
intimately linked to understanding economic behavior. The economic behavior
we study in this paper is actual financial decision making, specifically pension
payout choices by retirees. Understanding pension payout choices is important as
it converts the pension wealth accrued in retirement plans into long-term income.
Typically, these are large amounts for individuals. The average individual pension
wealth at the time of retirement is $302,500 in the United States, $335,500 in the
United Kingdom, and $1,165,500 in the Netherlands.1

In this paper, we analyze the explanatory power of risk and time preferences for
actual annuity choices. Directly measuring the empirical link between preferences
and actual financial choices is challenging, because individual preferences, such as
risk aversion, present bias, and patience, are not readily observable. The present
paper provides evidence that risk and time preferences, measured with the Convex
Time Budgets (CTB) method of Andreoni and Sprenger (2012a), can explain real-
life pension payout choices to a large extent. In particular, we find within an
expected utility framework that individually estimated preferences explain for 82%
of our sample the choice between a flat annuity and a front-loaded annuity.

This study uses a unique combination of data on individual preferences and
administrative data on real-life choices. To elicit individuals’ risk and time prefer-
ences, we design a purpose-built internet survey that we field at the largest pension
fund in the Netherlands. Our survey simultaneously measures risk and time pref-
erences among pension fund participants in the same context as we observe the
actual annuitization decisions. Because risk and time preferences are domain spe-
cific (Frederick et al., 2002; Schildberg-Hörisch, 2018; Cohen et al., 2020), we
measure risk and time preferences in a pension context with large experimental
budgets and long decision horizons similar to the observed real-life annuity choices
from the administrative data. The administrative data also contain detailed infor-
mation on the participants personal characteristics and their pension plans.

1OECD (2013), Pensions at a Glance 2013: OECD and G20 Indicators, OECD Publishing,
Paris, https://doi.org/10.1787/pension_glance-2013-en.
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Our population comprises 1062 pension fund participants. The individuals are
invited by the pension fund, and in our CTB experiment they allocate e10,000 be-
tween an early payment and a late payment ten years in the future. We can expect
individuals to spend more effort in thinking about their choice than in a laboratory
with small stakes, no pension context, and shorter horizons. The domain-specific
preferences that we measure are present bias, long-term patience, and CRRA util-
ity function curvature. Currently, it is mandatory in the Netherlands to convert
pension assets to an annuity. The actual pension payout decision concerns a choice
between a flat fixed annuity with equal life-long payments throughout the retire-
ment phase, and a front-loaded fixed annuity with higher payments during the
first retirement years and actuarially fair lower life-long payments till death.

We study actual annuitization decisions in the context of risk and time prefer-
ences, because it appears intuitive that present-biased, impatient, and more risk
tolerant individuals (i.e., those with curvature parameters close to unity, who are
more tolerant about an unsmoothed consumption path) might prefer a front-loaded
annuity. On the other hand, individuals that care more about the future and prefer
smooth consumption paths might prefer a flat annuity with equal payments during
retirement. A front-loaded annuity bears some resemblances with a lump sum, as
it allows the beneficiary to receive pension payments earlier and higher compared
to a flat annuity. Thus, in line with Brown (2001) and Inkmann et al. (2011),
risk and time preferences are plausible and important channels for annuitization
decisions. In addition to the predictive power of preferences for annuity choices,
we also quantify the welfare implications that emerge through freedom of choice
between a flat and front-loaded annuity.

The Dutch pension fund’s data that we use in this paper has several advan-
tages compared to other data sources. First, the dataset includes actual real-life
annuity choices rather than incentives, attitudes, or stated preferences and choices
on economic decision making. Second, the dataset provides detailed and reliable
information on the participants and their pension plans, which is often hard to
ask in surveys. Third, the annuity decision involves large stakes with long decision
horizons, similar to our CTB experiment on risk and time preferences. Fourth, the
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annuity decision is less likely to be driven by concerns regarding health sate and
medical expenditures due to the universal health care and social security in the
Netherlands.2 Finally, the Dutch annuity decision reflects global pension choices,
as near retirees often have to make a choice between an annuity or a lump sum.

We make three main findings. First, our population estimates for risk and time
preferences are comparable to previous estimates in the literature (Andreoni and
Sprenger, 2012a; Andersen, Harrison, Lau, et al., 2014; Balakrishnan et al., 2020).
This is interesting in itself, because previous studies that jointly estimate risk and
time preferences typically do not use an explicit real-life pension context. For the
quasi-hyperbolic discounting model (also known as the β−δ model, Laibson, 1997),
we estimate a median present-bias factor of 0.84, a median annual discount rate
of 1.1%, and a median CRRA utility curvature of 0.97. Hence, we find evidence
for present bias and a preference for smooth consumption paths, consistent with
the general observations in the literature (Frederick et al., 2002; Andreoni and
Sprenger, 2012a; Potters et al., 2016).3 Our estimated annual discount rate is
lower than estimates in most previous research, as annual discount rates from
30%-100% are not uncommon (Frederick et al., 2002; Andreoni and Sprenger,
2012a; Cheung, 2020). Potential reasons for our lower, but plausible, estimated
discount rate are the magnitude of the experimental budget and the long-term
decision horizons, as individuals tend to make more patient choices in these cases
(Thaler, 1981).4

The second set of results shows that our individually estimated risk and time
preferences explain real-life financial decisions to a large extent. Using a simple
univariate analysis, we find that patient individuals with a preference for smooth
consumption paths choose a flat annuity, while present-biased, impatient, and
more risk tolerant individuals choose a front-loaded annuity to withdraw more

2See for example de Bresser et al. (2018).
3Note that in the literature risk aversion over states of the world tends to deviate more from

linear utility (Cheung, 2020).
4Other experiments typically have shorter decision horizons that run from several weeks to

several months (Andersen, Harrison, M.Lauc, et al., 2010; Tanaka et al., 2010; Augenblick,
Niederle, et al., 2015), but do not exceed more than 3 years (Harrison, Lau, et al., 2002; Goda
et al., 2015). Moreover, the typical experimental payment equals tens of dollars (Andreoni and
Sprenger, 2012a), rather than ten thousand dollars.
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pension wealth during the early years of retirement. Using a discounted expected
utility framework, we find that risk and time preferences explain actual annuiti-
zation decisions for 82% of our population for a utility indifference of at most 2%
annual certainty equivalent consumption. This so-called ‘indifference bandwidth’
resembles a prediction error and indicates the annual consumption loss between
the actually chosen and unchosen counterfactual annuity. Because a flat and front-
loaded annuity might be observationally equivalent in terms of utility for a retiree,
we study the predictive power of preferences while allowing for small consumption
losses. Stated differently, individual preferences explain a large fraction of real-life
annuity choices conditional on a small annual consumption difference.

The third set of results shows that freedom of choice by means of a front-loaded
annuity creates potential welfare gains, but part of the welfare remains unrealized.
In particular, given the predictive power of preferences for actual annuity choices,
we perform a welfare analysis to investigate the effects of introducing freedom of
choice in the annuity decision. We quantify the welfare effects of the front-loaded
annuity option from a long-run persistent point of view (Ericson and Laibson,
2019), i.e., setting the present-bias factor to dynamically consistent behavior β = 1.
The estimated mean conditional potential welfare gain of a front-loaded annuity
ranges from 1.61% to 2.77% additional annual consumption (i.e., e7659 to e13417
total pension wealth), depending on the indifference bandwidth. The welfare dis-
tributions show that realized welfare can be negative and, thus, causes welfare
losses. Overall, these findings can have important policy implications, as realized
welfare gains can be roughly three times as large — for an indifference bandwidth
of 2% — when individuals are guided better during their annuity choices.

Our paper relates to the household finance literature on retirement savings and
annuitization (see Gomes et al., 2021 for an overview). Our primary contribution
is to combine risk and time preferences with actual annuity choices. To our knowl-
edge, no previous paper has related actual annuity decision making, by means of
a utility framework, with simultaneously estimated risk and time preferences as
inputs. Inkmann et al. (2011) use microeconomic data from the United Kingdom
to study voluntary annuitization, focusing on individual determinants as explana-
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tions for annuity decisions but missing out on individually estimated preference
parameters. Similar to ours, Bütler and Teppa (2007) study actual annuity and
lumpsum decisions at retirement, but their data lacks individual preference pa-
rameters as well. Hurwitz and Sade (2020) study the annuity versus lump sum
decision through the mechanism of smoking. Dimmock et al. (2021) do elicit indi-
vidual preferences, but they elicit probability weighting and relate it to household
portfolio choice. Andrikogiannopoulou and Papakonstantinou (2020) estimate in-
dividual’s preferences within a prospect theory paradigm and apply it to explain
the disposition effect.5

Previous research has been studying the explanatory power of risk and time
preferences for economic behavior. However, most previous research relies on
stated economic behavior, independently measured risk and time preferences that
are context independent, and the explanatory power is studied through correla-
tions (Cohen et al., 2020).6 Dohmen, Falk, Huffman, and Sunde (2010) relate
risk and time preferences separately to cognitive ability, while Dohmen, Falk,
Huffman, Sunde, et al. (2011) correlate general and domain specific risk aversion
to self-reported field behavior. Chabris et al. (2008) study correlations between
laboratory-measured time preferences and self-reported behavior (e.g., BMI, smok-
ing, exercise, saving, and gambling), and Golsteyn et al. (2014) study correlations
between children’s categorically measured time preferences and observed economic
outcomes (e.g., schooling, health, labour, and income) later in life. Sutter et
al. (2013) study how independently measured risk and time preferences correlate
independently with self-reported behavior (e.g., health, savings, and schooling)
amongst children and adolescents. Falk et al. (2018) study how independently
measured risk and time preferences correlate separately with economic outcomes

5Erner et al. (2013) elicit cumulative prospect theory parameters from German students
and find that these have virtually no predictive power for the willingness-to-pay for complex
structured financial products, such as one or more derivatives on an underlying, typically a stock
or stock index.

6Implicit in laboratory elicited general preferences is the assumption that laboratory results
are a reliable assessment of general or specific behavior, even though we know that the typical
subject pool is different from the population to which they are being applied (Andersen, Harrison,
M.Lauc, et al., 2010). We overcome this problem by eliciting preferences and observing behavior
directly in the same population and domain.
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3.1. Methodology

amongst individuals worldwide.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1. describes the mea-
surement of preferences and the data. Section 2. describes the estimation of
preferences and shows the estimated results. Section 3. describes the annuity
choices and the predictive power of preferences together with the welfare effects.
Section 4. concludes the paper.

3.1 Methodology

To measure risk and time preferences, we field a survey at a large pension fund
in The Netherlands. The survey implements the experimental CTB method (An-
dreoni and Sprenger, 2012a; Andreoni and Sprenger, 2012b) and a present-bias
task (Frederick, 2005; Rieger et al., 2015). We relate the elicited preferences to
actual pension choices of retirees.

3.1.1 Elicitation of risk and time preferences

We use the CTB to elicit patience and utility curvature, and we use an additional
present-bias task to elicit present bias. Next, we adopt a simultaneous estima-
tion technique to estimate utility curvature, patience, and present bias together.
The advantage of our approach is a simultaneous measurement of risk and time
preferences. For this reason, we avoid the assumption of linear utility and, conse-
quently, we avoid upward-biased discount rate estimates if true utility is concave
(Andersen, Harrison, Lau, et al., 2008a; Noor, 2009).

The CTB method asks individuals to allocate an initial budget m = e10.000

between payments, available at two points in time: an early payment at time t

and a delayed payment at time t+ k. In line with Potters et al. (2016), the early
payment is always one year t = 1 from the experimental date, and the late payment
is delayed by ten years k = 10. The delay length is relatively long and selected such
that we can study decision making under uncertainty for long horizons. Subjects
receive an interest rate, or investment return, r on delayed payments, which varies
between 0% to 8.40% on an annual basis. The allocations must be made such
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that the budget constraint is satisfied, i.e., the early payment and the present
value of the delayed payment must equal the initial budget m. Early payments
are certainly paid (i.e., payment probability one), but delayed payments have a
payment probability pt+k of 0.5, 0.75, 0.90, or 1.

Individuals make 20 consecutive CTB decisions between early and delayed pay-
ments. Our method consists of four different decision sets. Each decision set has
a different probability of late payment, and within each set we have five different
interest rate scenarios. The difference between the early payment date t and the
delayed payment date t + k elicits long-term patience, similar to Andreoni and
Sprenger (2012a). We identify risk preferences by sensitivities to variation in the
interest rates, similar to Andreoni and Sprenger (2012a), but also by sensitivities
to the late payment probability (i.e., states of the world). Thus, we extend the
original CTB approach of Andreoni and Sprenger (2012a). Table 3.6 in Appendix
A presents an overview of our experimental design.

To identify present bias, we implement a task in our experiment from the
INTRA (International Test of Risk Attitudes) study, conducted by the University
of Zurich and used by Rieger et al. (2015). This task is inspired by Frederick
(2005), and reads as follows:

Enter an amount ct+τ such that option B is as attractive as option A:
A. Receive e800 now,
B. Receive e ct+τ next year.

Subjects make a trade-off between a direct payment of e800 now or a later certain
payment c1 next year. Due to the implementation of an immediate payment now
combined with the long-run decisions from the CTB, we can elicit and estimate
the (present-biased) time preferences for every subject while controlling for utility
curvature. Table 3.6, Scenario 21, summarizes the present-bias task.7

7The original question is in US dollars. The monetary payoff of e800 in our scenario is
adjusted according to the currency exchange rate in 2018 and the Purchasing Power Parity
(PPP) in The Netherlands.
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3.1.2 Experimental procedure

The CTB experiment and present-bias task are part of a larger survey. The pension
fund wrote a Qualtrics program to implement the survey. In the first part of
the survey, we ask subjects for personal information, such as pension attitudes,
demographics (age, education), and financial situation (income, housing wealth).
The second part of the survey contains the CTB experiment and, then, the present-
bias task. Subjects could go through the survey, including the experiment, at their
own pace, also going back and forth through the questions. In the email, and at
the end of the survey, we announce that subjects are able to receive one out of five
vouchers with a value of e50. The voucher will be received via email, implying
that subjects need to enter their email address. The survey questions are available
from the authors upon request.

Although the questions were not directly incentivized, the pension fund indi-
cated in the instructions that the results would be taken into account to study
the desirability of choice options, so participation in the survey was consequen-
tial. Our experiment is not incentivized based on the experimental answers of the
subjects, which avoids the need for complex equalization of payments, transaction
costs and payment confidence. Some researchers argue that answer-based incen-
tives in economic experiments lead to more truthful reveal of preferences, however
Cohen et al. (2020) and Hackethal et al. (2022) find little evidence for systematic
differences between incentivized and unincentivized risk and time preference ex-
periments. More specifically, Potters et al. (2016) find little differences between
financially incentivized and hypothetical decisions in their CTB experiments.8

Upon starting the experiment, subjects read through the instructions and a
CTB example decision screen. These indicated to the subjects that the budget
could be entirely allocated to the early payment (corner), entirely to the later
payment (corner) or divided between the two (interior). Figure 3.1 shows an
image of a decision screen. The decision screen contains a timeline of the payment

8Another review by Camerer and Hogarth (1999) finds that incentives do not reliably change
average performance, but tend to decrease the variance of responses. Since our sample is relatively
large, this decreases the variance of the preference estimates on an aggregate level.
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Figure 3.1: Decision screen Convex Time Budgets. In this decision screen, the subject
allocates m = 10.000 Euro between an early payment with front-end delay t = 1 (2019) and a
late payment with back-end delay k = 10 years (2029). The late payment is with a probability
pt+k of 100%. The gross interest rate, or gross investment return, 1 + r over k years in the 5
scenarios varies from 1.00 to 1.59. The allocated amounts are for illustration purposes only, the
default values were blanks (subjects must actively allocate). The text is translated from Dutch
to English.

structure: 2018 is the experimental date, the early payment is received in 2019
and the late payment is received in 2029 after an additional delay of ten years.
Subjects are told to divide the amount of e10,000 between the early payment and
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late payment. Probabilities of late payment and interest rates were highlighted by
yellow and blue, respectively. In this particular decision screen, the likelihood that
the late payment is paid equals pt+k = 100% and there are five budget decisions
presented in order of increasing gross interest rates from 1.00 to 1.59. Subjects
are faced with a total of four such decision screens, corresponding to the four
probability decision sets. After the twenty CTB decisions, subjects complete the
present-bias task.

We fielded our survey at the pension fund ABP in The Netherlands.9 The
pension fund has a panel for experimental research and communicates via email.
The invitations for our experiment and the experiment itself were simultaneously
conducted in the period 13 August 2018 till 17 September 2018. Individuals could
join the experiment by clicking on a link in the email.

3.1.3 Annuity choices

The Dutch pension system has two main pillars: (i) a publicly financed pay-
as-you-go scheme and (ii) a mandatory occupational pension scheme. The first
pillar, or General Old-Age Pensions Act, aims at providing a minimum retirement
income, and is funded from tax revenues. Individuals receive first-pillar benefits
when they reach the statutory retirement age, which is 66 years in 2018. The
majority of the active participants with an uninterrupted working career qualify
for a state pension benefit close to the maximum yearly amount of e14,000 for
single individuals and roughly e18,000 for couples. First pillar benefits are indexed
based on price inflation, and always paid out as life-long annuities.

The second pillar is an employer-based occupational pension scheme that fea-
tures collectivity, mandatory participation, and is not for profit. Pension funds
operate on the basis of capital funding: an employee, together with her employer,
accrues pension entitlements from the contributions paid in and the return real-
ized by the pension fund over the years through the collective investment of these
contributions. The main goal is to maintain the pre-retirement living standards,

9ABP is the largest pension fund in The Netherlands. The abbreviation translates to National
Civil Pension Fund, and arranges the pensions for mainly civil servants.
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together with the benefits from the first pillar. We study the freedom of choice that
retirees have in the second pillar through their annuity choices in the occupational
pension scheme.

The individual’s annuity decision has three key components, and the choice
can only be made once. The individual must make a choice regarding (i) the
date of retirement, (ii) a bridging pension or not, and (iii) the payment profile.10

Regarding key decision (i), the individual must decide when to retire, e.g., at
the statutory retirement age (i.e., the default) or earlier.11 Retiring earlier than
the statutory retirement age decreases overall monthly life-long benefits at an
actuarially fair rate, because the individual starts to withdraw her pension wealth
earlier than the statutory retirement age.

Regarding key decision (ii), the pension fund offers the beneficiary the option
to receive a so-called bridging pension (i.e., the default option) until the statutory
retirement age is reached, i.e., the moment when she receives first-pillar pension
benefits. The goal of a bridging pension, only available when retiring early, is to
ensure a flat payment stream of benefits before and after the statutory retirement
age. When choosing a bridging pension on top of early retirement, the individual
depletes her second-pillar pension wealth faster compared to no bridging pension,
so that overall monthly life-long benefits are reduced at an actuarially fair rate.

Regarding key decision (iii), the fund offers the possibility to increase benefits
for 5 to 10 years at any point during the retirement phase.12 The idea is that
individuals can construct a high-low stream of payments to tailor pension benefits
to the individual’s needs. A high-low construction frontloads the pension benefits,
like a lump sum, and it could be used for paying off a mortgage or travel plans.13 Of
course, a high-low construction depletes second-pillar pension wealth faster than
constant annuity payments and, thus, reduces future monthly life-long benefits at

10There is also the possibility to exchange partner pension for old-age pension, but we exclude
this in our analysis as we study individual decisions.

11Individuals can also retire later than the statutory retirement age, but almost no individual
does so.

12Legally, pension benefits can be increased (or decreased) until the age of 78.
13The pension fund also offers the possibility to construct a low-high payment stream that back-

loads future pension benefits, for example to facilitate later (unexpected) health costs. However,
few individuals choose a low-high payment structure in The Netherlands.
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an actuarially fair rate. The legal condition states that the lower benefits must at
least equal 75% of the higher benefits. The default is no frontloading of pension
payments.

So, the retiree constructs her own annuity based on the three choices. At least
6 months before the statutory retirement age the individual receives information
from the fund about her annuitization decision (unless she made a choice already).
Essentially, the pension fund offers the possibility to withdraw the accumulated
capital either as a flat life-long annuity or as a front-loaded life-long annuity. We
label an annuity as front-loaded if the retiree within one year after her pension age
has at least 1 year of after-tax pension benefits that are 5% higher than payments
in the future years, taking state pension benefits into account.14 We label an
annuity as flat otherwise.

The majority of individuals in our sample that choose a front-loaded annuity
construct the annuity such that high payments start within 1 year after retirement
with an average duration of 3 years and low payments equalling the legal minimum
75% of the high payments. Examples of a front-loaded annuity include early
retirement with bridging pension and high-low payments, or retirement at the
statutory retirement age with high-low payments. While examples of a flat annuity
include retirement at the statutory retirement age (default), or early retirement
with bridging pension and constant payment afterwards (i.e., not front-loading
payments). If individuals forego to make an active annuitization decision, then the
fund offers by default a flat life-long annuity starting at the statutory retirement
age.

3.1.4 Sample

We select pension fund participants between the ages of 50 years and 70 years,
as these cohorts are most likely concerned with their pension choices. We have
chosen 70 years as an upper cutoff point to minimize potential issues regarding
effects of mortality risk. Namely, the CTB decision horizon is 10 years, which

14We use a threshold of 5%, because due to administrative reasons flat annuity payments could
fluctuate within this bandwidth.
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yields a late payment at the age of 80 at most, well within the average Dutch life
expectancy of 85 years at the time of the experiment. In total, 3611 pension fund
participants clicked on the link in the email to participate in our survey. We exclude
11 retirees with a pension date that is later than the statutory retirement age and
we exclude 48 retirees with a back-loaded annuity, as we want to specifically study
front-loading behavior, which yields 3552 individuals. We need to drop individuals
that did not complete the present-bias task, CTB experiment, or filled the same
early payment amount in every CTB scenario. For these individuals we cannot
identify the preference parameters without additional assumptions. Finally, we
drop individuals that entered an amount next year ct+τ that is lower than receiving
e800 now, or entered an amount next year ct+τ that is lower than receiving an
amount in 10 years, as these answers imply negative interest rates.15 Overall, this
yields a final sample of 1062 individuals.

We are aware that we lose some observations in the sample selection. It is
known that response rates for surveys in the pension industry are rather low, since
people rarely interact with their pension funds (Bauer et al., 2021; Debets et al.,
2021). However, our sample still contains enough heterogeneity. Eventually, it is
this heterogeneity that matters for studying the relation between preferences and
real-life choices. Moreover, our sample is representative for the pension fund based
on several important characteristics.

Table 3.1 compares our sample of subjects with the pension fund’s population
from 2018, restricted to the ages of 50 and 70.16 In our sample, 705 respondents
are so-called active participants. These active participants actively accrue pension
rights at the pension fund through their employer. 357 respondents are retirees,
who receive pension benefits from the pension fund. Panel A shows that the
male-to-female and active-to-retiree ratios are nearly equal between the fund and
our sample. Because we study actual pension choice behavior of retirees later,
we present additional summary statistics on the retired population in Panel B.
The median age of the retired subjects in our sample is almost similar to the

15To check the understanding of participants, subjects also answer how much money they
would like to receive in 10 years which makes them indifferent with receiving e800 now.

16We focus on old-age pension for the pension fund’s retirees.
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Table 3.1: Summary statistics. This table presents summary statistics for our sample and
the pension fund. Panel A contains all subjects, i.e., active participants and retirees. Panel B
contains only retirees. Male and Retired are dummy variables. Age is in years and Income is
the annual before-tax income in Euros, which includes all employer-related second pillar pension
benefits received from the pension fund including state pension benefits. Standard deviation
between parentheses.

Panel A: Active participants and retirees
Pension fund Sample mean N

Male 0.567 0.570 1062
(0.500)

Retired 0.384 0.340 1062
(0.470)

Panel B: Retirees
Pension fund Sample median N

Age (years) Male 67.31 67.15 240
(1.84)

Female 67.14 67.27 117
(2.36)

Total 67.24 67.20 357
(2.03)

Income (e) Male 22,670 28,358 217
(16,587)

Female 16,637 16,739 104
(12,225)

Total 20,102 23,317 321
(16,199)

pension fund’s value of 67. The male respondents in our sample are more likely
to have a somewhat higher income, but the female income is nearly identical
to the pension fund’s value.17 The median time taken to complete the survey,
including the questions on personal and financial information, is 20 minutes. The
participants understood the CTB experiment generally well, as the median rating
for the difficulty of the CTB experiment is 3 (i.e., “not easy, but also not difficult”)
on a 5-point Likert scale.18

17Table 3.7 in the Online Appendix provides additional summary statistics on demographic,
financial and pension variables. Tables 3.8 and 3.9 in the Online Appendix describe the definitions
of all variables used in our analysis.

18The question regarding the difficulty of the CTB experiment follows immediately after the
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3.2 Preferences

In this section, we firstly present the aggregate choice behavior in the CTB and
present-bias task. Then, we discuss the simultaneous estimation of individual risk
and time preferences. Finally, we show the estimation results for the preference
parameters.

3.2.1 Descriptive analysis

First, we describe the choice behavior in the CTB and, then, in the present-bias
task. Figure 3.2 summarizes aggregate choice behavior in the CTB for the whole
population (i.e., actives and retirees combined). We plot the median allocated
Euros chosen at the early payment ct against the gross interest rate (1 + r) for
each late payment probability pt+k. The amount of Euros allocated to the early
payment declines monotonically with the interest rate, indicating that people wait
for the late payment when interest rates are higher. Additionally, as expected, the
amount of earlier Euros increases when the late payment probability is lower. So,
we observe in Figure 3.2 that individuals respond to changing interest rates and
payment probabilities in a predicted way.

Figure 3.3 summarizes aggregate choice behavior in the present-bias task, for
actives and retirees separately. The subjects’ answers are winsorised at a 5% level
from the bottom and the top of the distribution. The dashed red bars depict
retirees, while the solid gray bars depict active participants. The upper panel
reports the allocated amount ct+τ in Euros that makes subjects indifferent between
receiving e800 now or receiving ct+τ next year. The fraction of retirees that
allocates lower amounts of wealth ct+τ to next year (e.g., between e800 and e1000)
to make them indifferent with e800 directly is larger than for actives. This is
preliminary evidence that actives are more impatient than retirees in the short
trun.

The bottom panel reports the implied annual interest rates based on the al-
located amounts ct+τ . A high interest rate indicates that the subjects discount

CTB experiment. See Table 3.7 in the Online Appendix for additional summary statistics.
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Figure 3.2: Choice behavior: Convex Time Budgets. Median allocated Euros at early
payment ct against the gross interest rate 1 + r per payout probability p in the Convex Time
Budgets.
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consumption next year heavily. For about 70% (75%) of the actives (retirees),
the annual interest rates from the one-year present-bias task are larger than 10%.
This is higher than the annual interest rates in the ten-year CTB task, which vary
from 0 to 8.40 percent per year.19 Thus, in line with Thaler (1981), we find that
discount rates elicited in the short run are higher than discount rates elicited in the
long run. This observation provides evidence for time inconsistency and indicates
the possibility of present bias for pension fund participants. More specifically, in
line with the upper panel, the bottom panel shows that active participants are
more prone to present-biased behavior than retirees as actives discount consump-
tion next year more strongly. The effect is visible between the lower interest rates
of 0% to 20%, where the fraction of retirees is higher, while for interest rates larger
than 20% the fraction of active participants is higher.

19Figure 3.2 shows that the CTB design per se is not an issue, because the median amount
allocated to the earlier payment is about e5000 which is not a corner solution.
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Figure 3.3: Choice behavior: Present-bias task. Distribution of allocated Euros ct+τ in
the present-bias task, together with the implied annual interest rate. Implied annual interest
rate calculated as (ct+τ/800− 1)× 100.

3.2.2 Simultaneous estimation of risk and time preferences

To estimate risk and time preferences, we identify the experimental allocated pay-
ments as solutions to standard intertemporal optimization problems. These so-
lutions are supposed to be functions of our parameters of interest (present bias,
discounting, and utility curvature), and experimentally varied parameters (inter-
est rates, delay lengths and payment probabilities). Given assumptions on the
functional form of utility and the nature of discounting, our experimental tasks
provide a natural context to jointly estimate individual preferences.

In the CTB, subjects choose an amount ct, available at time t, and an amount
ct+k, available after a delay of k periods, continuously along a convex budget set

ct +
ct+k

1 + r
= m, (3.1)

where (1 + r) is the experimental gross interest rate and m is the experimental
budget. Money allocated to the early payment has a value of ct, while money
allocated to the late payment has a present value of ct+k/(1 + r). ct+k/ct defines
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the gross interest rate 1 + r over k years, so (1 + r)1/k − 1 gives the standardized
annual interest rate r. Multiplication by the payment probability pt+k defines the
risk-adjusted interest rates.

Using the quasi-hyperbolic β − δ model of intertemporal decision making
(Phelps and Pollak, 1968; Laibson, 1997), the subject maximizes discounted ex-
pected utility over the early payment ct and late payment ct+k

max
ct,ct+k

δtU(ct + wt) + βδt+k [pt+kU(ct+k + wt+k) + (1− pt+k)U(wt+k)] , (3.2)

where δ is the one period (i.e., annual) discount factor and β is the present-bias
factor. The quasi-hyperbolic form captures the notion of time-inconsistent behav-
ior, since β < 1 indicates present bias. Moreover, it nests exponential discounting
(i.e. standard time-consistent behavior, Samuelson, 1937) when β = 1. Early
payments are certain, while late payments can be uncertain such that with prob-
ability 1− pt+k no delayed payment is received. The terms wt and wt+k could be
interpreted as background consumption or income (see, e.g., Andersen, Harrison,
Lau, et al., 2008a).

In line with former CTB experiments (Andreoni and Sprenger, 2012a; Balakr-
ishnan et al., 2020), we posit the agent has a time separable Constant Relative
Risk Aversion (CRRA) utility function of the form

U(x) =
1

α
xα, (3.3)

where α < 1 is the curvature of the CRRA utility function, giving rise to a prefer-
ence to smooth payoffs. Because we assume a CRRA utility function, we assume
that utility for risk (i.e., risk aversion) also represents instantaneous utility for
time (i.e., intertemporal substitution), in line with Andersen, Harrison, Lau, et al.
(2008a). Although these are conceptually distinct preferences, in our setting were
both risk and time are present it is common to assume that utility for risk is one
and the same as instantaneous utility for time (Cheung, 2020).20

20It is not the goal of the current paper to separate parameter estimates for utility for time
and risk, see Cheung (2020) for this.
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Solving the subject’s standard intertemporal maximization problem (3.2) sub-
ject to the budget constraint (3.1) yields the first-order condition

(
ct + wt

ct+k + wt+k

)α−1
=

{
βδkpt+k(1 + r) if t ∈ [0, 1]

δkpt+k(1 + r) if t ≥ 1
(3.4)

Clearly, the experimental allocations depend on the parameters of interest (present
bias, discounting, and curvature), and the experimentally varied parameters (in-
terest rates, delay length, and payment probabilities). The present, i.e., t ∈ [0, 1],
runs from the experimental date at the end of 2018 (i.e., t = 0) till next year at
the end of 2019 (i.e., t = 1), and afterwards the future starts.

Please note that for some CTB scenarios with uncertain late payment probabil-
ities, decision sets 1 till 3 in Table 3.6 in the Appendix, the risk-adjusted interest
rates are negative and the expected payment values are not always constant be-
tween the decision sets. Additionally, the present-bias task involves only payments
with certainty.

Thus, taking the natural logarithm of (3.4), we find

ln

(
ct + wt

ct+k + wt+k

)
=

1

α− 1

(
log(β) · �t∈[0,1] + log(δ) · k)

+
1

α− 1
(log(pt+k) + log(1 + r)) .

(3.5)

The variation in payment probabilities and interest rates identifies the utility cur-
vature parameter α. Stated differently, the utility curvature parameter is identified
by the smoothness of payoffs over time (i.e., instantaneous utility for time) and
for different states of the world (i.e., utility for risk). Because the front-end delay
t and back-end delay k are fixed in our CTB design, we cannot separate present
bias from long-term patience using only CTB scenarios. Therefore, we use the
present-bias task to separate the present-bias factor β from the discount factor
δ, while simultaneously correcting for potential utility curvature α. To identify
present bias, we assume that the payment ct is received during the present, the
payment ct+τ marks the end of the present, and ct+k is received during the future.
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The subject during the present-bias task solves

U(800 + w0) = βδU(ct+τ + wt+τ ). (3.6)

In words, the subject considers a trade-off between a direct early payment of e800
at the experimental date of end 2018 (i.e., t = 0), or a discounted payment ct+τ

one year later at the end of 2019 (i.e., t = 1). Solving explicitly for the present-bias
factor yields

β =
1

δ

(
800 + w0

ct+τ + wt+τ

)α

. (3.7)

Clearly, the present-bias factor β is identified by the payment ct+τ , is corrected
for the utility curvature α, and is separated from the long-term discount factor δ.
Note that a high discount factor induces a lower present-bias factor.

Substituting the expression for β in (3.5), we find the following equation

ln

(
ct + wt

ct+k + wt+k

)
=

α

α− 1
log

(
800 + w0

ct+τ + wt+τ

)
+

1

α− 1
log(δ) · (k − 1)

+
1

α− 1
(log(pt+k + log(1 + r)) .

(3.8)

Given an additive error structure and assumptions on background consumption,
such a linear equation is easily estimated with parameter estimates for β, δ, α

obtained via nonlinear combinations of coefficient estimates. We estimate the
parameters β̂, δ̂, α̂ by two-limit tobit and, as robustness check, by OLS.

To limit the number of estimated parameters and facilitate comparison with
previous literature, our results use a predetermined background income level. In
line with Andreoni and Sprenger (2012a) and Potters et al. (2016), we set w0 =

wt = wt+τ = wt+k = 0.01. That is, the budget offered in the experiment is the
only source of income that participants consider when making their early and
late payment allocations. Essentially, we assume that the experimental budget
compromises the state and second pillar pensions. This is consistent with the real-
life annuity choice, because the actual annuitization possibilities on the pension
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fund’s personal web page that are shown visually to the individuals treat the
state and second pillar pensions together. We winsorize the estimated preference
parameters at the bottom and top of the distribution for a 5% level.21

3.2.3 Estimated preference parameters

Table 3.2 presents our estimation results for the present-bias factor β, the discount
factor δ, and the CRRA curvature parameter α. For each individual, we estimate
the preference parameters according to equations (3.7) and (3.8) and, then, we
compute summary statistics for the population. We show estimation result for
our complete sample, and for actives and retirees separately. We make three
observations.

First, echoing the results from our descriptive analysis, we find evidence for
present bias since β < 1. We estimate the median and mean present-bias factor
β respectively at 0.836 and 0.819. Active pension fund participants have a lower
present-bias factor than retirees, such that actives are more subject to present bias.
The difference between the median present-bias factors of retirees and actives is
about 0.08. Roughly 14% of our sample is future biased (i.e., β > 1). This is in
line with the observation of future-biased participants in the sample of Andersen,
Harrison, Lau, et al. (2014), and similar to 19% of the subjects being future biased
in Bleichrodt, Gao, et al. (2016).

A common finding in the literature is a (substantial) present bias, see for ex-
ample Frederick et al. (2002), Tanaka et al. (2010), and Laibson, Maxted, et al.
(2020). Our estimated present-bias value is similar to those estimated by other
researchers. Balakrishnan et al. (2020) also use the CTB design, with also a mon-
etary experiment, and they estimate present-bias factors between 0.902 to 0.924.
Other papers have used nonmonetary experiments such as job search for estimat-
ing discounting behavior. For example, Paserman (2008) estimates a present-bias
factor of 0.894 for high income workers. DellaVigna and Paserman (2005) often
find a present-bias factor near 0.9. Using experiments on real effort tasks, Augen-

21Our results below are robust to a different winsorization level, for example a level of 1%. See
Table 3.13 in the Online Appendix.
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Table 3.2: Present bias, annual discounting, and curvature parameter estimates.
Two-limit tobit maximum likelihood and Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimates for present-
bias factor β, discount factor δ, and CRRA utility curvature α.

Standard 25th 75th

Median Mean Deviation Percentile Percentile N
Tobit: All

Present-bias factor β̂ 0.836 0.819 0.184 0.695 0.953 1062
Discount factor δ̂ 0.989 1.004 0.092 0.962 1.039 1062
Annual discount rate 0.011 0.004 0.089 -0.037 0.040 1062
CRRA curvature α̂ 0.965 0.915 0.252 0.905 0.987 1062

Tobit: Actives
Present-bias factor β̂ 0.820 0.802 0.185 0.672 0.938 705
Discount factor δ̂ 0.991 1.006 0.091 0.963 1.039 705
Annual discount rate 0.009 0.001 0.086 -0.038 0.039 705
CRRA curvature α̂ 0.965 0.923 0.248 0.911 0.988 705

Tobit: Retirees
Present-bias factor β̂ 0.902 0.853 0.178 0.767 0.971 357
Discount factor δ̂ 0.986 0.998 0.095 0.961 1.039 357
Annual discount rate 0.014 0.010 0.094 -0.037 0.041 357
CRRA curvature α̂ 0.964 0.899 0.260 0.876 0.984 357

OLS: All
Present-bias factor β̂ 0.860 0.835 0.194 0.714 0.963 1062
Discount factor δ̂ 0.989 0.994 0.105 0.949 1.039 1062
Annual discount rate 0.011 0.018 0.111 -0.037 0.054 1062
CRRA curvature α̂ 0.936 0.887 0.296 0.863 0.963 1062

blick, Niederle, et al. (2015) and Augenblick and Rabin (2019) find a present-bias
factor ranging from 0.83 to 0.89.

Second, the estimated annual discount factor δ has a median value of 0.989
and 50% of the sample has a discount factor between 0.962 and 1.039. The annual
discount factor translates to an annual discount rate of 1.1%.22 About 25% of our
sample has long-term negative annual discount rates, such that these participants
are extremely patient as they are willing to pay, rather than generate interest,
to receive a payment in the future. Differences between active participants and
retirees are negligible. Our median estimated annual discount rate is in line with

22The annual discount rate follows from (1/δ) − 1, since the discount factor is measured in
years.
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(long-term) market interest rates and lower than most previous studies. Estimates
of annual discount rates over hundred percent are not uncommon, as shown by
the overview article of Frederick et al. (2002). Cheung (2020) estimates an annual
discount rate of 62.6%, when controlling for CRRA curvature. The CTB design
of Andreoni and Sprenger (2012a) corrects for CRRA curvature and present bias,
but they still estimate an annual discount rate of 27.5%. A close estimate is that
of Andersen, Harrison, Lau, et al. (2014), who report an annual discount rate of
7.3% in the quasi-hyperbolic model, while controlling for classical risk aversion
over states of the world.

A potential reason for our lower annual discount rate is the magnitude of the
experimental budget and the long-term decision horizon. Thaler (1981) already
shows that discount rates drop sharply as the size of wealth increases, which is
known as the magnitude effect. Additionally, he reports that discount rates drop
sharply as the length of time increase. We confirm both findings in our large non-
student sample while controlling for risk preferences. The experimental budget of
e10,000 and a decision horizon of 10 years are both (much) larger than many of
the previous studies. Horizons are frequently used up to several weeks (Augen-
blick, Niederle, et al., 2015), 3 months (Tanaka et al., 2010), 6 months (Andersen,
Harrison, M.Lauc, et al., 2010), 1 year (Dohmen, Falk, Huffman, and Sunde, 2010;
Andersen, Harrison, Lau, et al., 2014), 2 years (Goda et al., 2015) and 3 years
(Harrison, Lau, et al., 2002). A paper that comes close to ours in terms of large
stakes and long decision horizons is Potters et al. (2016). They use an experimen-
tal budget of e1,000 with a decision horizon up to retirement age and report an
annual discount rate of 1%. 23

Our third finding is that the median CRRA utility curvature α is 0.965, imply-
ing that subjects have concave utility because α < 1. Individuals have a preference
to smooth payoffs over time. A minority has a convex utility function, which im-
plies that these individuals prefer less smoothed payoffs over time.24. Curvature

23Another reason might be that not all previous studies correct for utility curvature when
estimating time preferences, such that discount rates might be upward biased (Andreoni and
Sprenger, 2012a). However, based on high income workers, Paserman (2008) estimates a yearly
discount factor of 0.9989 not corrected for curvature.

24CRRA curvature comes much closer to linear utility than estimates of classical risk aversion,
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estimates for active participants and retirees are identical at the median. Our
estimated utility curvature is in line with previous CRRA curvature estimates
(Andreoni and Sprenger, 2012a; Potters et al., 2016).

Notice that OLS and tobit parameter estimates are very similar for all pref-
erences parameters. This indicates that censored corner solutions do not seem to
be a major issue. Indeed, the percentage of responses that are at corners equals
46% and the number of subjects that made zero interior allocations is only 8%.
Compared to the literature, these percentages are low. Andreoni and Sprenger
(2012a) find that “roughly 70 percent of responses are at corners, but only 36 of
97 subjects [37%] made zero interior allocations.”

Figure 3.5 in the Appendix visualizes the distributions of the present-bias fac-
tor, the annual discount factor and CRRA curvature. Clearly, there is individual
heterogeneity in risk and time preferences. Due to the winsorization we observe a
higher fraction of subjects at the boundaries of the distributions.

Regarding concerns on mortality risk, Table 3.11 in the Online Appendix shows
the results of regressing the individually estimated preference parameters on per-
sonal characteristics. The main takeaway is that risk and time preferences are
not associated with self-reported life expectancy in a linear way, similar to the
findings of Chao et al. (2009). Thus, beliefs regarding one’s life expectancy are
not driving our preference estimates linearly, which corroborates our earlier point
to only invite participants of at most 70 years to avoid mortality effects on pref-
erences. Note that the number of observations is rather low for this variable, as
participants are not very willing to report this information to the pension fund.
In addition, we find that the present-bias factor correlates positively with male,
age, and savings. The discount factor correlates negatively with male and lower
savings. The curvature parameter does not correlate with any observed individual
characteristics.

Table 3.12 in the Online Appendix shows the preference parameters when in-
dividual annual after-tax income is used as background consumption w, assuming
that income w remains constant from the experimental date to future date t+ k.

as employed by Holt and Laury (2002) and Eckel and Grossman (2008)
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The discount factor δ remains similar to the estimations without background in-
come, but the present-bias factor β is somewhat higher and individuals act more
risk averse.

3.3 Real-life choices

This section uses administrative micro data from the pension fund to study ac-
tual annuitization decisions of retirees (N = 357) in relation to their individually
estimated preferences. The combination of the administrative data on actual deci-
sion making with the experimental survey is a unique feature of our research. We
first study how predictive preferences are for financial decision making by using a
discounted expected utility model.25 Secondly, we quantify the welfare effects of
freedom of choice in annuitization decisions by studying flexibility in the payout
phase of pension schemes.

3.3.1 Predictivity of annuity choices by preferences

This section studies how well risk and time preferences explain individual annuiti-
zation decisions. We use a simple discounted expected utility model in which we
include the individually estimated preferences.

Utility of annuity choices

To determine the utility of annuity choices, we follow 3 steps. First, we compute
the utility value of the actual observed real-life annuitization decision at retirement.
Secondly, we compute the utility value of the annuity that has not been chosen.
This is the foregone alternative or the counterfactual. For example, if a retiree
chooses a front-loaded annuity, then the foregone alternative is a flat annuity.
Finally, we determine the expected annuity choice by comparing whether the actual
or alternative annuity yields the highest utility.

25Since annuity payments are no guarantee, we use the term expected as well.
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If the actual chosen annuity yields higher total utility during the retirement
phase than the foregone alternative annuity, then the individual made a choice in
line with the model and the measured risk and time preferences. The discounted
expected utility model, using the individual preferences as inputs, is able to ex-
plain actual choice behavior since the observed annuity choice coincides with the
expected annuity choice. If the actual chosen annuity yields lower total utility
during the retirement phase than the foregone alternative annuity, then the choice
of the individual deviates from the model and the measured preferences. In this
case, the discounted expected utility model suffers from a prediction error since
the actual annuity choice differs from the expected annuity choice. If the difference
in utility levels between the actual and expected annuity choices is large, then the
prediction error is larger, and individually estimated preferences and the model
have more difficulty with explaining actual choice behavior. If the difference in
utility levels between the actual and expected annuity choices is small (i.e., small
prediction error), then measured preferences are not much in favor of one of the
annuities.

To determine the total utility of the actual chosen annuity during the retirement
phase, we compute the discounted expected utility of the annuity payments at
retirement t = 0 by

U =
T∑
t=0

p(t)φ(t; β̂, δ̂)u(xt; α̂). (3.9)

Thus, the annuity’s utility value depends on the individually estimated risk and
time preferences. u(xt; α̂) is the CRRA utility function, with estimated curvature
parameter α̂, from the after-tax annuity payment xt for t = 0, . . . , T with T the
maximum time of death. φ(t; β̂, δ̂) is the individually estimated quasi-hyperbolic
discount structure. Quasi-hyperbolic discounting requires a distinction between
the present and the future. In line with our experimental approach and the ob-
served front-loaded annuity characteristics, we set the present-bias interval equal to
one year. So, one year after retirement consumption is valued less by an amount
equal to the present-bias factor β. Since the moment of death is unknown, we
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include fund-specific survival probabilities p(t) at each time t, which are cohort
and gender specific. As the number of observations regarding self-reported sub-
jective survival probabilities is very low, we favor to use the fund-specific survival
probabilities instead. Note that in these utility calculations we correct for life ex-
pectancy, whereas the CTB experiment on purpose does not (as argued before),
as the actual cash flows on average have a longer horizon than the ten years in the
experiment.

To compute the utility value of the annuity that has not been chosen, we need to
construct the payment scheme of the unobserved foregone alternative. To construct
the payment scheme of the counterfactual, we need the individual’s pension wealth
at retirement. We find the individual’s pension wealth by computing the present
value of all future payments of the actual chosen annuity. In line with the actual
fund’s present value calculations, we use (i) the fund specific survival probabilities
p(t) for every date, cohort and gender, and (ii) an actuarial interest rate of 1.39%
to discount future payments, as set by the Dutch Central Bank in 2018 based on
the yield curve.26 Ultimately, we convert the individual’s pension wealth into the
unchosen foregone annuity.

If the retiree actually chooses a front-loaded annuity, then for the counterfactual
we convert pension wealth into the default flat annuity. We assume that the flat
annuity starts at the observed date of retirement. For example, in case of early
retirement, the retiree still retires early, but receives a flat life-long annuity rather
than the chosen front-loaded life-long annuity. If the retiree actually chooses a flat
annuity, then for the counterfactual we convert pension wealth into a front-loaded
annuity. Again, we assume that the front-loaded payments start at the observed
date of retirement. In line with our earlier observations regarding pension choices,
we assume that front-loaded annuities start with high payments at retirement for
a duration of 3 years, and low payments are equal to the legal minimum of 75% of
the high payments.

26We do not use the self-reported life-expectancies as the number of observations would become
too low.
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Table 3.3: Annuity choices, preferences, and welfare effects This table presents the
median present-bias factor β̂, the median long-run discount factor δ̂, and the median curvature
parameter α̂ for the actual and expected annuity choices according to the observed preferences.
Between parentheses the mean time preference parameter values. Potential and realized welfare
effects, associated with actual and expected annuity choices, are shown in the last two columns.

Observed preferences Welfare effects

β̂ δ̂ α̂ Potential Realized
1. Actual flat, expected front-loaded 0.94 0.96 0.97 + 0

(0.91) (0.94) (0.89)
2. Actual front-loaded, expected front-loaded 0.93 0.96 0.95 + +

(0.91) (0.95) (0.88)
3. Actual front-loaded, expected flat 0.87 1.01 0.96 -

(0.84) (1.02) (0.88)
4. Actual flat, expected flat 0.82 1.03 0.96

(0.79) (1.05) (0.92)

Observed and expected annuity choices

We now study the relation between preferences, observed annuity choices and ex-
pected annuity choices. We distinguish between four groups, because the observed
annuity choice can be in line with the expected annuity choice, or not: “actual
flat, expected front-loaded”, “actual front-loaded, expected front-loaded”, “actual
front-loaded, expected flat”, and “actual flat, expected flat”.

Table 3.3 shows the relation between annuity choices and median measured
preferences. First, we discuss the relation between preferences and expected an-
nuity choices, then we include the actual annuity choices. We observe that an
expected front-loaded annuity is accompanied by a lower median discount factor
δ and a higher median curvature parameter α relative to an expected flat annuity.
Namely, a lower discount factor δ implies stronger long-run impatience, while a
higher curvature parameter α implies a preference for a less smoothed consumption
path. A front-loaded annuity therefore fits individuals with stronger impatience,
and a front-loaded annuity is also less smooth than a flat annuity. On the other
hand, an expected flat annuity is accompanied by a median discount factor close
to one. Individuals that are expected to choose a flat annuity are individuals
with a preference for smooth consumption paths and they are more patient than
individuals that prefer a front-loaded annuity.

From the perspective of actual annuity choices, we see that the group “actual
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front-loaded, expected flat” has a relatively low median present-bias factor. These
individuals are relatively present biased and, thus, tempted to actually choose
front-loaded annuity payments. The group “actual front-loaded, expected front-
loaded” has similar preferences to the group “actual flat, expected front-loaded”.
Note that the group “actual flat, expected flat” has a low median present-bias fac-
tor as well, however the relatively high median long-term discount factor and the
relatively low median curvature parameter are dominating for this group, which
pulls individuals towards a flat annuity. The discount factor and curvature param-
eter matter for each year in the utility calculations, while the present-bias factor
only matters the first few years. Because the median discount factor is relatively
high, the median present-bias factor is lower due to the experimental answers and
the estimation methodology, as shown in the expression for β in equation (3.7).
The last two columns of Table 3.3 are discussed in the section on welfare effects.

Table 3.4, Panel A, shows the number of individuals for the actual observed
annuity choices and the expected annuity choices. The total sample of retirees is
N = 357. 248 retirees actually choose a flat annuity, while 109 retirees actually
choose a front-loaded annuity. Based on the individually estimated preferences, the
discounted expected utility model expects that 195 retirees choose a flat annuity
and 162 retirees choose a front-loaded annuity. Thus, we observe that too many
individuals actually choose a flat annuity compared to their expected choice based
on individually estimated preferences. A potential reason for this difference is that
the pension fund offers the flat annuity as a default.

Using the numbers on the diagonal, we observe that for 52% of the retirees (i.e.,
184 retirees out of 357, of which 135 choosing flat and 49 choosing front-loaded)
the individually estimated preferences explain actual annuity choices according
to the expected annuity choices based on the discounted expected utility model.
However, asking our simplified model to explain annuity choices with perfect util-
ity indifference might be too strict. So, we study the utility differences between
actual and expected annuity choices in the case annuities might be perceived as
observationally equivalent.
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Table 3.4: Explanatory power of preferences for annuity choices. In Panel A, the ob-
served preferences show the actual annuity choices against the expected utility choices, according
to the individually estimated risk and time preferences. The long-run preferences show the actual
annuity choices against the expected-utility choices according to the individually estimated risk
and time preferences under the persistent long-run view, i.e., present-bias factor β̂i = 1 for each
retiree i. Panel B shows the actual annuity choices against the expected utility choices for several
utility indifference bandwidths (i.e., the “observed preferences” from Panel A).

Panel A: No utility indifference
Observed preferences

Actual
Flat Front-loaded Total

Expected Flat 135 60 195
Front-loaded 113 49 162

Total 248 109 357

Long-run preferences
Actual

Flat Front-loaded Total

Expected Flat 142 64 206
Front-loaded 106 45 151

Total 248 109 357

Panel B: Utility indifference bandwidths
Actual

Flat Front-loaded Total
Annual cons. difference ≤ 0.01 Expected Flat 180 35 215

Front-loaded 68 74 142
Percentage explained: 71% Total 248 109 357

Actual
Flat Front-loaded Total

Annual cons. difference ≤ 0.02 Expected Flat 206 21 227
Front-loaded 42 88 130

Percentage explained: 82% Total 248 109 357

Actual
Flat Front-loaded Total

Annual cons. difference ≤ 0.03 Expected Flat 222 14 236
Front-loaded 26 95 121

Percentage explained: 89% Total 248 109 357

Actual
Flat Front-loaded Total

Annual cons. difference ≤ 0.04 Expected Flat 232 11 243
Front-loaded 16 98 114

Percentage explained: 92% Total 248 109 357

Actual
Flat Front-loaded Total

Annual cons. difference ≤ 0.05 Expected Flat 236 6 242
Front-loaded 12 103 115

Percentage explained: 95% Total 248 109 357
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Indifference bandwidths

We now allow for the possibility that expected annuity choices lie within an in-
difference bandwidth of the actual annuity choices.27 Within this bandwidth, we
argue that actual and expected annuity choices are observationally equivalent for
the individual in terms of utility. The analysis with the indifference bandwidths
can be interpreted as conditional predictions.

We compute the bounds of the indifference bands by the difference between
the actual (xact

t ) and expected (xexp
t ) annuity payments. The bound of the band-

width determines the maximum allowed utility difference between the actual and
expected annuity choice to be observationally equivalent. The bound of the band-
width ε is defined as the annual percentage consumption loss and determined by

T∑
t=0

p(t)φ(t; β̂, δ̂)u
(
xact
t · (1 + ε); α̂

)
=

T∑
t=0

p(t)φ(t; β̂, δ̂)u (xexp
t ; α̂) . (3.10)

If the bound of the indifference bandwidth ε is zero or negative, then the dis-
counted expected utility model — with individual preferences as inputs — explains
the actual choice of the retiree entirely successful. Namely, the actual annuity
choice yields equal utility or higher utility than the expected utility choice. Thus,
the individual makes an actual annuity choice that maximizes her utility given her
preferences. In Table 3.4, this holds true for the 52% of our sample, namely 184
retirees out of the 357 (i.e., the retirees on the diagonal).

If the bound of the indifference bandwidth is not too large and positive, i.e.,
ε > 0, then actual and expected annuity choices are observationally equivalent
for the individual as utility differences are small. That is, individual preferences
explain the actual choice of the retiree with some prediction error. The severity of
misprediction is given by the magnitude ε in terms of annual certainty equivalent
consumption. In case the indifference interval is not too wide, then individually
estimated preferences explain actual choices. Stated differently, individual prefer-
ences explain real-life annuity choices conditional on a small annual consumption

27One interpretation is that preferences might be measured with some error or the discounted
expected utility model might be misspecified.
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3.3. Real-life choices

difference. In Table 3.4, the groups “actual flat, expected front-loaded" and “actual
front-loaded, expected flat" suffer from some prediction error. We now study the
severity of these predictions error by means of indifference bands.

Table 3.4, Panel B, presents the number of retirees for each indifference band-
width ε. We create indifference bandwidths from 0% to 5% annual consumption
loss. Using the numbers on the diagonals we can assess the explanatory power
of preferences for actual choices. Panel B shows that individually estimated pref-
erences explain actual annuity choices for 82% of the retirees if the indifference
bandwidth is at most 2% annual consumption loss (i.e., 206+88 retirees out of
357). Thus, the explanatory power of individually estimated preferences is 82%
when the indifference bandwidth equals at most 2% annual consumption loss. Or,
the other way around, the percentage of cases with a severe prediction error, e.g.,
larger than 2%, is only 18%. Of course, if the indifference bandwidth becomes
larger (smaller), then individually estimated preferences explain actual annuity
choices to a larger (lower) extent.

Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of explained annuity choices for each indif-
ference interval, excluding the correct predictions ε = 0. Stated differently, we
display the distribution of explained annuity choices for the groups “actual flat,
expected front-loaded” and “actual front-loaded, expected flat”. The fraction of
explained annuity choices clusters mainly around zero or close to zero, which sup-
ports the idea that risk and time preferences explain financial decision making.
The severity of prediction errors is distributed similarly amongst both groups.

The actual annuity choice can be made only once, so the participant’s real-life
choice in general could have been made earlier than the date of our experiment.
Since we find that risk and time preferences help explain intertemporal financial
choices, our findings speak to a stability of preferences during the retirement phase.
This is in line with the finding of Schildberg-Hörisch (2018) that risk preferences
are stable on average over the life-cycle from age 60 onwards. Meier and Sprenger
(2015) find that estimates of discount parameters are unchanged over a 2 year
period, while Kureishi et al. (2021) find that estimates of discount parameters
decrease linearly with age over the life-cycle.
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Figure 3.4: Distribution of explained annuity choices. The figure displays the fraction of
explained annuity choices by individually estimated preferences for each indifference bandwidths.
The distribution excludes the group with a prediction error of zero, i.e., ε = 0.

3.3.2 Welfare effects

Given that individually estimated preferences are to a certain extent able to explain
annuity choices, we study in this final section the welfare effects of the possibility to
choose a front-loaded annuity. The option to take a front-loaded annuity, besides
the default flat annuity, creates freedom of choice. Freedom of choice may generate
welfare gains, but also welfare losses. Specifically, a front-loaded annuity may cause
potential and realized welfare gains or losses. This section computes the potential
and realized welfare effects of adding the option to take a front-loaded annuity,
rather than a default flat annuity, to the annuity choice menu.

To evaluate the policy of freedom of choice in annuitization decisions, a welfare
criterion is needed. A common choice to evaluate welfare is from a long-run per-
spective, on the grounds that these are the preferences that are persistent (Ericson
and Laibson, 2019). In line with Ericson and Laibson (2019), this implies that we
study choice behavior if individuals are dynamically consistent, i.e., retirees do not
suffer from present bias. So, for each individual we set the estimated present-bias
factor β̂ = 1. Using the discounted expected utility model in equation (3.9) we
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compute the actual and expected annuities’ utility values.

Table 3.4, Panel A, shows the actual observed annuity choice and the expected
annuity choice from a long-run welfare perspective, i.e., setting β̂ = 1. Of course,
the actual observed annuity choices are identical to the “observed preferences”:
248 retirees actually choose flat, while 109 retirees choose a front-loaded annuity.
According to the long-run preferences (i.e., β̂ = 1), it is expected that 206 retirees
choose a flat annuity and 151 retirees choose a front-loaded annuity. Compared to
the “observed preferences”, the expected utility model using “long-run preferences”
predicts that a higher number of retirees prefers a flat annuity, while a lower num-
ber of retirees prefers a front-loaded annuity. This is intuitive, because not being
subject to present bias pulls individuals away from the possibly tempting choice
of a front-loaded annuity. Still, we observe that relatively too many individuals
choose actually a flat annuity compared to their expected annuity choices, which
may be due to the flat annuity being the default.

Potential and realized welfare effects

To analyse the welfare effects of the option to choose a front-loaded annuity, we
distinguish between potential and realized welfare effects. Furthermore, we split
these welfare effects in gains (+), losses (-) and no effect (0). Table 3.3 summarizes
our explanations below.

The potential welfare gains (+) from a front-loaded annuity come from indi-
viduals that are expected to choose a front-loaded annuity, based on their long-run
preferences. Namely, from a long-run welfare perspective (i.e., β̂ = 1), it increases
the total utility of these retirees to choose a front-loaded annuity. Thus, potential
welfare gains of a front-loaded annuity come from the groups “actual flat, expected
front-loaded” and “actual front-loaded, expected front-loaded”. As Table 3.3 con-
firms, the long-run discount factors are the lowest among these 2 groups, indicating
that these retirees are the most impatient in the long run and prefer front-loaded
annuities. Potential welfare effects are defined as the sum of these two groups.

Realized welfare effects are defined as the sum of realized gains (+), losses (-),
and no effects (0). Realized welfare gains (+) from a front-loaded annuity come
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from individuals that are expected to choose a front-loaded annuity and actually
do so. Stated differently, the group “actual front-loaded, expected front-loaded”
chooses their actual annuity in line with their long-run preferences. Realized wel-
fare losses (-) from the option to take a front-loaded annuity stem from individuals
that actually choose a front-loaded annuity, but are expected to choose a flat annu-
ity given their long-run preferences. The main mechanism here is that the group
“actual front-loaded, expected flat” chooses a front-loaded annuity because the
present-bias factor is relatively low (i.e., 0.87 at the median), while from a long-
run perspective this group is patient as the long-run discount factor is close to
one (i.e., 1.01 at the median). The group “actual flat, expected front-loaded” has
no effect (0) on the realized welfare of a front-loaded annuity, as these individuals
realized a flat annuity and, therefore, the potential welfare is unrealized. Finally,
we leave the group “actual flat, expected flat” outside the welfare analysis because
it has no implications for the welfare effects of a front-loaded annuity.

To determine the magnitude of the welfare effects, we calculate the annual
percentage consumption effect ε using equation (3.10) with β̂ = 1. For the group
“actual flat, expected front-loaded”, the potential welfare gain follows naturally
from equation (3.10) as ε is positive since the expected choice always yields equal
or higher utility than the actual choice. For the group “actual front-loaded, ex-
pected flat”, the realized welfare loss follows from equation (3.10) by converting
the positive ε to its negative counterpart. Namely, we want to know the consump-
tion loss that occurs by foregoing to choose a flat annuity. For the group “actual
front-loaded, expected front-loaded”, we compute the potential and realized wel-
fare gains as follows. We counterfactually assume as if this group actually chooses
a flat annuity. Then, we quantify the potential and realized consumption gains
by directly computing ε in equation (3.10). Again, the potential and realized wel-
fare gains follow naturally from equation (3.10) as ε is positive since the expected
choice always yields equal or higher utility than the actual choice, such that these
positive values indicate the annual percentage consumption gains of a front-loaded
annuity.
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Table 3.5 presents an overview of the potential and realized welfare effects. We
compute the welfare effects for different subsamples. Namely, we want to assure
that preferences have predictive power for annuity choices when doing a welfare
analysis. The smaller the interval, the more strict the individual determines indif-
ference between her actual and expected annuity choice. Panels A and B display
the conditional potential and realized welfare effects, i.e., only for the affecting the
potential and realized welfare. Panels C and D display the unconditional poten-
tial and realized welfare effects, i.e., including the group of retirees “actual flat,
expected flat”. We do the latter, because welfare effects can be substantial for
a small number of affected individuals, but smoothed over the other individuals
in society, welfare effects might appear differently. Besides the effects on annual
percentage consumption, we also compute the monetary welfare effects in terms of
additional present value pension wealth at retirement.

For an indifference bandwidth of 2%, the mean potential welfare effect of a
front-loaded annuity is a gain of 1.61%.28 Unconditional potential welfare in Panel
C yields an average potential welfare gain of 0.60%. Realized welfare gains are
lower, but still positive on average: 0.56% for the conditional sample (Panel B),
and on average 0.29% for the unconditional sample (Panel C). In terms of money,
Panels A (C) and B (D) show that the average individual has a potential gain
of e7659 (e2840), but only realizes e2586 (e1337). The 5%-percentile shows
that realized welfare is negative. Welfare effects are similar for other indifference
intervals, where the highest average potential welfare of 2.77% is attained in the
indifference interval with zero prediction error. Hence, a takeaway is that policy
making can be improved to guide individuals in annuitization decisions, because
there is still unrealized welfare in the economy.

28The number is based on 83 observations from the groups “actual flat, expected front-loaded”
and “actual front-loaded” as a fraction of the total number of 294 retirees in the indifference
interval.
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3.4. Conclusion

3.4 Conclusion

To the best of our knowledge, our paper is the first to relate domain specific
and simultaneously measured risk and time preferences to real-life annuitization
decisions through a utility framework. We simultaneously measure risk and time
preferences in a real-life pension context, with long horizons, for a large group of
pension fund participants. We base our method on the Convex Time Budgets of
Andreoni and Sprenger (2012a) with an additional present-bias task (Rieger et al.,
2015). We use the individually estimated preferences as inputs in a discounted
expected utility framework to predict actual observed annuity decisions. Given
the predictive power of preferences for actual annuity choices, we quantify the
welfare effects of freedom of choice in the annuitization decision between a flat and
front-loaded annuity.

We find that pension fund participants are present biased, but retirees are less
present biased than active participants. In the context of pension decision making,
involving long horizons and large stakes, we find annual discount rates close to 1%
and utility curvature close to unity (i.e., risk neutral). The front-loaded annuity
from the Dutch pension fund, bearing similarities with a lump sum, is actually
chosen over a flat annuity by present biased, impatient, and more risk tolerant
individuals. The discounted expected utility model, with measured preferences as
inputs, explains for 82% of the retirees actual annuitization decisions when allowing
for an indifference bandwidth of at most 2%. Within this bandwidth, we argue
that the actual and utility-expected annuity choices are observationally equivalent
to the individual in terms of utility. For an indifference interval of 2%, conditional
individual potential welfare gains are on average 1.61% (e7659) but only 0.56%
(e2586) is realized. Welfare losses realize at the lower end of the distribution,
because individuals make suboptimal choices due to present bias compared to a
time-consistent expected utility maximizer.

For policy making, we can conclude that offering freedom of choice in the
annuity decision, by means of an option to take a front-loaded annuity in addition
to a flat annuity, yields on average welfare gains. But, the realized welfare gains
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can be roughly three times as large — for an indifference bandwidth of 2% —
when individuals are guided better during their annuity choices.

Our study is based on a unique dataset of individuals from a large Dutch
pension fund compromising detailed data on retirement plans. We augment the
dataset by survey data, which includes our experiments on risk and time prefer-
ences. The measurement of preferences in the same domain, context (i.e., amounts
at stake), and population as the actual decision making is a novel contribution of
our research. The data deals with real annuity choices rather than self-reported
intentions. Our analysis is based on administrative records of the Dutch pension
fund, including fund specific survival probabilities.
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3.5 Appendix

Table 3.6: Overview experimental design: Convex Time Budgets and present bias.
Choice sets in the Convex Time Budgets and present-bias task. t and k are front and end delays
in years, and ct and ct+k are allocated amounts in Euros. 1+r is the implied gross interest rates.
Annual r is the yearly interest rate in percent and calculated as ((1 + r)1/k − 1)× 100. For the
present bias task subjects enter an amount (in e) for ct+τ .

Task Scenario Set t k pt+k ct ct+k 1 + r Annual r
1 1 1 10 0.5 10,000 14,100 1.41 3.50
2 1 1 10 0.5 10,000 14,900 1.49 4.07
3 1 1 10 0.5 10,000 16,600 1.66 5.20
4 1 1 10 0.5 10,000 19,300 1.93 6.80
5 1 1 10 0.5 10,000 22,400 2.24 8.40
6 2 1 10 0.7 10,000 12,000 1.20 1.84
7 2 1 10 0.7 10,000 12,600 1.26 2.34
8 2 1 10 0.7 10,000 14,000 1.40 3.42

Convex 9 2 1 10 0.7 10,000 16,300 1.63 5.01
Time 10 2 1 10 0.7 10,000 19,000 1.90 6.63

Budgets 11 3 1 10 0.9 10,000 10,500 1.05 0.49
12 3 1 10 0.9 10,000 11,100 1.11 1.05
13 3 1 10 0.9 10,000 12,300 1.23 2.09
14 3 1 10 0.9 10,000 14,400 1.44 3.71
15 3 1 10 0.9 10,000 16,700 1.67 5.26
16 4 1 10 1.0 10,000 10,000 1.00 0.00
17 4 1 10 1.0 10,000 10,500 1.05 0.49
18 4 1 10 1.0 10,000 11,700 1.17 1.58
19 4 1 10 1.0 10,000 13,600 1.36 3.12
20 4 1 10 1.0 10,000 15,900 1.59 4.75

Present bias 21 5 0 1 1.0 800 ct+τ 800/ct+τ 800/ct+τ − 1
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Figure 3.5: Distributions of estimated individual present-bias factor, annual discount
factor and CRRA curvature. These distributions are based on the estimated parameters from
Table 3.2.
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A. Estimation

There are N experimental subjects and P convex budget decisions, where we com-
bine the present-bias task with the CTB decisions. We assume that each subject
j makes her allocation decision cti,j , i = 1, ..., P , according to the relationship in
(3.5), but that each decision is made with some additive mean-zero (potentially
correlated) error. That is,

ln

(
ct + wt

ct+k + wt+k

)
i,j

=
1

α− 1

(
log(β) · �t∈[0,1] + log(δ) · k)

+
1

α− 1
(log(pt+ki) + log(1 + ri)) + εi,j.

(3.11)

Stacking the P observations per individual j, we have

ln

(
ct + wt

ct+k + wt+k

)
j

=
1

α− 1

(
log(β) · �t∈[0,1] + log(δ) · k)

+
1

α− 1
(log(pt+k) + log(1 + r)) + εj .

(3.12)

The vector εj is zero in expectation with variance-covariance matrix Σj , a P × P

matrix, allowing for arbitrary correlation in the errors εi,j. For each subject j, we
assume that all decisions i are subject to an error with mean zero and variance σ2

i .
So, Σj is a (homogeneous) diagonal variance-covariance matrix with entries σ2

i on
the diagonal and zeros off diagonal. In other words, the error term is the same
within subject j for each decision i, but the error term may vary across individuals.

Equation (3.12) is easily estimated with ordinary least squares. However, the
log-consumption ratio is censored by the corner responses on the budget constraint

ln

(
ct + wt

ct+k + wt+k

)
j

∈
(
ln

(
0 + wt

(m · (1 + r)) + wt+k

)
j

, ln

(
m + wt

0 + wt+k

)
j

)
.

(3.13)
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Namely, either the subject allocates the complete budget m to the late payment
at the vector of gross interest rates 1 + r (and allocates nothing to the early
payment), or the subject allocates the complete budget m to the early payment
(and allocates nothing to the late payment). These corner solutions motivate the
use of censored regression techniques such as the two-limit tobit model.

Finally, the risk- and time-preference parameters for each individual j can be
estimated via the linear equation

ln

(
ct + wt

ct+k + wt+k

)
j

= ηj,0 + ηj,1 · (ln(1 + r) + ln(pt+k)) + εj , (3.14)

where ηj,0 and ηj,1 are the individual specific intercept and regression coefficient,
respectively. For each individual j, the preference estimates for utility curvature,
long-term discounting and present bias are found via the non-linear combinations

α̂ =
1

ˆηj,1
+ 1,

δ̂ = exp

[
α̂− 1

k − 1

(
η̂j,0 − α̂

α̂− 1
log

(
800 + w0

ct+τ + wt+τ

))]
,

β̂ =
1

δ̂

(
800 + w0

ct+τ + wt+τ

)α̂

.

(3.15)

A point of attention is that the background consumption parameters are known
or fixed and, secondly, that the consumption ratio (ct + wt)/(ct+k + wt+k)i,j is
strictly positive, such that the log transform is well-defined. The strength is that
corner solutions are easily addressed by censoring models such as two-limit tobit
maximum likelihood regression.
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B. Additional summary statistics and tax levels
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Table 3.7: Additional summary statistics of the sample.

Standard
Mean Median Deviation N

Panel A: Demographics
Male 0.57 1.00 0.50 1062
Age (years) 60.45 60.60 5.89 1062
Education (classes) 3.90 4.00 0.97 1058
Retired 0.34 0.00 0.47 1062
Partner 0.82 1.00 0.39 1055
Children 1.83 2.00 1.23 1058

Panel B: Financial
Income 53119 51329 22451 1000
Savings 49198 20000 80970 945
Homeowner 0.90 1.00 0.29 1059
Plan to buy 0.13 0.00 0.34 85
Rent price 744 693 282 74
House price 300750 269000 244620 893
Mortgage 0.82 1.00 0.38 947
Expect inheritance 0.26 0.00 0.44 979
Inheritance amount 88393 56250 113280 224
Leave bequest 0.58 1.00 0.49 755
Bequest amount 151020 150000 145730 343

Panel C: Pension
Pension income 22546 20916 13735 1000
Pension income (max) 29357 28463 15243 1000
Other pension income 7466 500 16548 280
Individual pension income 50000 30000 41569 22
Part-time pension 0.00 0.00 0.00 357
AOW bridge 0.40 0.00 0.49 357
Flexible pension 0.35 0.00 0.48 357
Transfer partner pension 0.23 0.00 0.42 357
Intended retirement year -2.58 -3.00 2.21 627
Attitude pension choice 4.43 5.00 0.75 1060
Attitude premium stop 2.64 3.00 1.04 1036
Attitude flexible pension age 4.50 5.00 0.70 1056
Attitude flexible pension benefits 3.81 4.00 1.07 1050

Panel D: Other
Life expectancy 84.01 85.00 4.29 395
Duration (min.) 311.71 19.78 1728.70 1062
Complexity 2.86 3.00 1.01 1028
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Table 3.8: Definition of variables. a Participants could easily access this information via a
provided link directing to house price administration

Variable Definition
Panel A: Demographics

Male Dummy; 1 = male; 0 = female
Age Age in years (pension fund administration)
Education Classes; 0 = primary school; 1 = secondary school; 2 = pre-vocational

education and training (LBO); 3 = vocational education and training
(MBO); 4 = university of applied sciences (HBO); 5 = university

Retired Dummy; 1 = retired participant (retiree); 0 = active participant (worker)
Partner Dummy; 1 = married, registered partnership or cohabitation; 0 = no

partner
Children Number of children

Panel B: Financial
Income Individual annual before tax income. For retirees, all employer-related

second pillar pension benefits received from the pension fund including
state pension benefits. For workers, salary corrected for part-time work.

Private savings Self-reported total individual amount of voluntary liquid savings (e.g. a
bank account and/or investments) in one of the classes: (0-5,000), (5,001-
10,001),(10,001-30,000), (30,001-50,000), (50,001-100,000), (100,001-
200,000), (200,001-400,000), (> 400,000). Excluding house and pension
savings.

Homeowner Dummy; 1 = House owner, 0 = rent a house
Plan to buy Dummy; 1 = Rent a house, but planning to buy a house, 0 = rent a

house, but not planning to buy a house
Rent price Self-reported current rent price of house (on household level) for tenants

(including service fees, excluding gas, water and electricity costs)
House price Self-reported current house price (on household level) for homeowners; 0

= renting a housea
Mortgage Dummy; 1 = currently one or more mortgage loans; 0 = currently no

mortgage loans
Expect inheritance Dummy; 1 = expect to receive an inheritance (money, real estate or other

possessions) during remaining life cycle; 0 = no
Inheritance amount Individual expected inherited amount in one of the classes: (< 25,000),

(25,001-50,000), (50,001-100,000), (100,001-300,000), (300,001-500,000),
(> 500,000)

Leave bequest Dummy; 1 = wish to leave a bequest (savings, house or other possessions)
when passing away; 0 = no

Bequest amount Individual expected bequest amount in one the classes: (< 25,000),
(25,001-50,000), (50,001-100,000), (100,001-300,000), (300,001-500,000),
(> 500,000)
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Table 3.9: Definition of variables (continued). Att. is abbreviation for attitude, and
AOW is abbreviation for state pension. a Participants could easily access this information via a
provided link directing to the pension government administration. b Participants were provided
that per year of early retirement pension benefits decrease by 6%, and per year of later retirement
pension benefits increase by 8%. c Participants were shown that the average life expectancy in
The Netherlands equals approximately 85 years.

Variable Definition
Panel C: Pension

Pension income Individual annual before tax second pillar accrued pension rights.
Pension income max Projected individual annual before tax second pillar accrued pension

rights.
Other pension income Self-reported individual annual before tax second pillar pension benefits

received from other pension funds (e.g. accrued in the past) in one of
the classes: 0 = none, (< 1,000), (1,002-5,000), (5,001-10,000), (10,001-
20,000), (20,001-30,000), (30,001-50,000), (50,001-100,000), (> 100,000)a

Individual pension income Self-reported individual annual before tax pension benefits received from
insurance companies or banks in one of the classes: 0 = none, (<
5000), (5,001-10,000), (10,001-30,000), (30,001-50,000), (50,001-100,000),
(100,001-200,000), (> 200,000)

Part-time pension Dummy; 1 = administrated part-time pesion; 0 = no part-time pension
AOW bridge Dummy; 1 = administrated AOW bridge (second pillar financial com-

pensation in case of early retirement); 0 = no AOW bridge
Flexible pension Dummy; 1 = administrated flexible pension in the form of a high-low or

low-high annuity; 0 = no flexible pension
Transfer partner pension Dummy; 1 = administrated transfer of partner pension to old age pen-

sion; 0 = no transfer of partner pension
Intended retirement age Intended retirement year with respect to the statutory retirement age

in one of the classes (negative values indicate early retirement, positive
values indicate later retirement): (< -5), (-5), (-4), (-3), (-2), (-1), (1),
(2), (3), (> 3).

Att. pension choices Classes; 1 = strongly disagree with more freedom of pension choices, 2 =
disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree with more freedom
of pension choices

Att. premium stop Classes; 1 = strongly disagree with the choice premium stop, 2 = dis-
agree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree with the choice premium
stop

Att. flexible pension age Classes; 1 = strongly disagree with the choice of a flexible pension age,
2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree with the choice
of a flexible pension age

Att. flexible pension benefits Classes; 1 = strongly disagree with the choice a flexible pension benefits,
2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree with the choice
a flexible pension benefits

Panel D: Other
Life expectancy Expected life expectancy in years reported in one of the classes: (< 75),

(75-84), (85), (86-90), (> 90)c
Duration Minutes between starting and ending the survey
Complexity Classes; 1 = very easy survey, 2 = easy, 3 = neutral, 4 = difficult, 5 =

very difficult survey
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Table 3.10: Median individual tax levels in The Netherlands for active participants
and retirees. Tax levels are based on individual annual before tax income. We constructed the
tax levels for actives by adding 10 percentage points to the tax level of the corresponding income
level for retirees.

Tax (fraction income)

Income (e) Active participants Retirees
<17,802 0.19676 0.09676
<20,018 0.18671 0.08671
<21,849 0.20572 0.10572
<23,731 0.23090 0.13090
<26,327 0.24774 0.14774
<29,729 0.26721 0.16721
<34,250 0.28571 0.18571
<40,542 0.29940 0.19940
<51,792 0.35565 0.25565
<65,000 0.39650 0.29650
<80,000 0.42698 0.32698
≥80,000 0.48345 0.38345
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C. Robustness checks
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Table 3.11: Preferences and personal characteristics. The table presents correlations of
three Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regressions with the individually estimated preferences as
dependent variables: present-bias factor β̂, discount factor δ̂, and curvature α̂. Controls include
the duration and reported complexity of the survey. ** and * indicate statistical significance
at the 5% and 10% level, respectively. Robust standard errors (MacKinnon and White, 1985)
between parentheses.

Present-bias factor Discount factor Curvature
Male 0.029∗∗ -0.016∗∗ 0.014

(0.015) (0.007) (0.02)
Age 0.003∗∗ 0 -0.002

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002)
Edu. medium -0.034 -0.023 0.02

(0.042) (0.031) (0.09)
Edu high 0.009 -0.038 0.042

(0.04) (0.031) (0.088)
Partner -0.009 0.007 0.003

(0.016) (0.008) (0.023)
Income (×1000) -0.001 0.001 0.004

(0.004) (0.002) (0.006)
Savings 5k-10k 0.053∗∗ -0.022∗ 0.014

(0.023) (0.012) (0.033)
Savings 10k-30k 0.056∗∗ -0.018∗ -0.028

(0.02) (0.01) (0.027)
Savings 30k-50k 0.062∗∗ -0.011 -0.028

(0.022) (0.011) (0.03)
Savings ≥ 50k 0.091∗∗ -0.014 -0.011

(0.02) (0.01) (0.028)
Life expectancy 0.004∗ 0 -0.001

(0.002) (0.001) (0.003)
Constant 0.55∗∗ 0.457∗∗ 1.061∗∗ 0.995∗∗ 0.953∗∗ 0.991∗∗

(0.085) (0.199) (0.051) (0.086) (0.14) (0.22)

Observations 862 395 862 395 862 395
Controls Yes No Yes No Yes No
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Table 3.12: Individual present bias, annual discounting, and risk aversion parameter
estimates under different background income assumptions. Two-limit tobit maximum
likelihood estimates for CRRA risk aversion γ, present-bias factor β, and discount factor δ. The
CRRA utility function is x(1−γ)/(1 − γ) for γ �= 1: γ = 0 denotes risk neutral behavior, γ > 0
denotes risk aversion and γ < 0 denotes risk seeking behavior. Panel A presents estimation
results without background income, i.e., w = 0. Panel B presents the preference parameters
when individual annual after-tax income is used in the estimation.

Standard 25th 75th

Median Mean Deviation Percentile Percentile N
Panel A: Without background income

Present-bias factor β̂ 0.836 0.819 0.184 0.695 0.953 1062
Discount factor δ̂ 0.989 1.004 0.092 0.962 1.039 1062
Annual discount rate 0.011 0.004 0.089 -0.037 0.040 1062
CRRA risk aversion γ̂ 0.035 0.085 0.252 0.013 0.095 1062

Panel B: With background income
Present-bias factor β̂ 1.025 1.021 0.103 0.978 1.058 1000
Discount factor δ̂ 0.975 0.998 0.114 0.950 1.029 1000
Annual discount rate 0.025 0.014 0.105 -0.028 0.052 1000
CRRA risk aversion γ̂ 1.430 1.911 4.724 0.587 3.028 1000
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Are individuals’ risk and time preferences affected during extreme events? And
if so, do economic outcomes, such as trading behavior, relate to changes in prefer-
ences? Preferences form the foundation in almost any intertemporal-choice model.
Standard models in economics and finance typically assume that individuals have
stable and persistent preferences over time (Stigler and Becker, 1977). Research
on the stability of preferences is conceptually at the heart of microeconomics.
Changes in the stability of preferences have vital real-world consequences for eco-
nomic outcomes, financial decision making, policy options and welfare analyses.

The literature on the relation between preferences, economic behavior, and ex-
ogenous shocks such as natural disasters, violent conflicts, economic crises, and
pandemics is relatively new, but growing rapidly (Chuang and Schechter, 2015;
Schildberg-Hörisch, 2018; Drichoutis and Nayga, 2021). We contribute to this liter-
ature by examining empirically how individuals’ preferences in financial-economic
decision making develop during an exogenous shock and, at the same time, whether
economic behavior is related to changes in preferences. The exogenous shock we
study is the COVID-19 crisis, i.e., a pandemic, and the economic behavior we study
is the disposition effect. The disposition effect is the stylized fact that paper losses
are realized less than paper gains (Odean, 1998). Besides, we contribute to the
literature by studying whether the disposition effect is stable during an exogenous
shock. Overall, we make three contributions to the literature (i) by studying how
preferences and economic behavior develop over time during a crisis rather than by
means of a ‘before-after’ analysis based on waves, (ii) by using multiple elicitation
methods to measure preferences, and (iii) by analyzing economic behavior.

We use experimental approaches in two surveys to elicit preferences and trad-
ing behaviour on a daily basis during the COVID-19 crisis. We fielded our surveys
during March 2020 (i.e., emergence COVID-19 and first lockdown) and Decem-
ber 2020 (i.e., second lockdown) using the Longitudinal Internet Studies for the
Social Sciences (LISS). LISS yields a representative sample of the Dutch popu-
lation. The first part of each survey elicits risk and time preferences, and the
second part of each survey elicits the disposition effect. Our main measure of risk
and time preferences is based on the Convex Time Budgets (CTB) approach of
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Andreoni and Sprenger (2012a) to simultaneously elicit and estimate preferences.
We estimate risk aversion, present bias, and patience, and we control for proba-
bility weighting. Using cognitive simpler but coarser methods (Dave et al., 2010)
we also independently measure (i) risk aversion by the lottery task of Eckel and
Grossman (2008), (ii) present bias and patience by the matching task of Rieger
et al. (2015) and Wang (2017), and (iii) we use qualitative statements to measure
these preferences. The second part of the survey is a trading experiment building
upon the design of Ploner (2017) to measure the disposition effect. By combining
preferences with trading behavior, we are able to study how elicited preferences
are related to observed economic outcomes during an exogenous shock.1

Even if individuals do not experience the shock directly themselves (i.e., get
infected or hospitalized by COVID-19), fear and uncertainty can be activated by
watching and reading news about the exogenous shock. Our experiments took
place during the emergence of COVID-19 and the following lockdowns, times in
which fear and uncertainty could be born naturally as there were growing concerns
about the future state of the world. National COVID-19 hospitalization numbers
were communicated daily on the news and via push notifications on mobile phones.
Hospitalizations were especially salient, because there was a general concern that
hospitals might reach full capacity with amongst others a potential health crisis
consequently. So, we measure the severity of COVID-19 by the relative change
in hospitalizations and we argue that a potential mechanism for time-varying risk
and time preferences is through fear (Meier, 2022; Guiso et al., 2018; Cohn et al.,
2015) and uncertainty (Carroll et al., 2019; Giavazzi and McMahon, 2012; Mody
et al., 2012).

Our results show that risk and time preferences strongly correlate with the
severity of the COVID-19 crisis, indicating instability of preferences during an ex-
ogenous shock. Specifically, if daily national COVID-19 hospitalizations in The
Netherlands increase, then risk aversion, time consistency, and long-term patience
increase as well. Thus, individuals are less willing to take financial risks and prefer

1We study trading behavior in our paper, but it could actually have been any other economic
decision. We merely use the observed trading behavior to demonstrate how preferences relate to
financial-economic decision making.
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to save more for the future after an increase in the daily COVID-19 hospitaliza-
tions. The effect on time preferences is economically large: a two standard devia-
tion increase (approximately 75%) in daily COVID-19 hospitalizations, decreases
the annual discount rate from 4.3% to 2.6%, increases the annual present-bias
factor by 0.05, and increases risk aversion by 0.11.

The increase in risk aversion is consistent with the fear-based mechanism and
the findings of Cohn et al. (2015) and Guiso et al. (2018). Additionally, Meier
(2022) identifies fear as a significant correlate with within-person increases in risk
aversion, using a large panel dataset, and Haushofer and Fehr (2014) finds that fear
decreases the amount invested in a risky asset. The increase in time consistency
and patience is consistent with the uncertainty-based mechanism (Carroll et al.,
2019; Giavazzi and McMahon, 2012; Mody et al., 2012) and the findings of Parker
et al. (2022). The former studies find that precautionary savings increase during
uncertain times, and the latter finds that households lack spending during COVID-
19. The increase in patience in our experiment is identified by an increase in
savings for the future and delaying current consumption. Individuals want to
insure themselves against bad states of the economy in the future and try to retain
a smooth consumption path by precautionary savings and lower consumption in
the current period.

Contemporaneously with changes in preferences, the disposition effect decreases
if there is an increase in daily COVID-19 hospitalizations. During the disposition
effect experiment, investors are asked to sell an asset immediately or to hold it for
one more year after they have observed the gains and losses on their chosen assets.
We find a decrease of -10.58% in immediately selling assets that experienced a gain
if COVID-19 hospitalizations increase. Consistent with intertemporal realization
utility (Ingersoll and Jin, 2013), the disposition effect decreases as a result of
the investor’s higher risk aversion and higher patience during rising COVID-19
hospitalizations. Specifically, investors hold on to winning assets relatively more.
Present bias plays no significant role in the selling behavior. So, this suggests that
the changes in the disposition effect during the crisis are at least partially driven
by time-varying risk aversion and patience, through the domain of selling gains.
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Our results are robust to alternative specifications. Decomposing within and
between effects allows us to take into account unobserved individual specific het-
erogeneity and confirms our results. Moreover, our results are not driven by weekly
seasonality effects in hospitalizations, nor by changing beliefs in life expectancy,
nor by changes in income, and they are robust to changes in COVID-19 ICU hos-
pitalizations as dependent variable. We also study the behavior of preferences
with changes in COVID-19 hospitalizations on a province level rather than the
national level. These province-level estimations yield insignificant results, in line
with the fact that the reported COVID-19 hospitalizations on the news were based
on national numbers. This suggests that the dynamics in preferences are triggered
by the salient national news concerning COVID-19, as province-level COVID-19
hospitalizations were not reported directly in the usual media unless you actively
searched for these numbers. We also provide some insight into how preferences de-
velop during the crisis, that is, into differences between the start of the COVID-19
crisis in March 2020 and 10 months later when the COVID-19 crisis manifested
itself tightly in December 2020.2 We find that the level of risk and time prefer-
ences is statistically similar in both months, and the sensitivity of preferences to
COVID-19 hospitalizations is similar in both months.

We find that cognitive simpler experimental measures, both quantitative and
qualitative, are unable to capture the instability of preferences compared to the
CTB method. Simpler, but coarser, experimental measures might give too broad
ranges for capturing the daily effect of the crisis on preferences, or these methods
make too restrictive simplifying assumptions such that these measures have overall
lower (predictive) accuracy (Dave et al., 2010). The cognitive more complex,
but finer, CTB method might perform better in capturing changing preferences,
especially in a developed country such as The Netherlands because the population
on average exhibits relatively high numerical skills (Dave et al., 2010; Chuang and
Schechter, 2015).

Our contribution to the literature is threefold. First, we study how prefer-

2The crisis in The Netherlands started roughly 6 March 2020 with the first COVID-19 death,
1 April 2020 1173 deaths, and 31 December 2020 the total number of COVID-19 deaths was
11843.
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ences develop during an exogenous shock. The review papers of Chuang and
Schechter (2015) and Schildberg-Hörisch (2018) classify shocks in natural catas-
trophes (i.e., earthquakes, tsunami’s, famines, floods, droughts, hurricanes and
epidemics), violent conflict (i.e., wars and political violence) and economic shocks
(i.e., macroeconomic conditions, financial crises, job search, income and educa-
tion). The COVID-19 crisis is a combination of a pandemic and an economic
shock. Research on the effects of the COVID-19 crisis on preferences finds diver-
gent and inconclusive empirical results. Studies suggest that the COVID-19 crisis
increases risk aversion (Bu et al., 2020) for men only (Lohnmann et al., 2020),
decreases risk aversion (Ikeda et al., 2020), has no effect on risk preferences (An-
grisani et al., 2020; Drichoutis and Nayga, 2021; Bokern et al., 2021), or has no
consistent effect on risk preferences (Shachat et al., 2020); decreases impatience for
men (Lohnmann et al., 2020), or has no effect on time preferences (Drichoutis and
Nayga, 2021; Bokern et al., 2021). 3 Additional research is needed to understand
theoretical predictions about the circumstances when we should expect an increase
or decrease in preferences.

However, all these studies analyze the effect of the COVID-19 crisis by means of
surveys before and after the outbreak, or by means of short waves during the crisis
(i.e., a few days to respond to the questionnaire within a specific time interval).4

Typically, researchers study whether preferences are different from one wave to an-
other. We differ here from the previous studies, because we study how preferences
develop over time within and during the COVID-19 crisis itself by measuring pref-
erences over a relatively long period. We find that preferences change with respect
to the severity of the COVID-19 crisis, but by comparing aggregate preference
levels between both our two waves (i.e., March 2020 and December 2020) we ob-
serve no differences in risk and time preferences. Our findings relate to short-term
systematic but temporary variations in preferences (Schildberg-Hörisch, 2018).

Second, our article uses multiple experimental methods to measure preferences

3Drichoutis and Nayga (2021) give an overview of papers studying the stability of preferences
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

4Another possibility is a long-term view such as life-cycle or cohort effects on preferences as
studied by Malmendier and Nagel (2011), but we abstain from this in our current research.
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during the COVID-19 crisis. While we see that there are many other papers
studying the stability of preferences, most of these focus only on one type of
preference (with a majority studying risk preferences) or one type of elicitation
method. We contribute to the literature here by eliciting and estimating risk and
time preferences simultaneously including life-expectancy beliefs, and by studying
the methodological stability of preferences over multiple elicitation methods such
as Eckel and Grossman (2002), Andreoni and Sprenger (2012a), and Rieger et al.
(2015). Despite its economic importance, especially relatively little is known about
the stability of time preferences (Meier and Sprenger, 2015; Meier, 2019). An ex-
ception is the paper of Harrison, Hofmeyr, et al. (2022). They find stability of
risk preferences during the COVID-19 crisis in the United States under expected
utility theory but not under rank-dependent utility, and stability of time prefer-
ences under exponential discounting but more instability under quasi-hyperbolic
discounting, although they estimate negative long-term discount rates on average.

The paper closest to our main measure is Lohnmann et al. (2020), as they also
use the CTB method. However, the authors only use it to measure time preferences
(i.e., present bias and long-term patience), since they measure risk preferences in-
dependently by the methods of Eckel and Grossman (2002) and Gneezy and Potters
(1997). We simultaneously elicit and estimate risk and time preferences with CTB
including a correction for probability weighting (Potters et al., 2016) and risk ca-
pacity through the channel of background income in our preference estimations.5

Compared to the previous experimental literature (e.g., see the review of Ander-
sen, Harrison, Lau, et al., 2014), our CTB setup uses long horizons up to 6 years
with large stakes of e10,000 and a large non-student sample representative for the
Dutch population. Lohnmann et al. (2020) study a smaller sample (N = 793) of
Chinese students in Beijing using waves before and after the outbreak of COVID-
19. Our approach arguably yields more individual heterogeneity in the exposure
to the crisis than studying students only.

Third, our research contributes to the literature regarding (in)stability of the

5Rather than assuming two separate mental accounts for experimental and real-life earnings,
we assume that participants integrate experimental earnings with real-life earnings in their survey
decisions.
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disposition effect, and the relation between preferences and the disposition effect.
Existing studies implicitly assume the disposition effect to be unaffected by market
cycles, while Bernard et al. (2022) find that the disposition effect is time varying.
We add to this literature by confirming that the disposition effect varies over time
and potentially driven by fluctuations in risk and time preferences. Specifically,
we show that time-varying risk aversion and time-varying patience form at least
a part of the explanation for the variation in the disposition effect during the
COVID-19 crisis such that we provide additional evidence for asset pricing models
with time-varying risk aversion (Campbell and Cochrane, 1999) and intertemporal
realization utility (Barberis and Xiong, 2012; Ingersoll and Jin, 2013).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section I. describes the experi-
mental designs, including potential mechanisms. Section II. presents the estimated
preferences and how they develop during the COVID-19 crisis. Section III. con-
firms the existence of an aggregate disposition effect and shows the time variation
during the crisis. It also presents the relation between preferences and trading
behavior. Section IV. concludes the paper.

4.1 Methodology

We adopt an experimental approach in a survey to elicit preferences and trading
behavior. The first part of the survey elicits risk and time preferences. Our main
measure of risk and time preferences is based on the CTB approach (Andreoni
and Sprenger, 2012a). We additionally use simpler quantitative and qualitative
methods to elicit risk and time preferences. The second part of the survey uses
the experimental setup of Ploner (2017) to investigate the disposition effect. The
survey questions are available from the authors upon request.

This section describes the elicitation of preferences and trading behavior, in-
cluding the experimental procedure. We then describe our sample, and the
COVID-19 data. We conclude with the preference parameter estimation based
on the CTB.
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4.1.1 Measuring preferences

In the first part of the survey, we use the CTB (Andreoni and Sprenger, 2012a) to
measure risk aversion, present bias and patience simultaneously. We also measure
these preferences independently. To measure risk aversion separately, we use the
Eckel and Grossman (2008) lottery task and a qualitative question from the Dutch
Central Bank Household Survey (DHS). To measure present bias and patience
separately, we use the matching task from the INTRA study of Rieger et al. (2015)
and qualitative questions from Gathergood (2012). We randomize the order of
presentation of the elicitation methods at the individual level to control potential
order effects.

Simultaneous elicitation

An important advantage of the CTB is that it allows to measure risk and time
preferences simultaneously. For this reason, we avoid the assumption of linear
utility and we avoid upward biased discount rate estimates if true utility is con-
cave (Andersen, Harrison, Lau, et al., 2008b) We simultaneously measure risk
aversion, present bias and patience, and we also correct for probability weighting.
Therefore, our approach is a combination of the original approach of Andreoni and
Sprenger (2012a) and Potters et al. (2016). Andreoni and Sprenger (2012a) mea-
sure risk aversion, present bias and patience, while Potters et al. (2016) measure
risk aversion, patience and probability weighting.

The simultaneous elicitation method asks individuals to allocate an initial bud-
get m = e10, 000 between payments, available at two points in time: an early
payment at time t and a delayed payment at time t + k. The early payment is
either today t = 0 or next year t = 1, and the late payment is delayed by either
one year k = 1 or five years k = 5. Subjects receive an interest rate r on delayed
payments, which varies between 0% to 800% interest on an annual basis. The
allocations must be made such that their budget constraint is satisfied, i.e., the
early payment and the present value of the delayed payment must equal the initial
budget m. Early payments are certainly paid (i.e., payment probability 1), but
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delayed payments have a payment probability pt+k of 0.5, 0.75 or 1.

Individuals make 20 consecutive CTB decisions between early and delayed pay-
ments. Our method consists of five different decision sets, and within each set we
have four different interest rate scenarios. The first three choice sets use t = 0

and k = 1, and the three choice sets differ in the delayed payment probability
pt+k = {0.5, 0.75, 1}. The fourth choice set uses t = 0 and k = 5, and the fifth
choice set uses t = 1 and k = 5, both sets having certain early and late payment
probabilities. Table 4.10 in Appendix A presents an overview of our experimental
design. In addition to randomizing the order of simultaneous and independent
elicitation methods, we also randomize the order of presentation of the five CTB
decision sets.

Differences between the early payment dates t (i.e., front-end delay) elicit
present bias, while differences between the delayed payment dates t+k (i.e., back-
end delay) elicit long-term patience. Sensitivity to variation in the interest rates
identifies curvature of the utility function, while variation in the payment probabil-
ities enables the measurement of probability weighting. Figure 4.3 in Appendix A
summarizes aggregate choice behavior in the CTB. We plot the mean and median
allocated Euros at the early payment, ct, against the gross interest rate, (1 + r),
for each of the five decision sets.

The amount of Euros allocated to the early payment declines monotonically
with the interest, showing that our participants are willing to wait for a late pay-
ment when interest rates are higher. Additionally, the amount of Euros allocated
to the early payment increases when the late payment probability is lower. Both
observations reveal that choices respond to changing interest rates and payment
probabilities in an intuitive predicted way. Evidence for strong present bias would
be observed if the earlier allocated Euros are higher when (t = 0, k = 5, pt+k = 1)

compared to (t = 1, k = 5, pt+k = 1). We observe that the early allocated budgets
for these decision sets are roughly constant at each interest rate, indicating not
too much evidence for strong present bias.

To estimate risk and time preferences, we identify the experimental allocated
payments as solutions to standard intertemporal optimization problems. These
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solutions are supposed to be functions of our parameters of interest (present bias,
discounting, risk aversion and probability weighting), and experimentally varied
parameters (interest rates, delay lengths and payment probabilities). Given as-
sumptions on the functional form of utility, the nature of discounting, and the
nature of probability weighting, our experimental tasks provide a natural context
to jointly estimate individual.

We assume that the agent has a standard CRRA utility function with curvature
parameter γ, that the agent is a quasi-hyperbolic discounter with β−δ preferences,
and that the agent distorts probabilities according to a simple Prelec weighting
function with parameter η. We estimate time preferences, i.e., present-bias factor
β and long-term discount factor δ, and we estimate risk preferences, i.e., risk aver-
sion γ and probability weighting η. As such, we combine the CTB approaches of
Andreoni and Sprenger (2012a) and Potters et al. (2016). Andreoni and Sprenger
(2012a) estimate present bias, patience, and CRRA curvature, while Potters et al.
(2016) estimate patience, CRRA curvature, and probability weighting. Addition-
ally, we also control for background consumption through annual income in our
estimations of preferences. Appendix D provides more details on the estimation.

Independent elicitation

In addition to the CTB method described above, we measure risk aversion, present
bias and patience independently by using arguably simpler methods (Dave et al.,
2010). We measure risk aversion with a lottery task as developed by Eckel and
Grossman (2002) and Eckel and Grossman (2008). Table 4.11 in Appendix A
shows the tasks.

The task involves a single choice among six gambles, all with probability 0.5
of winning a higher prize. The range of gambles includes a safe choice involving a
sure payoff of e5600 with zero risk. Then, moving from Gamble 1 to 5, the gambles
increase in both expected return and risk (standard deviation). Gamble 6 involves
only an increase in risk, with an expected return equal to Gamble 5. More risk
averse subjects choose low risk, low return gambles; risk-neutral subjects choose
Gamble 5 or 6; risk-seeking subjects choose Gamble 6. This simple but coarser
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method only allows categorization of individuals into six risk categories, whereas
the more complex but finer CTB allow categorization of individuals’ risk aversion
on a continuous scale.

We measure present bias and patience together, using a matching task from
Rieger et al. (2015) and Wang (2017), which was originally inspired by Frederick
(2005). Table 4.12 in Appendix A shows the task. The task asks participants
to give an amount for a delayed payment which makes them indifferent with an
immediate payment of e10,000. Participants give an amount eX1 for a delayed
payment of 1 year and an amount eX5 for a delayed payment of 5 years. Assuming
risk neutrality, the present-bias factor and discount factor can together be inferred
from these two responses.6

Finally, we use three qualitative statements to measure financial risk-taking
behavior, financial impulsiveness and financial patience. These statements proxy
respectively for risk aversion, present bias and patience. Subjects answer the ques-
tions on a 7-point Likert scale from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The risk
taking questions comes from the Dutch Central Bank Household Survey, and the
impulsiveness and patience questions are taken from Gathergood (2012). We also
ask the subjects a question about their trust in insurers. Table 4.12 in Appendix
A shows the qualitative questions.

4.1.2 Measuring the disposition effect

In the second part of the survey, we select a random fraction of our total sample
to participate in the trading experiment. Only those individuals that are head
of the household and make the main financial household’s decisions are eligible.
The trading experiment is specifically designed to measure the disposition effect.
The disposition effect is the well-known stylized fact that paper losses are realized
less than paper gains (Odean, 1998). We implement the experimental method
developed by Ploner (2017) to assess the existence of a disposition effect. For

6Assuming risk neutrality, the two matching questions can be represented as two equations
with two unknowns: 10000 = βδX1 and 10000 = βδ5X5, which can simply be solved for β and
δ.
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clarity, we explain Ploner’s methodology now.

Subjects in the experiment make four investment choices regarding risky in-
vestment products. Per investment choice, the investors chooses between two
investment products.7 All investment choices are simple win/loss gambles with
the same probability assigned to the win and the loss outcomes. The win and
loss outcomes are both 50%, and determined by a coin toss (heads or tails). For
investment choices 1. to 3., the magnitudes of the win and loss outcomes are sym-
metric between investment products within, but differ across investment choices.
The loss outcome is always equal to -e4000, while the win outcome assumes the
following values: +e3000, +e4000, and +e5000. It follows that choice 1 has a
negative expected value, choice 2 is a fair prospect, and choice 3 has a positive
expected value. For investment choice 4., the magnitudes of the win and loss out-
comes are asymmetric between products. Product X has a win outcome (heads) of
+e6000 and a loss outcome (tails) of -e5000, while product Y has a win outcome
of +e4000 (tails) and a loss outcome (heads) of -e2000. Thus, product Y has a
higher expected value (+e1000) than product X (+e500), while product X has
also a higher standard deviation. See Table 4.13 in Appendix A for an overview.

The investors in our experiment are given an endowment of e10,000 for each of
the four investment choices. In each choice, the investor must choose to invest the
complete endowment in one product. In choice 1. the investor chooses to invest in
product A or in product B, in choice 2. the investor chooses to invest in product C
or product D, in choice 3. the investor chooses to invest in product E or product
F, in choice 4. the investor chooses to invest in product X or product Y. The
investors are aware that products A, C, and E warrant a win if the outcome of
a coin toss is heads, and a loss otherwise. The opposite holds for products B, D,
and F. As such, the assets are ex-ante identical and perfectly anti-correlated. The
investors are ex-ante unaware of the sizes of the gains or losses for the products
in investment choices 1. to 3. We do this because the investment products are
identical and symmetric within an investment choice, and we are only interested
in the selling behavior of investors after a gain or loss. In choice 4., the investor

7We deliberately use the neutral wording of ‘product’ in the experiment to avoid framing.
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chooses to invest in product X or product Y. In this case, since the payoffs are
asymmetric, the investors are aware of the sizes of the gains and losses when
choosing between products X and Y.

After the investors have invested in their four chosen products, we toss a coin
(virtually). Investors become aware of the outcome of the coin toss, and each
investor must choose whether she wants to hold the product for one more year or
whether she wants to sell the product immediately. If the investor sells her chosen
product immediately, the earnings are immediately paid to the investor. If the
investor holds her chosen product for one more year, we perform a second coin
toss next year (hypothetically) and earnings are computed as in the first coin toss.
As an example, consider investment choice 1. yielding a gain of +e3000 when the
outcome is favorable: the investor can choose to receive e13,000 immediately, or
she can choose to toss a second coin next year with potential equally likely earnings
of e10,000 or e16,000 (known to the investor). The four investment choices are
implemented as independent investments, and an overview of total earnings is
shown after all sell and hold decisions are made.

Thus, in summary, the investors go through the following sequence of events.
First, investors choose between two investment products per investment choice.
Second, we toss a coin to define the investment returns, which are shown to the
investors. Third, investors choose to hold the product for one more year or to sell
the investment immediately. Fourth, a second coin toss is performed to define the
investment returns for those who chose to hold on to their investment. Finally, all
investors obtain a summary about the returns of their investments.

This setting yields a straightforward measure of the disposition. Simply com-
pare the fraction of sell choices among those winning and those losing after the
(first) coin toss. Evidence for a disposition effect would be found if investors sell
their products more after gains than after losses (i.e., the sell rate after gains is
higher). A loss, or gain, is by construction of the experimental design defined
with respect to the initial purchase price of the asset, i.e., the complete invested
endowment of e10,000 per asset.
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4.1.3 Experimental procedure

Upon starting the online experiment, subjects read through the instructions for the
CTB experiment. The instructions indicate that the budget should be allocated
to an early payment or a later payment. The instructions state that there is
no inflation. We also avoid arbitrage opportunities by stating that the allocated
budget could be consumed or saved in a deposit account without interest, but
could not be used to invest or to payoff a mortgage.8

Figure 4.4 in Appendix A shows a screenshot of a decision set in the experiment.
Subjects are told to divide an amount of e10,000 between the early payment today
(i.e., no front-end delay) and a late payment next year. The likelihood that the late
payment is paid equals 100% in this particular decision screen. The subjects have
to make four budget decisions presented in order of increasing interest rates from
1.00 to 4.50. In subsequent decision screens, the varying early and later payment
dates are emphasized by underlining the dates, and probabilities of uncertain late
payment were underlined as well. Subjects face a total of five such decision screen
sets, such that they complete 20 decisions.

After the 20 CTB decisions, subjects answer the questions regarding the in-
dependent elicitation methods. They additionally answer questions about their
estimated life expectancy and financial literacy.

Finally, the randomly selected household heads start with the disposition ef-
fect experiment by reading through the instructions. The investors read that
they themselves are going to invest e10,000 each time in several products. These
products yield a gain or loss, which depends on the outcome of toin cosses. The
instructions state that they will invest three times: once in product A or B, once in
product C or D, and once in product E or F. The instructions end by stating that
for each investment a coin will be tossed. After these three choices and realizations
of outcomes, the investors are told to invest once more e10,000 in product X or Y
and that their chosen product can make a gain or loss, depending on a coin toss.

8See Andreoni and Sprenger (2012b) and Augenblick, Niederle, et al. (2015) for a detailed
discussion on arbitrage opportunities in discounting studies.
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4.1.4 Data

Here we first describe our sample. Then, we sketch the COVID-19 timeline and we
introduce our main measure for studying time variation in preferences and trading
behavior.

Sample

For the online experiment, we use the LISS (Longitudinal Internet Study in the
Social Sciences) panel gathered by CentERdata in The Netherlands. The panel
is recruited through address based sampling (no self-selection), and households
without a computer and/or internet connection receive an internet connection
and computer free of charge. This household panel, representative for the Dutch
population, receives online questionnaires each month on different topics. When
respondents complete a questionnaire, they receive a monthly incentive. Our ex-
periment is not incentivized based according to the experimental answers of the
subjects, which avoids the need for complex equalization of payments, transaction
costs and payment confidence. Some researchers argue that answer-based incen-
tives in economic experiments lead to more truthful reveal of preferences, however
Cohen et al. (2020) in their overview study find little evidence for systematic
differences between incentivized and unincentivized time preference experiments.
More specifically, Potters et al. (2016) find little differences between financially
incentivized and hypothetical decisions in their CTB experiments.

We invite a total of 2998 LISS panel members between the ages of 40 and 70
during March 2020 and December 2020. A total of 2631 panel members responded
during both months, so we have a response rate of about 88% across both months.
We drop 385 individuals because they have no reported income, they did not fully
complete the CTB, or they made exactly the same allocations — being strictly
corner solutions also — in each CTB decision. We require to have individual’s
income, because we use it as a proxy for background consumption in the estimation
of the CTB preference parameters. Incomplete CTB experiments and individuals
that did not alter their decision from specific corner solutions provide insufficient
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Table 4.1: Summary statistics. Partner equals 1 if the participant lives together with a
partner (married or unmarried). Education low, Education medium and Education high are
education dummies, and the ordering is based on the categories of Statistics Netherlands. Income
is individual monthly after-tax income. 1− year life expectancy and 5− year life expectancy
are self-reported probabilities for reaching at least your current age plus 1 year and your current
age plus 5 years, respectively. ΔHosp is the daily percentage change in national hospitalizations.

Mean St. dev. Min Max N
Male 0.48 0.50 0.00 1.00 2240
Age (years) 56.61 8.56 40.00 70.00 2240
Partner 0.71 0.45 0.00 1.00 2240
Education low 0.25 0.43 0.00 1.00 2240
Education medium 0.37 0.48 0.00 1.00 2240
Education high 0.38 0.48 0.00 1.00 2240
Income (e) 1884 1143 0.00 10000 2240

ΔHosp 16.02 36.49 -52.63 144.44 2240

1-year life expectancy 93.02 15.61 0.00 100.00 2239
5-year life expectancy 85.36 18.36 0.00 100.00 2239

variation for the calculation of preference parameters. Thus, similar to Andreoni,
Kuhn, et al. (2015) we drop these observations. We additionally drop 6 individuals
because we require to have data on gender, age, partner status, and education as
these function as main controls in our analysis. Overall, we drop a total of 391
individuals such that our final sample contains 2240 subjects.

Table 4.1 presents descriptive statistics for the main characteristics of our sam-
ple. The male to female ratio is nearly 50%, and the average age is 56.61 years.
The sample is roughly uniformly distributed across education levels, 38% has a
degree from a higher vocational education or a university. The average individual
monthly after-tax income is e1884. Participants on average estimate that they
have 93% chance of surviving one more year and 85% chance of surviving the next
five years. Respondents took on average 15 minutes to complete the survey. Using
a 5-point Likert scale (‘1 = definitely not’ to ‘5 = definitely yes’), participants at
the end of the survey answer the question “Did you find the questions clear?” at
the median with a 4.0. This indicates that it was clear to the participants what
was expected from them and that they understood their tasks.
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COVID-19

The experiment took place in the period between 2 March 2020 and 31 March 2020,
and between 7 December 2020 and 29 December 2020. We have 1997 observations
during March, and 243 observations during December. The observations in De-
cember are lower, because we only invited the household heads that participated
in the trading experiment in March as well. The average amount of respondents
per day during March is 67 and during December 11. Figure 4.5 in Appendix B
shows the number of daily observations throughout March and December.

Our first survey (i.e., in March 2020) took place during the emergence of the
COVID-19 crisis in The Netherlands, the peak of global stock market crashes,
and severe lockdown measures in The Netherlands. On March 1 The Netherlands
had 0 deaths, 10 confirmed cases and no lockdown measures, while April 1 The
Netherlands had 1.173 deaths, 13.614 contaminations, and a so-called intelligent
lockdown. Our second survey (i.e., in December 2020) took place during the
second lockdown in The Netherlands, and the total number of COVID-19 deaths
was 11.843 at 31 December 2020.

To study how extreme events, in our case COVID-19, affect preferences and
trading behavior, we use the daily percentage change in national COVID-19 hospi-
talizations in The Netherlands, ΔHosp, to proxy for the severity of the exogenous
shock.9 During March and December 2020, national hospitalizations were com-
municated daily on the news and via push notifications on phones. We download
the national hospitalizations from the website of the National Institute for Public
Health and the Environment, based on the Osiris database which uses the data re-
ported by the Public Health Services (GGD). Until 16th December 2020 the official
COVID-19 hospitalization numbers on the governmental corona-dashboard were
based on the Osiris database. The hospitalization numbers include COVID-19
patients on the ICU and the nursing wards, and only those individuals that are in

9We do not use COVID-19 infected cases, because test capacity was absent during the first
few months of the crisis. We do not use COVID-19 deaths nor the reproduction number, because
these measure lag behind the actual COVID-19 situation; the reproduction number always has
a lag of two weeks by definition and was based on the national COVID-19 hospitalizations till
June 2020.
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the hospital because of COVID-19 (i.e., excluding patients with additional reasons,
besides COVID-19, for being in the hospital). To download the hospitalizations on
a province level, we need the National Intensive Care Evaluation (NICE) reported
numbers.10

If ΔHosp > 0, then the number of COVID-19 hospitalizations from day t− 1

to day t is increasing. Table 4.1 shows that, on average, daily COVID-19 hospi-
talizations are increasing during March 2020 and December 2020. The minimum
and maximum show that the daily percentage change in hospitalizations ranges
between roughly -53% and +144%. Table 4.14 in Appendix B shows that on aver-
age the increase in COVID-19 hospitalizations is about 3 percentage points higher
in March 2020 (i.e., Panel B) than December 2020 (i.e., Panel C).

We use hospitalizations rather than the number of infected individuals, be-
cause test capacity during especially the emergence of COVID-19 in March 2020
was absent or too constrained and, therefore, forms an imperfect measure of the
severity of the crisis. Another possibility would be to use COVID-19 death rates,
however deaths severe lag behind the actual situation and, therefore, is imperfect
as well. We use hospitalizations because that was the most salient number during
the COVID-19 crisis because citizens, the government, and institutions had the
fear that hospitals would become overcrowded. We use the percentage change in
hospitalizations rather than levels, since COVID expanded exponentially. In the
beginning of March 2020 the absolute level of hospital admissions was low, but the
impact of the large relative hospital changes was big. Besides, the daily percent-
age change in hospitalizations is temporarily uncorrelated, while levels violate the
temporal uncorrelatedness.

4.1.5 Potential mechanisms

Before turning to the results, this part describes the potential mechanisms for
the observed time variation in preferences and, then, their relation with trading

10These COVID-19 numbers include patients on the ICU and nursing wards for individuals
being in the hospital for at least having COVID-19, including possibly other reasons for being
in the hospital.
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behavior.

Risk preferences

In the event of extreme negative shocks, such as COVID-19, people may experience
fear concerning the uncertain future. Guiso et al. (2018) find that individuals
become more risk averse through fear during an extreme negative exogenous shock
(i.e., the financial crisis of 2007-2008 and a horror movie), and Cohn et al. (2015)
find that investors primed with a financial bust are more fearful and, therefore,
more risk averse. Additionally, Meier (2022) identifies fear as a significant correlate
with within-person increases in risk aversion, and Haushofer and Fehr (2014) find
that fear decreases the amount invested in a risky asset. Thus, individuals risk
aversion can be altered through a fearful negative shock.

Even if individuals do not experience the shock directly themselves (i.e., get
infected or hospitalized by COVID-19), fear can be activated by watching and
reading news about the shock (Guiso et al., 2018). Our experiments took place
during the emergence of COVID-19 and lockdowns, times in which fear could be
born naturally as there were growing concerns about the uncertain future. National
COVID-19 hospitalization numbers were communicated daily on the news and
via push notifications on mobile phones. Hospitalizations were especially salient,
because there was a general fear that hospitals might reach full capacity with
amongst others a potential health crisis consequently.

Thus, as potential mechanism we hypothesize that risk aversion increases when
the severity of the COVID-19 crisis increases, i.e., when national COVID-19 hos-
pitalizations increase, as individuals become more fearful when seeing higher re-
ported COVID-19 hospitalizations. Figure 4.1, left panel, shows that fear during
the COVID-19 crisis in 2020 is higher than the years before and after the crisis in
2020. This provides suggestive evidence that fear could play a role in the potential
mechanism.11

11Unfortunately, data on fear and uncertainty is only available on an annual basis, and un-
available on a daily basis.
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Figure 4.1: Fear and uncertainty during the crisis. The left panel shows mean and median
self-reported fear on a 7-point Likert scale (0 = ‘not at all’ and 6 = ‘extremely’) the year before,
during, and after the COVID-19 crisis. Similarly, the right panel shows uncertainty, proxied by
self-reported distress.

Time preferences

The literature on the connection between time preferences and emotions is limited
(Meier, 2019). Experimental settings, especially in an investment context, regard-
ing fear and time preferences are to the best of our knowledge absent. However,
there are studies that research the connection between precautionary savings and
uncertain times (Carroll et al., 2019; Giavazzi and McMahon, 2012; Mody et al.,
2012). Albeit on a micro- or macroeconomic level, these studies find that precau-
tionary savings increase during uncertain times, such as the Great Depression of
2007-2008. Individuals want to insure themselves against bad states of the econ-
omy in the future and try to retain a smooth consumption path by precautionary
savings and lower consumption in the current period. Thus, individuals saving
behavior can be altered by uncertainty.

Our experiments took place during uncertain times, namely the emergence of
COVID-19 and lockdowns. Our CTB experiment identifies time preferences di-
rectly through consumption and savings decisions. Individuals are elicited to be
more patient when they delay consumption and increase savings in the current pe-
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riod. Thus, as a potential mechanism we hypothesize that patience increases when
national COVID-19 hospitalizations increase, i.e., when uncertainty increases. In-
dividuals increase their precautionary savings for the uncertain future and defer
current consumption to retain a smooth consumption path. Figure 4.1, right
panel, shows that uncertainty during the COVID-19 crisis in 2020 is higher than
the years before and after the crisis in 2020. This provides suggestive evidence
that uncertainty could play a role in the potential mechanism.

Trading behavior

Based on the hypotheses that risk aversion and patience increase as COVID-19
hospitalizations increase, we are also able to hypothesize about the effects on
trading behavior. Because we elicit risk and time preferences only in the gain
domain, we assume any effects in the loss domain to be constant (i.e., ceteris
paribus).

The intertemporal realization utility model of Ingersoll and Jin (2013) makes
two testable predictions.12 First, a more patient investor is subject to a smaller
disposition effect as she wants to realize gains later. Second, a more risk averse
investor is subject to a smaller disposition effect as she wants to realize gains at a
higher value than a less risk averse investor. Namely, a more risk averse investor
is also willing to sell her assets at a larger loss, so her optimal selling point for
gains is higher to outweigh the disutility of a loss compared to a less risk averse
investor. Thus, contrary to static realization utility (i.e., the reflection effect),
intertemporal realization utility with a concave utility function does not create a
disposition effect, but actually reduces it.

We can test these two predictions in our trading experiment directly. Regarding
the first prediction, we expect that a more impatient investor immediately sells her
gains while more a more patient investor holds on to her gains for one more year.
For a more patient investor, the marginal utility of a future gain is higher than a
current gain. Regarding the second prediction, we expect that a more risk averse
investor holds on to her gains at while a less risk averse investor sells her gains.

12The model of Barberis and Xiong (2012) is a special case with piecewise linear utility.
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For a more risk averse investor, the marginal utility of a larger gain is higher than
a smaller gain, compared to a more risk tolerant investor. Overall, for a more risk
averse and more patient investor the marginal utility of a future gain is higher and
the expected larger gain offsets the extra risk.

Thus, the hypotheses and their relations are as follows. When COVID-19
hospitalizations increase, we expect that risk aversion and patience increase, as a
result of fear and uncertainty. Consequently, we expect that a more risk averse
and more patient investor has a smaller disposition effect, as she holds on to her
gains on an asset.

4.2 Results preferences

This section presents evidence that the estimated risk and time preferences are
related to the severity of COVID-19 during the crisis by means of daily changes in
national hospitalizations. Our results are robust to taking individual specific un-
observed heterogeneity into account. Furthermore, we study whether preferences
behave differently in the months during the crisis, and whether preferences react
to COVID-19 hospitalizations on a province level. Finally, we present evidence
that the less cognitive demanding, but coarser, independent elicited preferences
do not show time variation.

4.2.1 Aggregated preferences

Table 4.2, Panel A, shows the estimated risk and time preferences for the popula-
tion. The preferences are aggregated, meaning that for each subject we estimate
the preferences by (4.10) and, then, we compute the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles
of the population’s distribution. Echoing the results in Figure 4.3, we do not find
evidence for strong present bias at the median. We estimate a median present-bias
factor β of 0.968. The median annual discount factor δ equals 0.958, which yields
an annual discount rate of 4.3%.13 The median CRRA risk aversion γ equals 1.520,

13In line with Potters et al. (2016), the discount factors are already yearly, so the annual
discount rate follows from 1/δ̂ − 1.
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implying that respondents behave risk averse. Finally, we estimate a probability
weighting parameter η strictly larger than 1, which implies that respondents un-
derweight probabilities larger than 50%. Overall, the 25th and 75th percentiles
reveal heterogeneity in risk and time preferences.

Table 4.2: Aggregate risk and time preferences from Convex Time Budgets. Two-
limit Tobit maximum likelihood estimates for quasi-hyperbolic β, δ discounting, CRRA utility
U(x) = x1−γ

1−γ and Prelec-weighting function π(p) = pη. Background consumption equals annual
after-tax income, which varies across subjects.

25th 75th
Median Percentile Percentile N

Panel A: Aggregate
Risk aversion γ̂ 1.520 1.117 2.061 2240
Present-bias factor β̂ 0.968 0.854 1.222 2240
Discount factor δ̂ 0.958 0.876 1.038 2240
Annual discount rate 0.043 -0.037 0.141 2240
Probability weighting η̂ 1.063 -0.134 2.139 2240

Panel B: March
Risk aversion γ̂ 1.515 1.112 2.065 1997
Present-bias factor β̂ 0.970 0.853 1.227 1997
Discount factor δ̂ 0.959 0.875 1.039 1997
Annual discount rate 0.043 -0.038 0.143 1997
Probability weighting η̂ 1.030 -0.155 2.124 1997

Panel C: December
Risk aversion γ̂ 1.538 1.159 2.026 243
Present-bias factor β̂ 0.961 0.869 1.204 243
Discount factor δ̂ 0.956 0.888 1.022 243
Annual discount rate 0.046 -0.021 0.126 243
Probability weighting η̂ 1.321 0.036 2.275 243

Our estimated present-bias factor is similar to the value of Augenblick, Niederle,
et al. (2015), who estimate β = 0.97 in the financial domain using a CTB design.
Our estimated annual discount rate is similar to prevailing market interest rates
and lower than most previous studies. Frederick (2005) show in their overview ar-
ticle that estimates of annual discount rates in the literature over hundred percent
are not uncommon. Cheung (2020) estimates an annual discount rate of 62.2% in
the discounted utility model, when controlling for CRRA curvature. Andreoni and
Sprenger (2012a) estimate an annual discount rate of 27.5% in their CTB design,
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when controlling for CRRA curvature and present bias. Our estimated CRRA
risk aversion parameter γ is similar to the value of Balakrishnan et al. (2020),
they estimate a CRRA risk aversion parameter γ = 1.4 using also a CTB design
with individually varying background income and two-limit Tobit regressions. Fi-
nally, our finding that subjects underweight higher probabilities is consistent with
prospect theory (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992) and our estimate is in line with the
estimated value of Potters et al. (2016) who also use a CTB design, late payment
probabilities larger than 50% and a simple Prelec weighting function.

A potential reason for our lower, but plausible, annual discount rate is the
magnitude of the experimental budget and the long-term decision horizon. Thaler
(1981) already shows that discount rates drop sharply as the size of wealth in-
creases, which is known as the magnitude effect, and he reports that discount rates
drop sharply as the length of time increase. The experimental budget of e10,000
for our subjects, combined with the time delays of 5 years, are both larger than in
most previous studies. Horizons are frequently used up to several weeks (Augen-
blick, Niederle, et al., 2015), 3 months (Tanaka et al., 2010), 6 months (Andersen,
Harrison, M.Lauc, et al., 2010), 1 year (Dohmen, Falk, Huffman, and Sunde, 2010;
Andersen, Harrison, Lau, et al., 2014), 2 years (Goda et al., 2015) and 3 years
(Harrison, Lau, et al., 2002). A paper that comes close to ours in terms of large
stakes and long decision horizons is Potters et al. (2016), who use a lower, but
still relatively high, experimental budget of e1,000 with a decision horizon up to
retirement age. They report an annual discount rate of 1%.

Panel B and Panel C in Table 4.2 show the estimated population’s preferences
in March 2020 (i.e., emergence of COVID-19 and first lockdown) and December
2020 (i.e., second lockdown), respectively. The population’s preferences do not
differ much between these two periods of the crisis. Table 4.15 in Appendix B
displays the risk and time preferences for only the sample that participated in
the trading experiment. Again the distribution of preferences is similar. Overall,
by studying the preferences at an aggregated level during these two periods of
the crisis, we find that the distribution of preferences remains similar based on a
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partial before-after analysis, which is in line with Bokern et al. (2021).14

Table 4.14, Panel A, in Appendix B shows the outcomes for the independent
preference elicitation methods. The qualitative measures show moderate risk tak-
ing behavior and low impulsiveness, in line with our estimated risk aversion pa-
rameter and present-bias factor. The quantitative risk aversion measure (Eckel
and Grossman, 2008) confirms that our respondents are risk averse. Finally, the
quantitative measures for time preferences (Rieger et al., 2015; Wang, 2017), as-
suming linear utility, yield a somewhat higher present bias and a somewhat higher
discount rate than in the CTB experiment. These findings indeed corroborate the
claim that time preferences are upward biased if true utility is concave (Andersen,
Harrison, Lau, et al., 2008b), which is true since our subjects are risk averse and,
therefore, simultaneous estimation of risk and time preferences is preferred over
independent measurements. Panels B and C show that on a population level the
preferences are stable throughout March 2020 and December 2020.

4.2.2 Preferences during the crisis

Our main is result is shown in Figure 4.2. The graphs show the estimated risk and
time preferences from the CTB experiment on a daily frequency throughout March
2020, i.e., the emergence of COVID-19 in The Netherlands and the first lockdown.
From top to bottom, the panels displays the present-bias factor β, the discount
factor δ, and the the risk aversion γ. Clearly, the preferences (solid lines) vary over
time. Specifically, the preference parameters show a strong positive correlation
with the daily percentage change in COVID-19 hospitalizations (dotted lines).15

Individuals become more risk averse, less present biased, and more patient when
COVID-19 hospitalizations rise. The correlation of the daily percentage change
in COVID-19 hospitalizations (i) with risk aversion equals 0.36 (p-value < 0.05),

14We use the term partial before-after analysis, because the COVID measures and, thereby,
the pandemic lasted actually to at least March 2022 in The Netherlands.

15To fit both the change in hospitalizations and the preference parameters in the graphs, we
normalize both variables. Let X = (X1, X2, ..., Xn) be a vector of n observations, then the
normalized value equals Xi−min(X)

max(X)−min(X) such that both series in each graph lie in the interval of
0 and 1.
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(ii) with the present-bias factor equals 0.53 (p-value < 0.01), and (iii) with the
discount factor equals 0.51 (p-value < 0.01).
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Figure 4.2: Risk and time preferences with COVID-19 hospitalizations during the
crisis. Preferences (solid lines) are simultaneously estimated from Convex Time Budgets. Hospi-
talizations (dotted lines) are daily percentage changes in COVID-19 hospitalizations on a national
level.

Figure 4.6 in Appendix B shows the estimated risk and time preferences from
the CTB experiment on a daily frequency throughout December 2020, i.e., the
second lockdown. There appears to be some time variation in preferences, but
the correlation with the daily percentage change in hospitalizations is insignificant
at all reasonable significance levels.16 Changes in preferences during March 2020
might indeed have been stronger than during December 2020. The pandemic was
completely new during March 2020 and most implications were unknown, but
during December 2020 people got more used to the situation. Thus, implying
stronger correlations between preferences and the COVID-19 crisis during March
2020 and less so during December 2020.

To formalize this suggestive evidence for time-varying preferences, we regress
the estimated preferences on hospitalizations while controlling for multiple vari-

16The correlation of the daily percentage in COVID-19 hospitalizations (i) with the risk aver-
sion equals 0.09 (p-value = 0.68), (ii) with the present-bias factor equals -0.16 (p-value = 0.46),
and (iii) with the discount factor equals 0.00 (p-value = 0.99).
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ables. Specifically, we analyze the effect of the percentage change in COVID-19
hospitalizations on individuals’ preferences by estimating the following regressions
equation:

yi,t = a0 + a1ΔHospi,t + bXi,t + εi,t, (4.1)

where observations occur at the individual (i) and day (t) level. yi,t is the estimated
preference parameter (i.e., present-bias factor, discount factor, or risk aversion) for
individual i measured at day t. ΔHospi,t is the daily percentage change in national
COVID-19 hospitalizations from day t− 1 to day t. Xi,t is a vector of control vari-
ables. The control variables compromise gender, age, having a partner, education,
income, a dummy for answering the survey in December, and day fixed effects. We
include day fixed effects to address potential concerns regarding daily seasonality
in hospitalizations. We use quantile regressions to estimate the conditional median
of the preference parameters, because it is more robust to extreme observations.

Our coefficient of main interest is a1. Based on the suggestive evidence from
Figure 4.2, we expect a1 to be positive: if the number of COVID-19 hospital-
izations is increasing, then the risk aversion parameter, the present-bias factor,
and the discount factor increase. Individuals become less willing to take risks and
want to save more. Because individuals’ decisions are likely to be cross-sectionally
correlated, we cluster standard errors at the individual level in all regressions.

Table 4.3 shows that our coefficient of interest, a1, is positive and statistically
significant for risk and time preferences. Hence, when national COVID-19 hos-
pitalizations rise, individuals are more risk averse, less present biased and more
patient. Specifically the change in time preferences is economically sizeable. A two-
standard deviation increase in the change in COVID-19 hospitalizations (about
73%) leads to an increase of 0.11 in the risk-aversion parameter γ, 0.047 in the
present-bias factor β, and 0.017 in the annual discount factor δ. Regarding the
latter, this yields a decrease in the annual discount rate of 1.7%. Thus, individuals
discount the future less and behave more patient, namely by 1.7 percentage points
compared to a median annual discount rate of 4.3%.17

17A potential concern might be that the increased patience is not driven by precautionary
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Table 4.3: Risk and time preferences during the crisis. This table reports all coefficients
of the pooled median regressions yi,t = a0 + a1ΔHospi,t + bXi,t + εi,t. yi,t represents the
preference parameter for individual i at day t (per column): risk aversion γ, present-bias factor β,
annual discount factor δ, 1-year and 5-year self-reported life expectancy. Robust standard errors,
corrected for clustering of observations at the individual level, are in parentheses. Symbols ***,
**, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Risk Present-bias Discount 1-year 5-year
aversion factor factor life exp. life exp.

ΔHosp (×100) 0.152*** 0.064*** 0.023** -0.932 -0.477
(0.049) (0.023) (0.010) (1.197) (1.432)

December -0.060 -0.018 -0.003 -2.346** -2.743**
(0.052) (0.016) (0.007) (1.160) (1.252)

Male -0.072** -0.007 -0.001 -0.609 -1.350
(0.034) (0.012) (0.006) (0.755) (0.891)

Age (years) 0.010*** 0.002*** 0.000 0.050 -0.237***
(0.002) (0.001) (0.000) (0.040) (0.046)

Partner -0.116*** -0.009 -0.009 -0.511 0.548
(0.033) (0.012) (0.006) (0.760) (0.890)

Edu. medium -0.103** -0.010 -0.017** 2.425** 2.677**
(0.044) (0.019) (0.008) (1.062) (1.181)

Edu. high -0.242*** -0.039** -0.030*** 4.116*** 4.840***
(0.043) (0.018) (0.008) (1.053) (1.201)

Income (×1000) 0.396*** -0.014*** 0.008*** 0.618* 0.894**
(0.019) (0.004) (0.002) (0.327) (0.386)

Constant 0.365*** 0.897*** 0.963*** 88.031*** 95.784***
(0.116) (0.041) (0.018) (2.680) (3.067)

Observations 2240 2240 2240 2239 2239
Day FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Table 4.16 in Appendix C corroborates this finding: we regress the experimen-
tally allocated amounts to the late payments on changes in COVID-19 hospitaliza-
tions, and we find that the experimentally allocated amounts to the late payments
increase the median (mean) by e1759 (e971) when COVID-19 hospitalizations
rise.

savings, but rather by the inability of households to spend income during the COVID crisis as
a result of shop colsures and lockdowns. However, we find that risk and time preferences react
similarly to ΔHosp during the beginning of March 2020, where everything was still ‘normal’, and
the end of March 2020, where shops were closed as a result of an intelligent lockdown. Hence,
this alleviates such concerns.
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Our results are not driven by simultaneous changes in beliefs regarding indi-
vidual’s life expectancy, as shown in the last two columns of Table 4.3. There is
no statistically significant correlation between self-reported life expectancy prob-
abilities and changes in COVID-19 hospitalizations. Table 4.17 in Appendix C
shows that our results are robust to using OLS rather than median regressions,
using monthly background income w in the estimated preference parameters rather
than annual background income, different sets of controls (i.e., only demographic
variables, life expectancy, and financial literacy), and the unbalanced panel test of
Verbeek and Nijman (1992).

Additionally, Table 4.18 in Appendix C shows that our results remain similar
for the group of subjects with an equal salary during February, March, and Decem-
ber 2020. This indicates that the changes in preferences are not driven by changes
in income. Finally, Table 4.19 in Appendix C shows that our results are similar
when using national COVID-19 ICU hospitalizations as main independent vari-
able.18 Although COVID-19 ICU hospitalizations were less salient than COVID-19
hospitalizations during the emergence the crisis, individuals’ preferences react sim-
ilarly.

Though not the main focus of the paper, Table 4.3 shows that education and
income consistently affect preferences and beliefs. Higher educated individuals
are less risk averse, more present biased and less patient. Income is correlated
with preferences, which might not be too surprising since we use income to proxy
for background consumption in the estimation of the preference parameters. Ad-
ditionally, higher education and higher income yield higher beliefs regarding the
individuals’ 1-year and 5-year life expectancy probabilities. Finally, we find that
risk aversion increases with age — consistent with Schildberg-Hörisch (2018) —
the present-bias factor increases with age, and females are more risk averse than
males — consistent with Eckel and Grossman (2002) and Eckel and Grossman
(2008).

18The national COVID-19 ICU hospitalizations are downloaded from the website of the Na-
tional Institute for Public Health and the Environment, and they are based on the NICE reported
numbers.
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Alternative specifications

Model (4.1) assumes the error term to be independent of the explanatory variables.
For example, it is assumed that individuals who fill in the questionnaire on a
day in which hospital admissions increase are comparable to individuals who fill
in the questionnaire on a day in which hospital admissions decline. To test for
this, we separate within and between effects below. The specification in equation
(4.2) relaxes the assumption. Analyzing the within effect allows individual specific
unobserved heterogeneity to be correlated with the explanatory variables. We
are particularly interested in our main explanatory variable of interest ΔHospi,t.
We estimate the between and within effects for each preference parameter using
the approach of Allison (2009). Specifically, we estimate the following regression
equation

yi,t = ã0 + ã1(ΔHospi,t −ΔHospi) + ã2ΔHospi + b̃Xi,t + ε̃i,t. (4.2)

The between effect is given by ΔHospi = n−1i

∑ni

t=1 Hospi,t and the within effect is
given by ΔHospi,t−ΔHospi. In this model, ã1 is the within effect (comparable to
a fixed-effects estimator) and ã2 is the between effect (Mundlak, 1978). An advan-
tage of this approach is that it allows us to test for the equivalence of within and
between estimates using a Wald test. If between and within effects are the same,
then it should hold under the null hypothesis that ã1 = ã2. Again, we use quantile
regressions to estimate the conditional medians of the preference parameters as
dependent variables.

Table 4.4, Panel A, shows the results of the estimated hybrid model. If we com-
pare the between and within estimates for each preference, then we firstly observe
that the between and within effects are very similar, although standard errors are
larger for within effects. Secondly the estimated coefficients are almost identical
to the estimates from model (4.1), as shown in Table 4.3. The Wald test suggests
strongly that we can not reject the null hypothesis of equality for between and
within estimates. This suggests that individual specific unobserved variables are
not correlated with hospitalizations. This is in favor of model (4.1). Furthermore,
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Table 4.4: Alternative specifications. This table reports the coefficients of median regres-
sions from within and between analyses among individuals, between months, and at a province
level. Panel A reports the estimated coefficients ã1 and ã2 from yi,t = ã0 + ã1(ΔHospi,t −
ΔHospi)+ ã2ΔHospi+ b̃Xi,t+ ε̃i,t. Panel B reports the estimated coefficients ã1, ã2 and ã3 from
yi,t = ã0+ ã1(ΔHospi,t×Dec)+ ã2ΔHospi,t+ ã3Dec+ b̃Xi,t+ ε̃i,t. Panel C reports the estimated
coefficients ã1 from yi,t,p = ã0+ ã1ΔHospt,p+ b̃Xi,t+ ε̃i,t,p, in which ΔHospt,p is measured on a
province level. Controls Xi,t include December, Male, Age, Partner, Edu. medium, Edu. high,
and Income. The Wald tests show the null hypotheses between parentheses. Robust standard
errors, corrected for clustering of observations at the individual level, are in parentheses. Sym-
bols ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Risk Present-bias Discount 1-year 5-year
aversion factor factor life exp. life exp.

Panel A: Within and between
ΔHospi,t −ΔHospi (×100) 0.162* 0.058 0.022 -0.498 0.055

(0.098) (0.041) (0.016) (2.420) (2.685)
ΔHospi (×100) 0.152*** 0.063*** 0.023** -0.990 -0.548

(0.055) (0.023) (0.010) (1.268) (1.514)

Observations 2240 2240 2240 2239 2239
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Day FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Wald test (ã1 = ã2) 0.9286 0.8887 0.9506 0.8468 0.8299
Panel B: March and December
ΔHosp×Dec (×100) 0.029 -0.071 -0.021 -3.893 1.120

(0.163) (0.050) (0.018) (3.526) (4.087)
ΔHosp (×100) 0.152*** 0.079*** 0.024** -0.640 -0.561

(0.049) (0.026) (0.010) (1.188) (1.441)
December -0.077 -0.001 0.002 -1.829 -2.892**

(0.056) (0.021) (0.007) (1.187) (1.384)

Observations 2240 2240 2240 2239 2239
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Day FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Wald test (ã1 = ã3 = 0) 0.3789 0.1934 0.4970 0.0914 0.0895
Panel C: Province
ΔHospp (×100) 0.049* 0.003 0.004 -0.694 -0.353

(0.025) (0.008) (0.003) (0.520) (0.641)

Observations 2230 2230 2230 2229 2229
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Day FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

self-reported life expectancies are not particularly affected by between or within
effects.

Additionally, one might wonder whether the time variation in preferences is
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different between March 2020 (i.e., emergence COVID-19 and first lockdown) and
December 2020 (i.e., second lockdown). Panel B, Table 4.4, shows that the time
variation in preferences during December 2020 is not different from March 2020,
since the coefficient for the interaction between hospitalizations and December is
statistically insignificant.

Finally, we test whether preferences react to news regarding COVID-19 hospi-
talizations on a province level, rather than using news regarding COVID-19 hos-
pitalizations on a national level.19 We hypothesize that province level COVID-19
hospitalizations matter less for time-varying preferences as the reported hospi-
talizations on TV, internet, and smartphones were based on national COVID-19
hospitalizations. To explore this, we regress preferences on province level COVID-
19 hospitalizations ΔHospp and we control for province fixed effects. Indeed,
COVID-19 hospitalizations on a province level are unrelated to the time variation
in preferences (and neither for life expectancy). Thus, this provides additional sug-
gestive evidence that the saliently reported national news induces time variation
in risk and time preferences.

4.2.3 Independent measures

In addition to the simultaneously estimated preference parameters from the more
cognitive demanding, but finer, convex time budgets we measured risk and time
preferences independently using less cognitively demanding but coarser elicita-
tion methods. Panels A and B in Table 4.5 show that the simpler qualitative
and quantitative preference measures are unable to capture the time variation in
preferences. National COVID-19 hospitalizations do not correlate with these pref-
erence measures. A potential reason can found in the study of Dave et al. (2010):
the cognitive simpler tasks are too coarse to capture time variation, while the cog-
nitive more complex measure has overall superior accuracy as the measure is finer
(potentially at the cost of more noisy behavior).

Table 4.20 in Appendix C reveals that within and between effects are simi-
lar, but remain insignificant. We also observe no differences between March and

19A province in The Netherlands is very similar to a county in the U.S.
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December 2020, and province level hospitalizations have no consistent effect on
preferences as well. Only trust in insurers seems to vary over time. Specifically,
individuals indicate to have more trust in insurers during December 2020 compared
to March 2020. Correlations between the CTB measure, qualitative measures, and
quantitative measures are small and weak, as shown by Table 4.21 in Appendix C.

4.3 Results trading behavior

First, we confirm the existence of an aggregate disposition effect in our sample.
Then, we present evidence that the disposition effect is time varying and corre-
lates negatively with COVID-19 hospitalizations. Investors are less likely to real-
ize gains during rising COVID-19 hospitalizations. Finally, we test the potential
mechanisms for the relation between preferences and the disposition effect.

4.3.1 Aggregate findings

Investors make a sell and hold decision for four investment products after they have
observed their losses or gains on each product. If investors sell a product, then
they realize the trading outcome immediately and if investors hold a product, then
they hold the product for another year and realize the trading outcome next year.
The outcome of a loss or gain is determined by a fair coin toss and, thus, should be
around 50% in our sample. 537 individuals participated in the trading experiment
aggregated over March 2020 (i.e., emergence COVID-19 and first lockdown) and
December 2020 (i.e., second lockdown). We lose five individuals because they did
not fully complete the disposition effect experiment, so we have a total of 2128
trading observations for 532 unique individuals.

Table 4.6 shows that 1040 gains (i.e., 49% of the total trading decisions) and
1088 losses (i.e., 51% of the total trading decisions) occurred in our sample. The
table provides suggestive evidence for a disposition effect. We want to test whether
individuals exhibit a higher tendency to sell assets that are at a gain rather than
those that are at a loss, or vice versa holding losses more than holding gains.
Indeed, the conditional fraction of products sold for a gain is 76%, while losses
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Table 4.5: Preferences according to simpler measures during the crisis. This ta-
ble reports the estimated coefficients ā1 and ā2 of the pooled OLS regressions ȳi,t = ā0 +
ā1ΔHospi,t + ā2Dec+ b̄Xi,t + ε̄i,t. Panel A shows the qualitatively-measured binary dependent
variable ȳi,t (per column): risk taking, impulsiveness, impatience and trust. Panel B shows the
quantitatively-measured dependent variable ȳi,t (per column): risk aversion (Eckel and Gross-
man, 2008), present-bias factor β̂ and annual discount factor δ̂ assuming risk neutrality (Rieger
et al., 2015; Wang, 2017). Controls Xi,t include Male, Age, Partner, Edu. medium, Edu. high,
and Income. Robust standard errors, corrected for clustering of observations at the individual
level, are in parentheses. Symbols ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10%
levels, respectively.

Panel A: Qualitative measures
Risk taking Impulsiveness Impatience Trust

ΔHosp (×100) -0.035 -0.024 -0.061* -0.027
(0.033) (0.018) (0.032) (0.030)

December 0.034 -0.000 -0.008 0.074**
(0.031) (0.016) (0.028) (0.030)

Constant 0.222*** 0.275*** 0.272*** 0.119
(0.083) (0.047) (0.074) (0.075)

Observations 2154 2210 2203 2172
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Day FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Panel B: Quantitative measures
Risk aversion Present-bias factor Discount factor

(EG) (RN) (RN)

ΔHosp (×100) -0.084 -0.006 -0.002
(0.107) (0.018) (0.007)

December -0.069 0.015 0.002
(0.094) (0.013) (0.006)

Constant 2.294*** 0.790*** 0.846***
(0.252) (0.041) (0.017)

Observations 2240 1764 1764
Controls Yes Yes Yes
Day FE Yes Yes Yes
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Table 4.6: Sell and hold rates after gains and losses.

Sell Hold N

Unconditional
Gain 37% 12% 2128
Loss 26% 25% 2128

Conditional
Gain 76% 24% 1040
Loss 51% 49% 1088

are only realized for 51%. Likewise, investors hold on to losses more often than
holding on to gains. On average, investors are more reluctant to hold products
(i.e., 37%) than to sell products (i.e., 63%).

Odean (1998) proposes a proportion-based measure to calculate the disposition,
but thereby possibly neglects other variables affecting investor’s trading behavior,
as is also the case for our suggestive evidence. Thus, we follow the regression
technique approach of Chang et al. (2016) and we estimate the regressions equation

Selli,t = d0 + d1Gaini,t + fXi,t + ei,t, (4.3)

where observations occur at individual level i and day t. The dependent variable
Sell is a dummy variable that equals one if the investor sells the product, and zero
if the investor holds the product for one more year. Gain is a dummy variable
that is equal to one if the investor experienced a gain after the first coin toss, and
zero if the investor suffered a loss. X is a vector of controls, similar to the set of
controls in regression equation (4.1) for time-varying preferences. Additionally, we
now consider asset fixed effects. These capture the expected value and volatility
(i.e., standard deviation) of each asset.

Table 4.7 confirms that those experiencing a gain are more likely to sell the
investment than those experiencing a loss. Specifically, column (1) shows that
investors are 25% more likely to sell a gain compared to a loss. Conditional on
suffering a loss, investors sell directly 51% of their investments, while conditional on
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experiencing a gain, investors sell directly 76% of their investments. Columns (1)
to (4) confirm a clean randomisation as the coefficient for individuals experiencing
a gain remains similar throughout the different specifications. As shown by column
(4), the selling behavior of assets is heterogeneous across levels of the population,
because the decision to sell is uncorrelated to socio-demographic variables.

However, socio-demographic variables may have an asymmetric effect on assets
trading at a gain or loss, i.e., the disposition effect. In Table 4.22 in Appendix
C, we redo the regressions for the sample of assets trading at a gain and those
trading at a loss. Interestingly, we observe that age correlates positively with
selling gains and income correlates negatively with selling gains, however socio-
demographic variables are heterogeneous in the domain of losses. Stated differently,
older investors are more likely to sell assets after a gain (i.e., larger disposition
effect), and wealthy investors are less likely to sell assets after a gain (i.e., smaller
disposition effect).

4.3.2 Disposition effect during the crisis

We want to study whether COVID-19 hospitalizations influence the trading be-
havior of investors. This provides insights in the time variation of the disposition
effect. Similar to our analyses above, we regress the decision to sell an investment
immediately on national COVID-19 hospitalizations while controlling for multiple
variables:

Selli,t = d̃0 + d̃1ΔHospi,t + f̃Xi,t + ẽi,t. (4.4)

Since the effects on trading might be asymmetric, we perform the analysis for the
assets trading at a gain and for those trading at a loss. Our coefficient of interest
is d̃1.

Table 4.8 shows that the change in COVID-19 hospitalizations affects the selling
of gains (Panel A), but not the selling of losses (Panel B). From Panel A we
conclude that an increase in COVID-19 hospitalizations decreases the assets sold
after a gain. In other words, if COVID-19 hospitalizations increase, then the
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Table 4.7: Aggregate disposition effect. This table reports all coefficients of the panel OLS
regressions Selli,t = d0 + d1Gaini,t + fXi,t + ei,t. The dependent variable Selli,t is a dummy
variable equal to one if the investor sells an asset. Gaini,t is a dummy variable equal to one when
the investor experienced a gain after the toin coss, and equal to zero otherwise. Columns (1) -
(4) use different sets of control variables. Demographics include Dec, Male, Age, and Controls
additionally include Partner, Edu. medium, Edu. high, and Income. Robust standard errors,
corrected for clustering of observations at the individual level, are in parentheses. Symbols ***,
**, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Dependent variable: Sell (1) (2) (3) (4)

Gain 0.251*** 0.248*** 0.247*** 0.246***
(0.028) (0.028) (0.028) (0.027)

December -0.019 -0.020 -0.019
(0.025) (0.025) (0.026)

Male -0.047 -0.036 -0.035
(0.029) (0.033) (0.034)

Age (years) 0.000 0.000 0.000
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Partner 0.029 0.029
(0.031) (0.031)

Edu. medium 0.018 0.017
(0.038) (0.038)

Edu. high 0.002 0.002
(0.041) (0.041)

Income (×1000) -0.011 -0.012
(0.017) (0.017)

Constant 0.513*** 10.083 9.266 9.260
(0.022) (41.259) (41.186) (41.095)

Observations 2128 2128 2128 2128
Demographics No Yes Yes Yes
Controls No No Yes Yes
Asset FE No No No Yes
Day FE No Yes Yes Yes

disposition effect decreases. A two-standard deviation increase in the change in
COVID-19 hospitalizations (about 75%) yields a decrease of -10.58% in selling
assets after a gain. The mechanism is through a higher reluctance for selling gains
rather than through the domain of losses, as investors prefer to hold their winning
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assets for one more year.

4.3.3 Preferences and disposition effect

This section studies the relation between the elicited CTB preferences and the
disposition effect. We are interested in the relations of risk and time preferences
with the selling behavior of investors as predicted by the intertemporal realization
utility model.

In Table 4.9 we report the median risk aversion, present-bias factor, and dis-
count factor for investors that sell their assets after a gain and a loss. The sample in
Panel A includes all observations from March 2020 and December 2020, and Panel
B includes the observations from March 2020 only. Investors that hold their asset
after experiencing a gain are more risk averse and more patient. The difference
with selling after a gain is statistically significant at any reasonable significance
level, as indicated by the Wilcoxon rank-sum test p-values, for the aggregated
sample in Panel A and, to a somewhat less extent, for the March sample in Panel
B. Consistent with the absence of time variation in selling losses, and the fact that
only preferences are elicited in the gain domain, we do not observe any relationship
between preferences and selling losses.

Our findings are in line with the potential mechanisms regarding intertemporal
realization utility (Ingersoll and Jin, 2013). We have documented that an increase
in the change of COVID-19 hospitalizations induces more risk aversion and more
patience, and an increase in the change of COVID-19 hospitalizations yields a
smaller disposition effect as investors are less likely to sell their gains. Now, we
consistently find that indeed more risk averse, γ = 1.67, and more patient, δ =

0.97, investors are subject to a smaller disposition effect as they are more likely to
hold their gains.

A potential concern might be that our disposition effect results are driven by
another explanation than preferences. For example, the gambler’s fallacy might
alter the beliefs of an investor about the probability of a certain draw from a fair
coin toss. To address this concern, we show participants in our survey the history
of two independent fair coins that have been tossed five times. One series showing
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Table 4.8: Disposition effect during the crisis. This table reports the results of the panel
OLS regressions Selli,t = d̃0 + d̃1ΔHospi,t + f̃Xi,t + ẽi,t. Panel A contains all assets trading
at a gain (i.e., Gaini,t = 1), and Panel B contains all assets trading at a loss. The dependent
variable Selli,t is a dummy variable equal to one if the investor sells an asset. Columns (1) -
(4) use different sets of control variables. Demographics include Dec, Male, Age, and Controls
additionally include Partner, Edu. medium, Edu. high, and Income. Robust standard errors,
corrected for clustering of observations at the individual level, are in parentheses. Symbols ***,
**, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Dependent variable: Sell (1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A: Gains

ΔHosp (×100) -0.132** -0.148** -0.145**
(0.061) (0.062) (0.062)

December -0.057* -0.059* -0.058*
(0.032) (0.032) (0.032)

Constant .763*** 110.154** 92.021* 89.601*
(.018) (49.739) (50.620) (50.578)

Observations 1040 1040 1040 1040
Demographics No Yes Yes Yes
Controls No No Yes Yes
Asset FE No No No Yes
Day FE No Yes Yes Yes

Panel B: Losses

ΔHosp (×100) 0.083 0.082 0.082
(0.078) (0.078) (0.078)

December 0.008 0.006 0.006
(0.036) (0.036) (0.036)

Constant .513*** -88.393 -79.390 -74.513
(.022) (59.206) (59.133) (58.873)

Observations 1088 1088 1088 1088
Demographics No Yes Yes Yes
Controls No No Yes Yes
Asset FE No No No Yes
Day FE No Yes Yes Yes
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Table 4.9: Preferences and disposition effect. This table reports the medians of the
preference parameters if an investor holds an asset after a gain and sells an asset after a gain.
The column ‘Difference’ reports the difference in preference parameters for holding and selling
a gain. Wilcoxon rank-sum test p-values are reported between parentheses. Likewise, the table
reports the values of the preferences parameters for holding or selling after a loss. Symbols ***,
**, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Panel A: Aggregated

Gain Loss

Hold Sell Difference Hold Sell Difference
(p-value) (p-value)

Risk aversion 1.67 1.54 0.13 1.61 1.56 0.05
(0.00***) (0.35)

Present-bias factor 0.96 0.96 0.00 0.95 0.96 -0.02
(0.24) (0.50)

Discount factor 0.97 0.95 0.02 0.96 0.95 0.01
(0.01***) (0.16)

Observations 246 794 1040 530 558 1088

Panel B: March

Gain Loss

Hold Sell Difference Hold Sell Difference
(p-value) (p-value)

Risk aversion 1.68 1.55 0.12 1.62 1.63 0.00
(0.01**) (0.82)

Present-bias factor 0.98 0.95 0.02 0.94 0.97 -0.03
(0.69) (0.90)

Discount factor 0.97 0.96 0.01 0.96 0.94 0.02
(0.07*) (0.22)

Observations 131 452 583 279 298 577
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4.4. Conclusion

five times the consecutive outcome heads, and the other series shows heads and
tails in an alternating way with the fifth outcome being heads. We consequently
ask the probability of tails in the sixth coin toss. We construct a new dummy
variable Correct Probability that equals one when the participant answered 50%
to each question.

Tables 4.23 and 4.24 in Appendix C show that our results are robust when
considering this variable in our analysis. First, Panel A in Table 4.23 shows that the
aggregate disposition effect remains substantial and Panel B in Table 4.23 shows
that the disposition effect remains time varying. The variable Correct Probability

and its interaction with the main explanatory variables of interest are statistically
insignificant in the analyses. Table 4.24 displays the relation between preferences
and trading behavior only for the group of investors not subject to the gambler’s
fallacy (i.e., Correct Probability equals one). The magnitudes and statistical
significance remain similar to our above findings. Overall, this indicates that our
results are not driven by the gambler’s fallacy, as our results remain similar for the
group of investors correctly estimating the objective probabilities of a coin toss.

4.4 Conclusion

Typically, individuals’ preferences are assumed to be stable and persistent over
time (Stigler and Becker, 1977). However, we show that preferences and economic
outcomes are related to the severity of COVID-19 during the crisis. Furthermore,
changes in economic outcomes are related to changes in preferences.

We elicit and estimate risk and time preferences during the COVID-19 crisis,
and we find a strong correlation between preferences and daily changes in the na-
tional COVID-19 hospitalizations. In particular, we show that risk aversion, the
present-bias factor, and the discount factor correlate positively with daily changes
in national COVID-19 hospitalizations. Individuals become more risk averse, more
time consistent, and more patient when hospitalizations increase. Individuals de-
crease their long-term annual discount rate from 4.3% to 2.6% when COVID-19
hospitalizations increase by two standard deviations. Extensive robustness checks
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confirm our findings. Preferences measured by the CTB are only weakly corre-
lated with cognitive simpler measures, which show no association with COVID-19
hospitalizations.

A potential mechanism for the time variation in risk preferences is fear, while
a potential mechanism for the time variation in time preferences is precautionary
savings borne by uncertainty. At the same time, the disposition effect declines
when COVID-19 hospitalizations increase. We observe that investors are hold
assets that experienced a gain, while we find no effects in the loss domain. We find
that investors who are subject to a smaller disposition effect are more risk averse
and more patient. This finding is in line with intertemporal realization utility
(Ingersoll and Jin, 2013), which provides evidence that at least part of the time
variation in the disposition effect is driven by risk and time preferences. Present
bias plays no significant role in the trading behavior of investors.

Overall, our findings cast doubt on the perfect stability of preferences and the
disposition effect during a crisis. Our results support studies arguing that indi-
viduals’ preferences and selling behavior vary with negative exogenous shocks. By
linking preferences to trading behavior, we highlight the importance of preferences
for financial-economic decision making. Changes in the stability of preferences
and, consequently, economic outcomes have vital real-world consequences for pol-
icy making and welfare analyses.
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4.5 Appendix

A. Experimental design

Table 4.10: Overview experimental design: Convex Time Budgets. Choice sets in the
Convex Time Budgets. t and k are front and end delays in years, and ct and ct+k are allocated
amounts in Euros. 1 + r is the implied gross interest rate. Annual r is the yearly interest rate
in percent and calculated as ((1 + r)1/k − 1) × 100. r′ is the interest rate adjusted for the late
payment probability pt+k.

Interest Risk adjusted interest

Decision Set t k ct ct+k 1 + r Annual r pt+k 1 + r′ Annual r′

1 1 0 1 10,000 10,000 1 0 1 1 0
2 1 0 1 10,000 15,000 1.5 50 1 1.5 50
3 1 0 1 10,000 25,000 2.5 150 1 2.5 150
4 1 0 1 10,000 45,000 4.5 350 1 4.5 350
5 2 0 1 10,000 20,000 2 100 0.5 1 0
6 2 0 1 10,000 30,000 3 200 0.5 1.5 50
7 2 0 1 10,000 50,000 5 400 0.5 2.5 150
8 2 0 1 10,000 90,000 9 800 0.5 4.5 350
9 3 0 1 10,000 13,300 1.33 33.33 0.75 1 0
10 3 0 1 10,000 20,000 2 100 0.75 1.5 50
11 3 0 1 10,000 33,300 3.33 233.33 0.75 2.5 150
12 3 0 1 10,000 60,000 6 500 0.75 4.5 350
13 4 0 5 10,000 10,000 1 0 1 1 0
14 4 0 5 10,000 15,000 1.5 8.45 1 1.5 8.45
15 4 0 5 10,000 45,000 4.5 35.1 1 4.5 35.1
16 4 0 5 10,000 85,000 8.5 53.42 1 8.5 53.42
17 5 1 5 10,000 10,000 1 0 1 1 0
18 5 1 5 10,000 15,000 1.5 8.45 1 1.5 8.45
19 5 1 5 10,000 45,000 4.5 35.1 1 4.5 35.1
20 5 1 5 10,000 80,000 8 51.57 1 8 51.57
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Figure 4.3: Mean and median experimental allocated payments in the Convex Time
Budgets.

Table 4.11: Eckel-Grossman risk aversion task. Subjects choose which gamble to play,
all of which involve a 50/50 chance of a low or high payoff. The implied Coefficient of Relative
Risk Aversion (CRRA) range is based on the power utility function U(x) = x1−γ

1−γ . Each range is
calculated by equalizing the gamble to its neighbors, and computing the value of γ that makes
the individual indifferent in utility between each adjacent gamble.

Choice Low payoff High payoff Exp. return St. Dev. Implied CRRA range

Gamble 1 5600 5600 5600 0 γ > 3.46
Gamble 2 4800 7200 6000 1200 1.16 < γ < 3.46
Gamble 3 4000 8800 6400 2400 0.71 < γ < 1.16
Gamble 4 3200 10400 6800 3600 0.50 < γ < 0.71
Gamble 5 2400 12000 7200 4800 0 < γ < 0.50
Gamble 6 400 14000 7200 7000 γ < 0
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Table 4.12: Time preferences (risk neutrality) and qualitative statements. Panel A
shows the matching task of Rieger et al. (2015) and Wang (2017), in which subjects fill in the
amount X. Panel B displays the qualitative statements, and subjects answer the questions on a
7-point Likert scale.

Panel A: Time preferences (under the assumption of risk neutrality)
Assume for this question that prices in the future remain equal to the prices today (no inflation).
Fill in an amount X1 such that option B is as attractive as option A.
A. Receive e10,000 now
B. Receive X1 over 1 year

Assume for this question that prices in the future remain equal to the prices today (no inflation).
Fill in an amount X5 such that option B is as attractive as option A.
A. Receive e10,000 now
B. Receive X5 over 5 years

Panel B: Qualitative questions (7-point Likert scale: strongly disagree to strongly agree)

Risk taking
I am prepared to take the risk to lose money, when there is also a chance to gain money
Impulsiveness
I am impulsive and tend to buy things even when I can’t
Patience
I am prepared to spend now and let the future take care of itself
Trust
I have trust in insurers

Table 4.13: Products in disposition effect experiment. This table shows for each product
the win and loss outcomes, which follow from a coin toss (heads or tails).

Choice Product Heads Tails Exp. return St. Dev.

1. A +3000 -4000 -500 4950
B -4000 +3000 -500 4950

2. C +4000 -4000 0 5657
D -4000 +4000 0 5657

3. E +5000 -4000 +500 6364
F -4000 +5000 +500 6364

4. X +6000 -5000 +500 7778
Y -2000 +4000 +1000 4243
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Figure 4.4: Decision set Convex Time Budgets. In this decision screen, the subject
allocates m = 10, 000 Euro between an early payment today and a late payment with delay
k = 1 year. The late payment is with a probability pt+k of 100%. The gross interest rate 1 + r
over k years in the 4 scenarios varies from 1.00 to 4.50. The allocated amount of e0 today is for
illustration purposes only, the default values were blanks (subjects must actively allocate). The
text is translated from Dutch to English.
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B. Additional data
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Figure 4.5: Daily survey observations during March 2020 (top) and December 2020
(bottom).
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Figure 4.6: Time-varying risk and time preferences with COVID-19 hospitalizations
during December 2020.
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Table 4.14: Aggregate preferences from independent measures. Risk taking,
Impulsiveness and Impatience measure qualitatively self-stated risk and time preferences on a
7-points Likert scale. Trust measures the trust in insurance companies with a 7-points Likert
scale. Risk aversion (EG) measures quantitatively risk aversion following Eckel and Grossman
(2008), while Present − bias factor (Wang) and Discount factor (Wang) measure quantita-
tively time preferences (assuming risk neutrality) following Rieger et al. (2015) and Wang (2017).

Mean St. Dev. Min. Max. N
Panel A: Aggregate

Qualitative measures
Risk taking 3.52 1.76 1.00 7.00 2154
Impulsiveness 1.94 1.30 1.00 7.00 2210
Impatience 3.03 1.75 1.00 7.00 2203
Trust 3.35 1.49 1.00 7.00 2172
Quantitative measures
Risk aversion (EG) 2.01 1.44 1.00 6.00 2240
Present-bias factor (RN) 0.93 0.21 0.10 1.78 1764
Discount factor (RN) 0.92 0.09 0.56 1.00 1764

Panel B: March
ΔHosp 16.37 36.70 -52.63 144.44 1997
1-year life expectancy 93.25 15.26 0.00 100.00 1996
5-year life expectancy 85.70 18.14 0.00 100.00 1996
Qualitative measures
Risk taking 3.50 1.76 1.00 7.00 1917
Impulsiveness 1.93 1.31 1.00 7.00 1969
Impatience 3.03 1.76 1.00 7.00 1963
Trust 3.33 1.49 1.00 7.00 1937
Quantitative measures
Risk aversion (EG) 2.02 1.44 1.00 6.00 1997
Present-bias factor (RN) 0.93 0.21 0.10 1.78 1556
Discount factor (RN) 0.92 0.09 0.56 1.00 1556

Panel C: December
ΔHosp 13.15 34.64 -44.73 74.16 243
1-year life expectancy 91.13 18.18 0.00 100.00 243
5-year life expectancy 82.63 19.92 0.00 100.00 243
Qualitative measures
Risk taking 3.62 1.80 1.00 7.00 237
Impulsiveness 1.98 1.24 1.00 7.00 241
Impatience 3.00 1.66 1.00 7.00 24
Trust 3.54 1.48 1.00 7.00 235.00
Quantitative measures
Risk aversion (EG) 1.95 1.45 1.00 6.00 243
Present-bias factor (RN) 0.95 0.17 0.38 1.50 208
Discount factor (RN) 0.92 0.08 0.67 1.00 208
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Table 4.15: Aggregate risk and time preferences from Convex Time Budgets: Trad-
ing sample. This table shows the preferences for the only sample that participated in the dispo-
sition effect experiment. Two-limit Tobit maximum likelihood estimates for quasi-hyperbolic β, δ

discounting, CRRA utility U(x) = x1−γ

1−γ and Prelec-weighting function π(p) = pη. Background
consumption equals annual after-tax income, which varies across subjects.

25th 75th
Median Percentile Percentile N

Panel A: All, trading experiment
Risk aversion γ̂ 1.590 1.215 2.111 537
Present-bias factor β̂ 0.961 0.835 1.203 537
Discount factor δ̂ 0.958 0.875 1.043 537
Annual discount rate 0.044 -0.041 0.143 537
Probability weighting η̂ 1.192 -0.007 2.309 537

Panel B: March, trading experiment
Risk aversion γ̂ 1.599 1.232 2.316 294
Present-bias factor β̂ 0.962 0.784 1.203 294
Discount factor δ̂ 0.961 0.869 1.055 294
Annual discount rate 0.041 -0.052 0.150 294
Probability weighting η̂ 1.085 -0.083 2.331 294
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C. Robustness checks

Table 4.16: Time-varying Convex Time Budget allocations. This table reports the
coefficients of the regressions yi,t = a0 + a1ΔHospi,t + bXi,t + εi,t. yi,t is the average per
individual i over the allocated amounts to the late payment at time t. Controls Xi,t include Dec,
Male, Age, Partner, Edu. medium, Edu. high, Income and day fixed effects. Robust standard
errors, corrected for clustering of observations at the individual level, are in parentheses. Symbols
***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Median regression OLS

ΔHosp (×100) 1759.414*** 971.356*
(659.977) (556.944)

December -33.117 85.591
(507.393) (508.178)

Constant 26887.068*** 26342.921***
(1422.588) (1290.979)

Observations 2240 2240
Controls Yes Yes
Day FE Yes Yes
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Table 4.17: Robustness time-varying preferences. This table reports the coefficients of
the regressions yi,t = a0 + a1ΔHospi,t + bXi,t + εi,t. yi,t represents the preference parameter for
individual i at day t (per column): risk aversion γ, present-bias factor β and annual discount
factor δ. Controls Xi,t include Dec, Male, Age, Partner, Edu. medium, Edu. high, Income
and day fixed effects. Panel A uses OLS rather than median regressions to estimate our main
regression equation, while Panels B-F use median regressions. Panel B uses the preference pa-
rameter estimates based on monthly background income rather than annual background income.
Panel C only uses the set of controls Xi,t: Dec, Male, Age, and day fixed effects. Panel D
controls for life expectancy, added to the standard set of controls. Panel E controls for financial
literacy, added to the standard set of controls. Panel F tests for unbalancedness of the panel
dataset using the test of Verbeek and Nijman (1992). Robust standard errors, corrected for
clustering of observations at the individual level, are in parentheses. Symbols ***, **, and *
indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Risk aversion Present-bias factor Discount factor
Panel A: OLS
ΔHosp (×100) 0.390** 1.362** 0.052***

(0.160) (0.554) (0.019)
Observations 2240 2240 2240
Panel B: Monthly background income
ΔHosp (×100) 0.046* 0.081*** 0.025**

(0.027) (0.030) (0.013)
Observations 2240 2240 2240
Panel C: Controlling for demographics only
ΔHosp (×100) 0.098* 0.056*** 0.025***

(0.055) (0.020) (0.010)
Observations 2246 2246 2246
Panel D: Controlling for life expectancy
ΔHosp (×100) 0.147*** 0.066*** 0.025**

(0.047) (0.021) (0.010)
1-year life expectancy -0.001 -0.000 -0.000

(0.002) (0.001) (0.000)
5-year life expectancy -0.002 -0.001 -0.000

(0.002) (0.001) (0.000)
Observations 2239 2239 2239
Panel E: Controlling for financial literacy
ΔHosp (×100) 0.083** 0.069*** 0.022**

(0.038) (0.024) (0.009)
Financial literacy -0.319*** -0.058** -0.041***

(0.032) (0.024) (0.010)
Observations 2240 2240 2240
Panel F: Unbalanced panel test
ΔHosp (×100) 0.156*** 0.065** 0.023**

(0.048) (0.025) (0.010)
Times observed -0.030 -0.002 -0.008

(0.041) (0.015) (0.009)
Observations 2240 2240 2240
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Table 4.18: Robustness income. This table reports the coefficients of the regressions yi,t =
a0 + a1ΔHospi,t + bXi,t + εi,t. yi,t represents the preference parameter for individual i at day
t (per column): risk aversion γ, present-bias factor β and annual discount factor δ. Controls
Xi,t include Dec, Male, Age, Partner, Edu. medium, Edu. high, Income and day fixed effects.
The analysis contains only the subjects that have an equal salary during February, March, and
December 2020. Robust standard errors, corrected for clustering of observations at the individual
level, are in parentheses. Symbols ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10%
levels, respectively.

Risk aversion Present-bias factor Discount factor

ΔHosp (×100) 0.204*** 0.102*** 0.025**
(0.075) (0.030) (0.012)

Constant 0.399** 0.905*** 0.989***
(0.155) (0.060) (0.027)

Observations 1386 1386 1386
Controls Yes Yes Yes
Day FE Yes Yes Yes

Table 4.19: Robustness ICU. This table reports the coefficients of the regressions yi,t =
a0 + a1ΔICUi,t + bXi,t + εi,t. yi,t represents the preference parameter for individual i at day t
(per column): risk aversion γ, present-bias factor β, annual discount factor δ, and annual discount
rate. ΔICUi,t is the daily percentage change in national COVID-19 ICU hospitalizations from
day t− 1 to day t. Controls Xi,t include Dec, Male, Age, Partner, Edu. medium, Edu. high,
Income and day fixed effects. Robust standard errors, corrected for clustering of observations at
the individual level, are in parentheses. Symbols ***, **, and * indicate significance at the 1%,
5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Risk aversion Present-bias factor Discount factor Discount rate

ΔICU (×100) 0.445*** 0.209*** 0.042 -0.050*
(0.143) (0.056) (0.027) (0.029)

Constant 0.344*** 0.885*** 0.958*** 0.044**
(0.124) (0.040) (0.019) (0.021)

Observations 2240 2240 2240 2240
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Day FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Table 4.20: Within and between analyses for simpler measures. This table reports
the coefficients of OLS regressions from within and between analyses for the qualitative and
quantitative preference measures. Panel A shows the qualitatively-measured binary dependent
variable yi,t. Panel B shows the quantitatively-measured dependent variable yi,t. Subpanel 1
estimates yi,t = a0 + a1(ΔHospi,t −ΔHospi) + a2ΔHospi + bXi,t + εi,t. Subpanel 2 estimates
yi,t = a0 + a1(ΔHospi,t × Dec) + a2ΔHospi,t + a3Dec + bXi,t + εi,t. Subpanel 3 estimates
yi,t,p = a0 + a1ΔHospt,p + bXi,t + εi,t,p, in which ΔHospt,p is measured on a province level.
Controls Xi,t include Dec, Male, Age, Partner, Edu. medium, Edu. high, and Income. The
Hausman and Wald tests show the null hypothesis between parentheses. Robust standard errors,
corrected for clustering of observations at the individual level, are in parentheses. Symbols ***,
**, and * indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Panel A: Qualitative
Risk taking Impulsiveness Impatience Trust

Panel A.1: Individuals
ΔHospi,t −ΔHospi (×100) -0.093 -0.033 -0.123** -0.180***

(0.058) (0.034) (0.060) (0.062)
ΔHospi (×100) -0.027 -0.022 -0.052 -0.005

(0.035) (0.019) (0.034) (0.032)

Observations 2154 2210 2203 2172
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Day FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Wald test (a1 = a2) 0.2903 0.7549 0.2684 0.0083
Panel A.2: March and December
ΔHosp×Dec (×100) -0.122 0.027 -0.003 -0.251***

(0.097) (0.048) (0.076) (0.090)
ΔHosp (×100) -0.026 -0.026 -0.060* -0.008

(0.034) (0.019) (0.032) (0.030)
December 0.050 -0.004 -0.008 0.106***

(0.033) (0.017) (0.030) (0.033)

Observations 2154 2210 2203 2172
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Day FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Wald test (a1 = a3 = 0) 0.2361 0.8497 0.9540 0.0018
Panel A.3: Province
ΔHospt,p (×100) 0.002 -0.006 -0.028** -0.029**

(0.014) (0.006) (0.013) (0.013)

Observations 2144 2200 2193 2162
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Day FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Province FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
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Table continued.

Panel B: Quantitative
Risk aversion Present-bias factor Discount factor

(EG) (RN) (RN)
Panel B.1: Individuals
ΔHospi,t −ΔHospi (×100) 0.031 0.017 -0.001

(0.204) (0.034) (0.012)
ΔHospi (×100) -0.099 -0.009 -0.002

(0.112) (0.019) (0.008)

Observations 2240 1764 1764
Controls Yes Yes Yes
Day FE Yes Yes Yes
Wald test (a1 = a2) 0.5311 0.4534 0.9524
Panel B.2: March and December
ΔHosp×Dec (×100) 0.089 0.061 0.009

(0.285) (0.039) (0.017)
ΔHosp (×100) -0.091 -0.011 -0.002

(0.111) (0.019) (0.007)
December -0.081 0.007 0.000

(0.100) (0.013) (0.006)

Observations 2240 1764 1764
Controls Yes Yes Yes
Day FE Yes Yes Yes
Wald test (a1 = a3 = 0) 0.7211 0.1532 0.8588
Panel B.3: Province
ΔHospt,p (×100) -0.024 -0.011 0.002

(0.046) (0.008) (0.003)

Observations 2230 1756 1756
Controls Yes Yes Yes
Day FE Yes Yes Yes
Province FE Yes Yes Yes
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4.5. Appendix

Table 4.23: Gambler’s fallacy: Aggregate and time-varying disposition effect. This
table reports the results for the additional control variable Correct Probability, which is a dummy
variable equal to one when the investor correctly estimated (i.e., 50%) the two probabilities of tails
in two independent sequences of fair coin tosses. Panel A shows the aggregate (stable) disposition
effect, and Panel B the disposition effect during the crisis. Panel A reports coefficients of the
panel OLS regressions Selli,t = d0 + d1Gaini,t + fXi,t + ei,t, and Panel B reports the results
of the panel OLS regressions Selli,t = d̃0 + d̃1ΔHospi,t + f̃Xi,t + ẽi,t for all assets trading
at a gain (i.e., Gaini,t = 1). The dependent variable Selli,t is a dummy variable equal to
one if the investor sells an asset. Gaini,t is a dummy variable equal to one when the investor
experienced a gain after the toin coss, and equal to zero otherwise. Columns (1) - (4) use different
sets of control variables. Demographics include Dec, Male, Age, and Controls additionally
include Partner, Edu. medium, Edu. high, and Income. Robust standard errors, corrected for
clustering of observations at the individual level, are in parentheses. Symbols ***, **, and *
indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Panel A: Aggregate disposition effect
Dependent variable: Sell (1) (2) (3) (4)

Gain× -0.032 -0.033 -0.031 -0.029
Correct probability (0.060) (0.060) (0.060) (0.060)

Gain 0.274*** 0.271*** 0.269*** 0.267***
(0.051) (0.051) (0.051) (0.051)

Correct probability 0.066 0.069 0.072 0.070
(0.047) (0.047) (0.047) (0.047)

Constant 0.465*** 15.528 14.040 13.929
(0.040) (40.738) (40.592) (40.546)

Observations 2128 2128 2128 2128
Demographics No Yes Yes Yes
Controls No No Yes Yes
Asset FE No No No Yes
Day FE No Yes Yes Yes

Panel B: Gains
ΔHosp (×100)× 0.105 0.100 0.105
Correct probability (0.103) (0.103) (0.102)

ΔHosp (×100) -0.191** -0.203** -0.204**
(0.095) (0.096) (0.095)

Correct probability 0.022 0.026 0.026
(0.047) (0.047) (0.047)

Constant 116.303** 97.679* 95.394*
(49.685) (50.667) (50.615)

Observations 1040 1040 1040
Demographics Yes Yes Yes
Controls No Yes Yes
Asset FE No No Yes
Day FE Yes Yes Yes
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Table 4.24: Gambler’s fallacy: Preferences and disposition effect. This table re-
ports the medians of the preference parameters if an investor holds (i.e., Sell Gain is ‘No’)
an asset after a gain and sells (i.e., Sell Gain is ‘Yes’) an asset after a gain, only for in-
vestors not subject to the gambler’s fallacy (i.e., Correct Probability equal to one). The col-
umn ‘Difference’ reports the difference in preference parameters for holding and selling a gain.
Wilcoxon rank-sum test p-values are reported between parentheses, which tests the null hy-
pothesis H0 : preference(sell gain = No) = preference(sell gain = Yes). Symbols ***, **, and *
indicate significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.

Sell Gain

No Yes Difference
(p-value)

Risk aversion 1.67 1.51 0.16
(0.01**)

Present-bias factor .96 .96 0.00
(0.23)

Discount factor .97 .95 0.02
(0.06*)

Observations 172 585 757

D. Estimation

This section shows how we estimate risk and time preferences from the CTB. In the
CTB experiment, subjects choose a payment ct, available at time t, and a payment
ct+k available after delay k, continuously along a convex budget constraint

ct +
ct+k

1 + r
= m, (4.5)

where (1 + r) is the experimental gross interest rate and m is the experimental
budget.

Using the quasi-hyperbolic model of intertemporal decision making (Phelps and
Pollak, 1968; Laibson, 1997), the subject maximizes discounted expected utility
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over the early payment ct and late payment ct+k (including interest)

max
ct,ct+k

δt [π(pt)U(ct + wt) + (1− π(pt))U(wt)]

+ βδt+k [π(pt+k)U(ct+k + wt+k) + (1− π(pt+k))U(wt+k)] ,
(4.6)

where δ is the one period discount factor and β is the present-bias factor. The
quasi-hyperbolic form is able to capture time-inconsistent behavior. β < 1 indi-
cates present bias, and if β = 1 the model equals exponential discounting (i.e.,
standard time-consistent behavior). pt and pt+k are the corresponding probabili-
ties of payment. The terms wt and wt+k are additional utility parameters which
could be interpreted as background consumption or income (Andersen, Harrison,
Lau, et al., 2008b).

Hence, the CTB method asks subjects to maximize a utility function U(ct, ct+k).
We assume that subjects have a time-separable Constant Relative Risk Aversion
(CRRA) utility function of the form

U(x) =
x1−γ

1− γ
, (4.7)

with γ the coefficient of relative risk aversion.20 Money allocated to the early
payment has a value of ct, while money allocated to the late payment has a present
value of ct+k/(1 + r).21 Since early payments are always certain, it holds that
pt = 1. In some decision sets, the late payment is uncertain with probability pt+k.
For instance, when pt+k is 0.7, the late payment is paid with a chance of 70%, and
nothing is paid with a chance of 30%.

Given the evidence regarding probability distortions (Kahneman and
A.Tversky, 1979; Tversky and Kahneman, 1992), we use π(pt+k) as the subjec-
tive probabilities of a late payment. We use a simple Prelec probability weighting

20With this functional form, γ = 0 denotes risk neutral behavior, γ > 0 denotes risk aversion
and γ < 0 denotes risk seeking behavior.

21ct+k/ct defines the gross interest rate (1 + r) over k years, so (1 + r)1/k − 1 gives the
standardized annual interest rate r. Multiplication by the payment probability pt+k denotes the
risk-adjusted interest rates.
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function

π(p) = pη, (4.8)

where p is the objective probability and π(p) is the subjective (distorted) prob-
ability. Since our experimental setup contains late payment probabilities of 50%
or larger, it is sufficient to identify the underweighting of high probabilities as
there is no need to capture both the over- and underweighting of low and high
probabilities, respectively.

Solving the subject’s maximization problem (4.6) subject to her budget con-
straint (4.5) yields the first-order condition

ct + wt

ct+k + wt+k

=

⎧⎨
⎩
(
βδk(1 + r)π(pt+k)

)− 1
γ , if t = 0(

δk(1 + r)π(pt+k)
)− 1

γ , if t > 0
(4.9)

which shows that the experimentally allocated payments depend on the preference
parameters and the experimentally varied parameters.

Taking the logarithm and using the Prelec weighting function (4.8), we find

ln

(
ct + wt

ct+k + wt+k

)
=

(
ln β

−γ

)
· �t=0, pt+k=1 +

(
ln δ

−γ

)
· k

+

(
1

−γ

)
· ln(1 + r) +

(
η

−γ

)
· ln(pt+k),

(4.10)

where �t=0, pt+k=1 is an indicator function for the time period t = 0 and a sure
probability of late payment. In other words, we presume that present bias en-
ters after today and to avoid interference between present bias and probability
weighting, we estimate present bias only in the scenarios where late payment is
guaranteed.

Given an additive error structure and assumptions on background income
wt, wt+k, such an equation is easily estimated with parameter estimates for β, δ, γ
and η obtained via non-linear combinations of coefficient estimates. The equation
shows indeed that the present-bias factor β is identified through the front-end de-
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lay in t, the long-term annual discount factor is identified through the back-end
delay via k, the CRRA risk aversion follows from changes in the gross interest rate
(1+ r) and probability weighting follows from changes in the late payment proba-
bility pt+k. We estimate the preference parameters per individual using two-limit
Tobit maximum likelihood regressions to account for corner solutions. To limit the
number of estimated parameters, we set background income for each individual to
her annual after-tax income and we assume that wt = wt+k. After the estimation,
we winsorize the individually estimated parameters at the 1% level of the bottom
and top of the overall distribution.
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